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"Now girls,” said the restaurant A MESSAGE OF DEATH
PEDDLING TICKETS
manager, "I want you all to look your
THREE-TIMES-A-WEKK
best today. Add a little extra dab ot The Story Which Lighthouse Nobody Can Say That Maine
Subscriptions 13.00 per year payable In
powder to your cheeks and take a bit
advance; single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circula
Central Railroad Is Not
Flashes Told To Anxious
Donald H. Fuller, Home From Miami, Tells Of Busy
more care with your hair.”
tion and very reasonable.
Do you wish to see a repetition of the destructive grass Are of 15
Watchers Ashore
Doing Utmost
Season and Everybody Apparently Happy
“Why, what’s the matter?” asked
years ago? Do you want your residence and other property enthe head waitress.
"Butter bad
•••
An epic of the sea which will ap
House-to-house canvassing to sell
daxgtred? Then why not bum your own grass before It catches tire
•••
Common sense Is Instinct, and ••• again?”
enough ot It Is genius.—H. W. •••
Donald H. Fuller, with the story of pleasure on several occasions to dine
accidentally and It is necessary to call out the fire department and
peal to all who read “Guardians Of railroad tickets, believed to be the
"No,” said the manager, "the bed’s
— Shaw.
volunteers. Other towns take this precaution every year during the
Our Coast’’ was told this week in first effort of its kind in the history
a winter's sojourn in the tropics writ at tlie cafeteria down at Miami Beach
••• tough.”—The Humorist (London).
t pring, and you hear of very few destructive grass fires in those locali
thia dispatch from Port Morien, of railroading, is to be tried by the |
ten all over his well tanned features, which is owned and managed
ties Why not take a leaf from the book of those who believe In
by Mr. and Mrs. E. M. f awrence. Its
Nova Scotia:
3500 employes of the Maine Central.
arrived home from Miami, Fla. Thurs
“Safety First?”
name is the "Bonita." The establish
“A message of death blinked in Railroad in an effort to stimulate i
day after a five-day motor Journey ment was enjoying a large and well
red flashes from a lighthouse drew passenger travel by train and there
which carried him over model high deserved measure of prosperity.
rescuers into a new attempt to by assisting stabilizing railroad em
ways until he covered the disreputable
“It was the only place where I
ployment.
reach ice locked Flint Island.
stretch
between Wiscasset and War could get real blueberry pie,” said
“ ’A child is dead’ said red lights
Details of the unique plan in
ren.
Don. who remembers that the pro
flashing six times in groups of two. which officials and employes alike !
Mr. Fuller had been in Miami since ! prietors said the blueberries came
The dead child was one of nine in j will make a house-to-house drive to Rockland Motorist Held On Manslaughter Charge After
Jan. 14, and found It a very optimistic from the True factory in Hope,
Contrary to a street rumor, this plant has
the family of Light Keeper Martell, sell excursion tickets and at the same
Woman Is Injured Fatally
city. If the word depression ever
Mr Fuller was very much with the,
but which of the nine it was no one ■ time acquaint—as would salesmen
crept
into
a
Floridian's
conversation
not shut down. It is open for business as
Berrys
—Charlie, Kay and Marie—
and
saleswomen
for
any
other
coman the mainland knew.
Mrs. William A. Cheseboro of East charge of manslaughter, and gave it was used in the past tense. With and they had several jolly outings,
"For 50 hours boats had sought in ' modify—people in general with the
usual, ready to serve you to the limit of its
many on the waiting lists the hotels I one of which was a fishing party
vain to reach the island, isolated by advantages of rail travel, were made Boothbay was fatally injured on the bail in the sum of $1000 for his apwere wearing an extremely prosper which in no way depreciated the
a mile and a half of broken ice. public by Executive Vice President Augusta-Waterville road yesterday, pearance at Augusta Municipal Court
ous app<arance, and Mr. Fuller was plentiful stock of finny creatures said
capacity.
when
a
car
owned
and
driven
by
EdMonday
morning.
i Frantic signals had told them some Douglass. Front page newspaper ad
told tliat there were more people In to inhabit Miami waters. Also he met
win
S
Levensaler.
purchasing
agent
An
Augusta
despatch
telling
the
vertising
will
augment
the
house-tothing was wrong but at first no one
Florida
—Miami, at least—than there on several occasions Mr. and Mrs
of
the
Rockland
&
Rockport
Lime
deplorable affair says:
house campaign.,
knew what it was.
had been at any time since the boom George Snow, whose home 1s in Coral
Corporation
is
said
to
have
crashed
“
The
accident
occurred
about
five
Homes in every city and town
"The shore people composed a code
miles outside this city. Chief of Police days. Merchants told of prosperous Gables. As pilot of one of the Pan
of signals which were delivered to the where the Maine Central has a sta into the Cheseboro car.
The
tragedy
was
intensified
by
the
John
N. O’Connell and State High business, and when the average mer American clippers Captain Snow is
light tower in a note dropped from tion in the State of Maine will be
chant concedes that business ts good having an exceedingly busy season.
an airplane by Don McPherson, but visited by officials and employes fact that Mrs. Cheseboro was soon way Patrolman Merle E. Cole ex
there are no ifs and ands about the
Others whom ho encountered from
to
have
given
birth
to
a
child
Within
pressed
the
opinion
that
Levensaler
there was a mixup and all that was from the Executive Offices down
matter.
time to time included Adriel U. Bird,
two
hours
of
the
woman
’
s
demise
a
apparently
went
to
sleep
at
the
definitely established was that some through the clerks, the trainmen,
The horse and dog races attracted Sam Bickford (of Bickford Restau
Tfel. 360
Rockland
9 Lime Street
one was ill or dead. Then the maintenance forces and other de- Caesarian operation was performed, wheel of his large sedan. Levensaler
many thousands of people to Florida rants fame), Dr. F. F. Brown. Wil
with
some
hope
that
the
child's
life
was
cut
about
the
knees
and
Mr.
Olace Bay radio station asked the I partments to the newest office boy,
the past winter, so many that th< liam Bishop. Irving Beach and Ouy
islanders to flash the light twice in in a week's intensive campaign to might be preserved, but the infant Cheseboro suffered lacerations and State is said to have realized $807,000
Lermond. He frequently saw John
survived
only
a
few
hours.
bruises.
Both
automobiles
were
daincase Martell was dead, four times start April 3.
in taxes through the two sports. The Andrews, a former Thomaston and
Mr. Levensaler was arrested on the 1 aged badly.”
Specifically
they
will
attempt
to
if it was Mrs. Martell, and six times
Miami park is the best in the country Rockland boy who is now on his third
sell tickets for an Easter excursion
if it was one of the children.
$2,000,000 having been spent in re year as bell captain at The Everglades.
BASEBALL IN BATH
“FRIEND OF THE FAMILY"
"Many eyes watched in’the cold from stations in Maine to Boston for
modeling it a year ago. and another F. H. Jordan. Miss Margaret Jordan.
darkness that night as the light be I which an especially low rate has been
million
in improvements this year. F. H. Sanborn, Dr Harrison Sanborn
Backers Take New Heart With Pas- Amateurs Register High In One-Art
gan to blink. ’Flash-flash. Flash- established. At the same time they
Comedy at thr Congregational Some of the best Jockeys in the Unit and Maurice Goldberg. He much re
sage Of thr Sunday Sports Bill
will attempt at each house they visit
flash. Flash-flash.’
ed States ride the horses. In the gretted not liaving seen Dr. W P.
Church
"The
government
icebreaker, to point out the safety and comfort
center of the big park are several Conley while the latter was doing
With
Sunday
baseball
aimoJL
a
EASILY AND QUICKLY FOR YOUR
Montcalm made ready to sail from of railroad travel and to present the
The musicale and play at the Con ponds where flamingoes, swans and Florida.
certainty, Bath ball players can see
North Sidney to bring the body J fact that railroad travel, at stand
The two outstanding events of the
gregational
vestry Wednesday eve other feathered creatures present a
a silver lining for the diamond pasashore and give aid if anyone else ard rates, is cheaper than the opera
I time in the Ship City. They believe ning was an entertainment of high colorful picture. The days' wagers , season were the attempted aasassinawas sick. A shift in the wind raised tion of the cheapest form of auto-!
that Sunday afternoon baseball order, the appreciative applause from j on the horse races ranged from j tion of President Roosevelt, which
hope that the ice might yield to the mobile.
on Kelley field will bring the sport an audience, which filled the room $350,000 to $400,000 or did until the he says did not create nearly as much
Each of the 3500 house-to-house
smashing progress of the hardy
bank holiday come, when the amount of a sensation In Miami as it appears
back with a bang. Last ^summer saw
salesmen and women has been as
ship.”
to overflowing, testifying to this was only $116,000. The average total to have done in the North; and the
the game stressed more than in re
for
xkland
signed ten houses in the campaign,
' of wagers at the dog races was about bonk holiday. On the latter occasion
cent years with the Bath team play statement. Rev. Walter S. Rounds
making a total of 35,000 Maine
$40,000 a day. The racing season is the avenues leading from Miami were
acted
as
master
of
ceremonies,
and
Your Golden Opportunity is here. Thousands and
' homes to be visited in the drive. ing a rather extensive schedule and
I limited to 31 days, and closed yester crowded with tourists heading home
enjoying
fair
success.
They
met
such
announced
this
program
to
preface
thousands of people have joined the Treasure Hunt.
( Each official and employe will report
day.
ward—at least 10,000 on the day of
prominent teams as Lewiston of the the one-act comedy "A Friend of the
Dig up that useless gold that’s “kicking” around the
back the number of sales made, and
Attend the
The bathing beaches were packed the proclamation.
Pine Tree League, champs of that
Family" by Edith Barnard Delano;
house and gdt Cash for it. AU transactions private.
I the result will be compared with
after that first cool week In March.
A decided novelty which Mr. Fuller
Knickerbocker Class
circuit; St. George, champs of the Plano—Impromptu .... Howard Hanson
sales by former methods of calling
) The coolest temperature Mr. Fuller saw was an "egg factory" set up ir.
Mlaa
Ruth
I
Lawrence
at Glover’s Store
,
BANK REFERENCES
Coast League and the Berlin, N. H.
attention to special low-fare excur
Contralto—Prayer --------- David Guion saw was 58. and the average was be a defunct hotel. The hens ,of which
Shelters. On a Sunday afternoon the
Sunday at 12 o’clock
Life's Twilight ........... Oley Speaks tween 68 and 70. There was only one
Bring or Mail in: Gold Teeth, Bridges, Chains, Watch
sions.
there were between 4000 and 5000, inA Little House ..................... Rohrer
Bath boys can do business with such
And get in on a Di cus-loii of the
Mrs Nettle Bird Frost
Cases, Bracelets, Earrings, Pins, Eye Glasses, Nug
; rainy day during his stay.
: stead of being allowed to run at large
Work Done and Left Undone by
ELECTRICAL REMOVAL OF
(Marshall Bradford at the piano)
attractions.
1 Considerable construction work is and dig up the neighbors' flower gar
Readings—Child Impersonations
gets, etc. Anything containing gold in any shape or
the With Legislature which has
TONSILS
The Bath team will probably need Musical reading—Antiques
j going on at Coral Gables and Miami dens. were confined in very small ..-ire
just adjourned.
No risk to patient: no hospitalization
condition.
Miss
Ruth
Barter
of
Tenant'a
Harbor
Representative Louis A. Walker
Free Examining Clinic 3 to 5 p. m. pitching. Charlie Erdmann, the Cin
(Miss Bushnell at the piano)
i Beach, and real estate was said to be pens, plied on tiers, and about their
Leader
cinnati boy. hurled the locals to wins Duet—O Moment That Is Blessed .......... moving faster.
Saturdavs
MAIL IN YOUR GOLD
only diversion was cackling which
Chas. Dennee
DR. ETHEL CRIE
over Berlin. Brunswick and a Lew
Mrs. Esther Howard. Mr Bradford
It has been an excellent season for they did with especial vigor when they
Special attention given to packages. We return your
Osteopathic Physician
(Mrs Nettle Averill at the pianoi
Office Tel. 136; Res. 83. Thomaston iston twi-league team. He lost a Baritone—Evening Song ..... Olmstead 1 citrus fruits
laid two eggs a day—which feat they
package, prepaid, if you are not satisfied. Address all
heart breaker to St. George, Mark
The Green-eyed Dragon
Charles
157878
Generally speaking food prices are frequently did, according to Don's
"The Mikado" ....
packages to—
CONFETTI PARTY
Hayes, Cannonball Oliver, Frankie j Tit Willow Song from
Gilbert and Sullivan lower in Miami than they are in the veracious guide.
ON THE ROLLERS
Mr Bradford
Sheridan and Al Bonney were others ,
i North, yet Mr. Fuller closely perusing
(Mrs Averill, accompanist)
Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller who (vent
TONIGHT
available for mound duty, while Readings -Monologue—The Movie Pest the columns of The Courier-Gazette
to Miami at the same time are still at
Pelong.
William
Henry
Drummond
7 to 12 o'clock
Leon Buck of the high school team I
Miss Barter
frequently read of bargains at Perry's Hotel Gralynn, and do not plan to re
twirled a nice game against the Lew
Miss Barter, a student with Miss | Market which had Miami outdone.
turn to Rockland until the middle of
Care of Narragansett Hotel,
Rockland, Me.
iston Pine Tree Leaguers.
Adelyn Bushnell, was heard with
And speaking of food It was his April.
Oliver's hurling arm has never re particular interest, her winsome
Man or woman, rich or poor, young or old, feel free to come in!
sponded the way it should from an manner, beautifully modulated voice
Hats, Homs. Balloons. Novelties,
Uee Park Street Entrance, Ground Floor Door, Next to Lobby
old injury. Sheridan's arm was com and sympathetic renderings, capti
Confetti and Serpentines
ing slowly last summer but could vating her hearers. Mrs. Frost's rich
In Town Till April 9.
Business Hours: 9 A. M. to 8 P. M.
•
39’lt
GRAND MARCH AT 9.30
have been better. Hayes seems to voice and Mrs. Howard's lovely so
Although the State Police and dam. Shaw was fired upon after
39*lt
have fully recovered from a sore prano were at their best, while
sheriffs have made a very diligent demanding the surrender of Makki.
arm he sported two years ago and j Mr. Bradford's Interpretations were
search the past three days they have who is believed by the officers to
had plenty of zip on the pill this past thoroughly delightful. Miss Law
not located' Frank Sirein, alias Frank have done tfie shooting. Sullln was
summer—Bath Times.
rence, a graduate of the Eastman
Makki. who vanished in the late not dangerously wounded, and Shaw
School of Music, reflected her excel
Betty on a visit to her aunt, being lent training in her contribution to hours of Tuesday night after setting was not hit, though there were
bullet holes in his clothing to prove
offered some left-over fragments, the program. In the cast were Mrs. fire to his camp in Warren.
Makki is charged with assault that the assailant was no novice with
politely declined them.
Evelyn Cameron. Mrs. Doris Scar"Why. dear, don't you like turkey?" lott, Robert Crane. Mrs. Clara upon Albert Sullln. with intent to a shotgun.
kill., and assault upon State PatrolThe discovery of Makki's aban
inquired her aunt.
Rounds. Miss Hazel Mjrshail, June
doned boat not far from the scene of
“Only when it’s new," said Betty.— Cook, Atwood Levensaler, Miss Doro | man George I. Shaw.
Sullin was shot while searching the shooting leads to the belief that
Boston Transcript.
thy Snow and Francis Ome.
Georges River to ascertain what was he made the first leg of his escape
The action of the play, laid in a
preventing smelts from reaching the by river.
jeozy homelike living room, centered
around the inability of the sweet
SPEECH READERS CLl'B
hearts (Mrs. Cameron and Mr. Lev- MORAN NAMES THREE
J N N () U N C E M E N T
ensaler) to have a few moments
The Speech Readers Club meet
alone, due to the popularity of Dick Methods By Which National
DR. NEIL .1. FOGG
ing
Thursday had MLss Olive Gilchrist
Sherman with the numerous members
Banks May Be Made Clean
in charge of the lesson. Practice ma
hat moved his office Io
of the family. The production was
and Prosper
staged by Mr. Levensaler, whose
terial, sent by Miss Gertrude Torrey
115 SUMMER STREET, ROCKL.4ND
This refrigerator has the FIRST REAL ADVANCEMENT in Electrical Re
ability in histrionic lines has won no
Suggestions for facilitating the re of Chicago, based on the Century of
small attention. While each mem opening of national banks In the Sec
frigeration by using the New Refrigerant, Carrene, same as is used successfully
Progress Fair to be held in that city
Prarlice Limited To Surgery
ber of the cast presented an excel
ond Maine District which have not this year, was used with much inter
for the past ten years in the highest type of Commercial Installations, such as the
lent performance, it is quite agreeaUnite States Capitol at Washington, Chicago Stadium, and on fine Passenger
] ble to the other players to mention yet been licensed have been sent to est. Miss Torrey is chairman of the
flours By Appointment
Miss Marshall and Bobby Crane as the institutions by Representative program committee of the annual
Ships where absolute SAFETY to human life is a prime requisite. The use of
Telephone 132
outstanding. Miss Marshall's im Moran.
conference of the National Federa
this new odorless, non-irritating, non-inflammable, non-explosive, non-toxic, non"Make the bank clean" was the tion of Organizations for the Hard of
personation of the aged grandmother,
poisonous and non-corrosive refrigerant is exclusive with GRUNOW and cannot
determined and wily, was unusu first comment of Moran, who re
Hearing, to be held In Chicago in
ally well done, and Bobby's natural newed his offer to cooperate with
be used by any other manufacturer of Household Refrigerators.
June, and also vice president of the
the
banks
and
the
Treasury
Depart

DEMONSTRzATION OF THE
ness was altogether delightful. Both
See the 34 Great Features of this Refrigerator, you will find that EVER'i
these players were accorded spon ment In the reorganization program. central zone. In connection with this
This could be done, he said, in material a member gave interesting
taneous applause.
Worthwhile refinement is incorporated in the most Handsome Cabinet ever pro
three
ways: "Knock down assets by reminiscences of attendance on the
The
entertainment
was
given
AN INVITATION TO YOU
duced. Operates silently and at as LOW COST as ANY OTHER REFRIG
under the auspices of the entertain reducing security and loan values to World's Fair in Chicago 40 years ago.
We have confidence in our banking organizations,
ment committee—Mrs. Ensign Otis, actual present values. It is a bitter The meeting of the coming Thursday
ERATOR.
but at the present time we all find it necessary to re
Miss Marshall, Mrs. Arthur L. Ome, pill, but now is the time to swallow it; will be the monthly business session.
Compare Units, Compare Cabinets, Compare Silence of Operation, Compare
new insurance policies.
Mrs. David Beach and Mrs. Charles this reorganization business can only
O. Hewett. Salted nuts and home be done once Forget all arguments YOUR FAVORITE POEM
Until the financial conditions change, we invite you
Troublefree Operation, COMPARE ANYTHING with any other Refrigerator
made candies were sold by Inez about 'present abnormal security
to
let
us
explain
the
advantages
of
our
easy
premium
and you will not be asked to buy unless you agree that this is the outstanding Re
If I had to live my life again I would
Bowley, Muiiel Baum. Norma Frost values' and knock them down to bed have
made a rule to read some poetry
payment system.
frigerator in the field at this time.
and listen to aome music at least once
and Lucille Connon, the table being rock present values.
a
week.
The loss of these tastes Is a
Cars in the
Cars in the
"Segregate good assets from bad loaa of happlneaa.
presided over by Mrs. Beach and Mrs.
—Charles Darwin.
You and your Children’s health and possibly life are entrusted to your wis
The
bad
assets
must
be
taken
out
of
Oldsmobile, Buick, Nash
Ford and Chevrolet
Hewett.
TO HELEN
the bank entirely and trusteed as the
dom of purchase. Be Safe—investigate the New Grunow Super-Safe Refriger
Class
etc. Class
Helen, thy beauty is to me
assets or security available to de
Like those Nlcean barks of yore.
A
chorus
man
out
of
a
Job
was
giv

Down Payment
Down Payment
ator.
That gently, o'er a perfumed sea.
en a small part in a play. He mere positors on their waived deposits.
The weary, wayworn wanderer bore
$4-62
$5.94
To hla own native shore.
“Waive or subordinate deposits by
ly had to walk on, seat himself and
Eight Monthly
Eight Monthly
On desperate seas long wont to roam.
say, “Well, here I am.” At rehearsal agreement—whatever percent is nec
Thy hyacinth hair, thy classic face.
Payments
Payments
essary (normally 25 or 30 percent)
he did not give satisfaction.
Thy Naiad airs have brought me
home
$2.32 •
$2.97
"No,” bellowed the director. "Try in order to make good assets and re
To the glory that was Greece.
maining deposits balance.”
it
again.
Now
come
on
like
a
man.
”
To
the
grandeur that was Rome.
ELECTRICAL SPECIALISTS
Moran explained that a capital
“My goodness," simpered the chorus
Lo! In yon brilliant window niche.
How statue like I see thee stand,
442 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
man. "for $15 a week he wants me to structure for the new bonk then
INSURANCE
The agate lamp within thy hand.
do character parts."—Cincinnati In should be set up, with a 10 to 1 ratio
Ah. Psyche from the regions which
19 Limerock Street,
Rockland, Me.
Are Holy Land!
of capital and deposits.
quirer.
- Edgar Allan Poe.
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A GRASS FIRE CAUTION

NO DEPRESSION IN FLORIDA

TRAGEDY NEAR AUGUSTA

BUSINESS AS USUAL

Bicknell Manufacturing Co.

GET CASH

GOLD

$5,000.00

\*<

MEN!

Gold Buyer

SPANISH VILLA
RINK

MAKKI STILL AT LARGE

Announcement!

We Are Showing for The First Time in This City
The NEW

The Courier-Gazette
ads•••

Grnnow Super-Safe
ELECTRIC REFRIGERATOR

EASY PREMIUM PAYMENT PLAN

HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.

JOHN A. BLACK CO.
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WITH THE BOWLERS

TIIREE-TIMES-A-WEEK

Rockland Eagles and Gardi

Thou wilt keep him in perfect
peace, whose mind is stayed on
Thee; because he trusteth in Thee.—
Isaiah 26:3.

Nobody wants to see Maine a
"rum State" and many persons are
averse to seeing beer a legalized
beverage but the well nigh futile
attempt to enforce the 18th amend
ment has placed a seemingly large
majority of the people in a frame
of mind whereby the action of the
Maine Legislature seems to have
been the only logical way out. The
wholesale manufacture of home
brew by individuals and the whole
sale influx of hard liquors via the
bootleg route has constituted a
condition of affairs which would
seem to be much worse than beer
selling under restricted conditions,
and if Maine were to remain a dry
State, in the technical sense, there
are few who believe that we would
not only have hard bootleg liquor
but a return to the illicit conditions
of 20 years ago, when one could
throw a cat and hit a bar, right
here in Rockland. If it is danger
from alcoholic poisoning, that we
seek to avoid it is logical to believe
that there would be less danger
from the consumption of scientific
ally brewed beer than there is from
the thinly disguised poison which is
now being dealt out.
Rev. Frederick W. Smith, secre
tary of the Christian Civic League,
an indefatigable worker and actuat
ed by high motives, is prone to
criticize the Republican party dur
ing the first blush of his disappoint
ment over the Maine Legislature's
action, and promises that a refer
endum will be sought through the
medium of 10.000 petitioners. We
hold no brief for this or any other
Legislature, for the solons assem
bled in State capitals often do
things beyond the laymen's ken. but
the political aspect of the Maine
beer bill seems to be clarified by
the fact that a large majority of
both parties is found in the vote of
the House and Senate. The ad
visability of a referendum will be
questioned by some keen observ
ers. It would, to be sure, be a
gesture of disapproval by many and
a last ditch fight on the part of
bone-drys, but with the almost cer
tain result of an overwhelming de
feat at the polls, which would do
unquestioned damage to the cause
of prohibition for all lime. If the
issue were absolute prohibition it
would be one thing, but it isn't.
We are glad to see Representa
tive Moran following in the foot
steps of other Maine Congressmen
by urging the use of granite in fed
eral construction work. It remains
to be seen what this new Congress
will do with his resolution asking
that granite and marble be given
the preference.

Every-Other-Day
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ner Give Classy Exhibition
—King Henry Reinstated
The Star alleys were the scene of
some fancy bowling Thursday night,
when the United Shoe Machinery
team of Gardiner defeated the Rock
land Eagles team 2511 to 2462.
Two men on each team were well
past the 500-mark, the way being
pointed by the veteran Ty Cobb with
a total of 546 or an average of nearly
110.
In this match there were 22 strings
which passed the 100-mark, the
highest being "Ty“ Cobb's 131.
Rockland won two of the five strings,
chalking up the splendid total of 550
in the first.
Because of the abnormal scoring i
which was done the full tabulation is
here given;
Gardiner
G. Goggins 95 124 91 95 126—531
EUis .......... 91 97 96 116 90—490
Staples ...... 101 94 90 81 91—457 I
Kearns .... 78 103 108 95 106—490
B Goggins 120 102 102 108 111—543

485 520 487 495 524 2511
Rockland Eagles
E. Benner . .101 80 84 104
H. Thomas 129 92 122 92
: Phillips ... 100 85 89 98
Smith
... 89 103 89 87
j Cobb ....... 131 86 108 111

93—462
84—519
87—459
106—476
110—546

550 446 492 492 482—2462
Back On The Throne
“King Henry" Wall again rules
the bowling empire established by
the John Bird Co., having been re
instated to the throne Thursday
night when Walls Wonders won a
74-pin victory over the Three Crows
at the Star alleys. Snow led the at
tack with the total of 547, and it is
not much of a season for snow,
either. Nobody reached the hun
dred mark, but Snow was in some
danger of it. felling 98 pins on one
occasion. The booby prize went to
Horrocks. The summary:
Walls Wonders—Jordan. 525; Snow.
547; Wall, 498; total. 1570.
Three Crows—Horrocks. 466; Cum
mings. 512; Mason. 518; total, 1496
• • • •
Schedule for next week:
Monday—Texaco vs. Kxtkapoo. two
games.
Tuesday—Burpee vs. Wholesalers.
Wednesday and Thursday—Oi>en
dates.
Friday — South Thomaston vs.
j Eagles.
• • • •
The Wholesalers last night defeated
j the Eagles 146 pins, taking all live
: points.

cd in throwing the Bull—in five
minutes.
Jack Black acted as inspector dur
AT THE CAPITOL
ing the wrestling bouts.
The boxing portion of the program
started with a •'battle royal," partici
pated in by n coterie of youthful mtttTwo hundred smoker fans were en
A bill to regulate the manufac- tertained at the home of Winslow- ’ slingers consisting of Phillips, Vasso,
) F. Robinson and C. Robinson. “A
I ture and sale of ice cream and other
Holbrook Post Thursday night, and good time was had by all.''
similar frozen desserts met its Water
loo when the Senate accepted the J as
60t thcl«' mt>,ley'3 *Mth“The Fighting Keizers" contribut
ed a new aspirant by the name of
report of tile Committee on Confer-, plus.
ence that it had “failed to agree.”
i interest centered upon the wrestling I Clayton Keizer, who weighs in at 115
• • • •
j b0Ut between Vita Manner .• of Rock- and carries a package of T.N.T. in
Thc Senate stood fast on the bill to , .
.
„ | each of his two fists. He put Bobby
, ,
j land and “Dump Monaghan of Ten- Hastings away in the first round, and
give the commissioner of inland
fisheries and game-with consent of an! s Halbor' Vlt0 ha* Deen £trolling reappeared later in the evening to
the advisory council—power to make along a rose-strewn path in his previ- I score a draw with “Apple Tony'" Gal
! rules and regulations regarding fish- ; cus engagements but this time it was lant.
ing and game sanctuaries and re- felt that he had found his match, a I Young Childs knocked Young Allen
fused to accept a House amendment belief inspired by the fact that there | down in their bout, but the latter
The Legislative session adjourned which would permit Senators and was no fall by either man during the 1 stayed through tire engagement.
Red Smith had rather the better
Representatives in the several coun 10 minutes the bout lasted.
early this morning,
Al Wilson who can wrestle almost of Wilbur Phelps in a good give and
ties to Join the commissioner in the
as well as he can box, matched his take battle.
Gov. Brann yesterday was given fixing of rules and regulations in
skill with "Bull" Carter's, and succeed- | George Phelps and Walter Corcoran
1
their
own
counties.
broad and unlimited powers, with
the check of a solidly Republican
surance companies was passed to be
CROWD LIKED IT
engrossed.
The bill carries an
amendment providing when there is Legion Smoker Was Featured
a suspension of payment of claims,
By Good Wrestling and
payment of premiums also shall be
Boxing Bouts
suspended.
.

as their ward. An Eastern gangster,
played by Louis Calhern, tries to
“muscle in’ on the club andi convert
the legitimate business into a black
mailing racket. He kills a wealthy
widow for her jewels, tries to plant
the crime on Ellis and attempts to
abduct Mary. But, through the ef
forts of Eddie Quillan, a wise-crack
ing newspaper reporter in love with
Mary, they learn of the attempt in
time, and the story is brought to a
tremendous climax culminating in
Calhern's death and the return of
PARK THEATRE
the club to its former legitimate
Everyone wants love and “Strictly status—adv.
Personal," coming Monday and
Tuesday tells ithe inside story ot
BROILERS, FOWL, CHICK
ENS—DRESSED POl'LTRY
those who Join the "get-acquainted
Also Hennery E«s Wanted Now
clubs' to find the romance life has
Prompt returns at highest possible
denied them. Marjorie Rambeau prices. Quotations, tags, testimoni
als. sent on request. Our aim Is to
gain and hold shippers’ confidence
and Edward Ellis, as the proprietors
Established 25 years. Coops loaned
of the Lonely Hearts Cluo, seek to free.
W. F. WYMAN A CO.
fulfill the need of the club's mem
4 Faneull Hall Market Boston. Mass.
29-tt
bers. With them Is Dorothy Jordan.

staged a return match. Phelps had
been knocked out in their first meet
ing. but both boys were a little more
cautious Thursday night, and there
were no casualties to mention.
Walter Reynolds was too many
guns for John Boardman and the
referee discreetly called the fight off
after two rounds had been fought.
A 12-piece Legion orchestra fur
nished excellent music, Sousared by
Ken White.

LIVE

penditures for the next nine months
After a stormy session in the House I
during which the opponents led by
Pemald of Winterport, continued'
their frontal attack on the all-em-1
bracing measure, the bill was enacted
on a roll-call 101 to 37 with not a 1
vote to spore because of the necessity
of a two-thirds majority for the
emergency clause. Speaker Burkett of
Portland, then asked his name be!
called and voted “aye" to "make it
sure and go on record." The bill had
no difficulty in the Senate and soon ’
after enactment in that branch was
signed by the Governor
• • • »
A bill to regulate, license and tax
the sale of beer, which also contained
a 12-wcrd sentence which would
legalize manufacture, sale and trans
portation of "non-intoxicating" malt
beverages, was introduced in the
house yesterday.
The bill sets up a commission of
three members to be appointed by the
Governor with the advice and consent
of the Council, to administer the
revenue provision of the bill.
A scale of license fees, all of which
revenue will revert to the State, has
b?en established as follows: Breweries
established in the State. $2500.
wholesalers. $300: hotels, l estaurants
and clubs. $100; drug stores, grocery
stores and others retailing beer. $50
Sale of beer on Sunday would not be
permitted, the period of the ban ex
tending from midnight to 6 a. m
Monday.
Only hotels, restaurants and clubs
would be permitted to sell beer for
us? on the premises and these places
would be designated by municipal offi
cers in towns and cities. All other
stores would have full right to sell
beer, subject to payment of the State
license fee.

.

•

erator that

magine a

current than

uses no

one ordinary lamp bulb

NEWSPAPERS IN MAINE

The bill to regulate motor trucks
A History of Newpapers in the Dis and place them under the supervision
trict of Maine. 1785-1820. By Fred- of the Public Utilities Commission
| erick Gardiner Fassett, Jr., MA was passed to be engrossed in the
House Thursday after lengthy debate
With his reconstruction plans Orono. Me.: The University Press.
in which Aroostook County members
Perhaps
few
theses
for
university
well'under way, and with Congress
declared it meant their “ruination.''
degrees
will
be
found
of
more
pracacting in hearty accord. President
For two hours the men from the
Roosevelt finds the decks cleared ' tical value than this study by Mr.
potato county tossed their shock
1
Fassett,
prepared
for
the
award
of
'
for partisan action, as it will be ex
troops against the railroad-sponsored
pressed in the federal appoint ! the master's degree in English at the
measure, only to lose 94 to 31 on a
University
of
Maine.
It
gives
a
vivid
ments. Some anxious moments
division vote on acceptance of the
|
picture
of
the
development
of
are being experienced by the
I journalism in Maine until its separa- favorable report of the joint commit
"laithful” in 48 States?
| tion from Massachusetts, a con tee. The bill passed the Senate sev
“Bossy" Gillis is back in the spectus nowhere before attempted, eral days ago after 18 out of 20 mem
limelight this week—first because and is of the greatest value to stu- bers of the Committees on Public
he came out second best in a fist 1 dents of Maine history, who will find Utilities and Ways and Bridges had
fight with a smaller man; and sec set down here a wealth of informa- reported it out in a new draft and it
ondly because of alleged "obscene, : tion which they will be glad to have, had been amended to except carrier
indecent or improper language” in but which hitherto has been Inac trucks from rate regulation when en
his weekly newspaper "The As cessible In concrete form. Mr. Fas gaged in carrying property to ware
houses, railroads or boats for reshipbestos.”
sett has been indefatigable In re
ment by rail or vessel.
search. and has spent hours among
• • • •
If Representative Becdy is to be the ancient files, as well as unre
Gov. Brann signed the hairdressers'
replaced in the First Maine District mitting in consultation of all possi
it would be a matter of Knox Coun ble authorities that would throw bill which has been before the Legis
ty pride to see the trick turned by I light on his subject. He tells not lature a greater part of the session.
Speaker Franz U. Burkett, who has only the story of Maine's early news The measure, carries nearly a halfbeen climbing the ladder at a right papers, but also of the men who dozen amendments.
smart clip.
made them, and since the press of
Tne much disputed "split" sentence
that era existed largely because of
The reforestation project is not a political considerations, he has re-, bill, rejected by the Legislature two
particularly formidable one as far corded something of Maine's political years ago after a bitter struggle and
as this State is concerned, the al history.
enacted by this Legislature after anlotment being only 212 men. But it
A fascinating chapter deals with ether struggle, was signed by Gov.
all helps.
the Bartlett-Willis libel case, a sen- Brann Thursday.
sation in its day and here now res- ' The law provides that when a perMiss Kitty McLaughlin, dramatic cued from oblivion. More than a £on convicted of a liquor law viola;oprano, who has been with her par hundred years ago Nathaniel Willis, tlon hc
punished by imprisonents, Mr and Mrs. George McLaugh publisher of the Eastern Argus, Port- mcnt and line, except that the court
lin, for several months, expects to land, and father of N. P. Willis,
discretion place him on
return to New York next week to served a Jail term of ninety days for prebation as to the prison sentence on
resume her musical activities. Among his caustic criticism of the political condition of payment of the fine and
her earliest engagements will be the career of one Joseph Bartlett. A costs- The law also provides that the '
Three Hours Service on Good Friday curious incident in connection with ’ court- when Payment of a fine is de- ;
at St. Anne's Church, as soloist in the the editor's incarceration, and bring- fauIted'
imP°se a Jail sentence
“Seven Last Words of Christ" by Du- ing additional penalty, was the al-' {or le£S than six months- Previously
Bols, and Easter Sunday music at leged attemot of Willis to escape, al- lhe law Provided that a sentence In
the Church of St. Boniface. Miss though it was clearly shown that default of a flne must * slx months
McLaughlin will visit for two days his offense consisted solely in going
7110 law aPPlics to a11
and
in Boston enroute.
one winter evening to get water from trial Juices- ™s * the way it was
a pump outside the picket fence sur- originally introduced at this session,
Talk about your coincidences,
but was amended by the judiciary
The New York Legislature has a Rep rounding the jail because the pump committee to apply only to Superior
within
the
yard
had
been
frozen.
resentative named Edward S. Mcran,
Courts, and later was amended again
Sr. and he has introduced an insur It will surprise admirers of the good to apply to all courts.
Deacon
Willis,
who
subsequently
ance bill. Our Representative to
Congress is Edward C Moran, Jr., founded in Boston the Recorder,
later merged with the CongregaA bill to tax chain stores was sent
and he is in the insurance business.
tionalist, and also established the on
way toward final enactment
Mrs. Althea G. Quimby president of Youth's Companion, and who was Thursday when the Senate concurred
the Maine W.C.T.U. announced one of the pillars of "Brimstone Cor- "Tth the House in passing it to be
Thursday the annual convention of ner,” to learn that he ever engaged engrossed.
• • ♦ •
the organization would be held Sept. in editorial vituperation that brought I
| An emergency measure giving the
20 and 21 at Belfast Speakers of in such untoward results.
—From a review in the Boston' State
Insurance
Commissioner
ternational note will be included on
1 Transcript.
' broad powers in the regulation of inthe program she said.

ECONOMY

BEAUTY

Here is a refrigerator that offers an

This new Frigidaire introduces a dis
tinctive style in cabinet design, with
pleasing lines, artistic proportions,
a finish of sparkling white Dulux
and handsome chromium hardware.

entirely new standard of economical
refrigeration. A genuine Frigidaire
that operates on as little electric
current as one ordinary lamp bulb.

COSTS ONLY

*96.
PICS

CONVENIENCE
And here are new conveniences—au
tomatic defrosting—ice trays that slip
out of the freezer at a touch of the fin
ger—a wider door—spacious interior
—extra room for tall containers—and
a compartment for frozen storage.

F R I IGH 1

installation AND FEDERAL TAX PAID

*4 MORE FOOD SPACE
The new Frigidaires are built with a highly efficient,
space-saving insulation giving the cabinet smaller

outside dimensions but much greater food storage
capacity. Call at our showrooms today and see

QUALITY
With its porcelain interior, its in-built
dependability and long life—every de
tail of this flew Frigidaire reflects that
quality which has made Frigidaire
the choice of a million more buyers
than any other electric refrigerator.

all the interesting features of the new Frigidaires.
THE SUPER FRIGIDAIRE LINE

INCLUDES SIX NEW DE LUXE ALL-PO RCE L AIN

MODELS —

WITH MANY EXCLUSIVE FEATURES —THE FINEST FRIGIDAIRES EVER BUILT

view FRIGIDAIRE
A

GENERAL

MOTORS

VALUE

Nothing else like it...Don’t miss our Demonstration...Come in Today

A. C. McLOON <S CO.
, PROTECTED I
I . FOODS .
“Look for the stores
that display this
emblem"

AT THE SIGN OF FRIGIDAIRE’

THE BICKNELL

ROCKLAND

Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS
April I—Knox Pomona Orange meets
with Warren Grange.
April 8—Friendship—American Legion
get-together, auspices WUllams-Brasler
Post.
April 7—(3 to 9.30) Woman’s Educa
tional Club meeting at O A R hall.
April 7—Thomaston—Senior play. "It
Happened In Hollywood." at Watts hall.
April 9—Palm Sunday.
April 10—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Edith Bird
April 16—Easter Sunday.
April 20-21 — Camden — "Stepping
Around." presented lor hospital benefit.
April 21—(3 to 930) Regular meeting
ol Woman’s Educational Club at O.A.R
hall.
April 22—State contest ol harmonica
bands at Portland.
April 27—Huntley-Hill Post. V.F.W.,
has housewarming In new hall.
May 13—Annual meeting of Maine
State Hand Engine League In Bath.
May 28—Opening to the public ol
Montpelier In Thomaston
June 14-15—Grand Army and allied
bodies meet In Bangor.
June 25-30—Rotary International holds
Its world convention In Boston.

Rockland Courier-Gazette, Saturday, April 1, 1933
Mrs. R. E. Estes is in charge of the
MORAN BACKS MOVE
public supper at St. Peter's Under
croft tonight from 5 to 7.
To Have Granite and Mar- J
Dr. Neil A. Fogg has moved his
office to 115 Summer street. Practice
is limited to surgery and hours by
appointment, telephone 132.

"The rise of the dictators" is the
intriguing subject chosen by Rev.
Walter S. Rounds for his subject at
Monday’s Forty Club meeting.
Mrs. Myra Watts will be chairman
of the public supper being given to
night from 5 to 7 by the Auxiliary of
Huntley-Hill Post V.F.W. at the hall
on Main street (over Newberry's
Store).

Joseph Leopold has begun cutting
random stone in his Vinalhaven pav
WEATHER
ing quarry finding a market in New
Beginning early with snow and
York for monumental and building
hail, now typical April showers, this
work. He will have a crew of 100
Is the first stormy day for more than
at work next Monday.
a week. It’s a nulsacce to carry an
umbrella again, but this will put an
The Auxiliary of the Sons of Union
effectual damper on the epidemic of Veterans meets Wednesday evening
grass fires which were fostered by Circle supper wiil have as housekeep
dry weather and high winds. Occa ers Mrs. Stella McRae and Mrs.
sional rain will continue over north Herman Winchenbaugh. A rehearsal
ern New England today. The light of the officers has been called for 3
southeast wind may change to p. m., to prepare for the coming in
southwest and it may become a littlg spection.
warmer. Barometer was 29.94 and
falling, temperature at 8. 40; yester
A street rumor has been in circu
day noon, 44. Tomorrow generally lation to the effect that Bicknell
fair.
Manufacturing Company had shut
down completely its Lime street
Sunshine Society meets Monday plant. This story is given vigorous
afternoon at the club rooms.
denial by President Bicknell with
the assurance that the plant is ready
A well baby conference will be held to serve as always.
Monday. 2 p. m. at the Red Cross
rooms.
A startling sign appeared on the

window of a well known business es
This is all Pools’ Day. Watch tablishment at The Brock this
your step, and pick up nothing that
morning. It read: "Visit Our Bar
is nailed down.
gain Basement. Free Beer. For
Men Only!" Nobody really thought
The Pine Tree Outboard Club meets
that Willis would be fully exempt
at the American Legion Hall in Cam
from April 1st foolery.
den Tuesday night, at 7.30.
Montpelier will be opened this
If you were awake at 5.30 this
year on Sunday. May 28. a few days
morning you saw some of the largest
earlier than the usual opening date.
snowflakes that ever came ou; of the
Tne shrubs have wintered well and
sky.
promise a new and added beauty to
the mansion this summer. Paint
The Sleeper Bible Class is to meet
ers will take possession of the ex
Monday afternoon at 2.30 at the home
of Mrs. George Wooster, Limcrcck terior in the immediate future, giv
ing a much needed freshening coat.
stree.

Miss Louise Fields was the wlr.net
of the ladies' graceful skating con
test at the Spanish Villa rink Thurs
day night and qualified for the final
contest which will decide the cham
pion lady skater of Rockland. Mrs.
Harry Robishaw was second, only
two votes behind. The final contest
which will be held next Thursday
night, will bring together Mrs. Iola
Rector. Miss Margaret Torrey. Mrs
Myrtle Dudley, Mrs. Hattie Heath
and Miss Fields each has won a
qualifying contest.

The Boys' and Oirls' Club of Tillcon avenue has held meetings regu
larly each Saturday during March.
March 4 the service was mostly musi
cal. Ice cream was given by R-Own
Ice Cream Co. March 11 Rev. J.
Charles MacDonald spoke on "David
and Goliath the Giant." There are
giants now by the name of Lie and
Swearing, but they can be killed with
God's help. March 18 the message
was given by Miss Blanche Sylvester.
As Mr. Pratt, the pianist was ill Miss
Emily MacDonald presided. March
25 Mrs. J. Charles MacDonald spoke
on how God called David to be king,
recited the 23d Psalm and explained
its meaning. There were only 13 pres
ent, where there had been 22 to 31
at previous meetings. Great improve
ment has been seen in the children,
and the promoters of this work firm
ly believe that its success is due to
the fact that both the Wednesday and
Saturday meetings wer» dedicated to
God in the beginning.

Before Justice Powers not long ago.
acting as referee, was heard the case
of the Massachusetts Bonding and
Insurance Co. vs. Dr. H. J. Pettapieco
of Camden, an action on a series of
notes. He found for the defendant
on the ground that the notes were
negotiable instruments. The case
went to Law Court, which has over
ruled the exceptions on the ground
that objections to the referee's report
should have been filed in writing. Ep
stein and Roberts for the company;
ROCKVILLE
Montgomery for the defendant. The
The regular church service will be
rescript was received by Clerk Grif
held tomorrow at 2 o'clock with
fin Thursday.
preaching by Rev. George F. Currier.
If cutting down your automobile in Sunday school is at 3 o'clock. Last
surance is of interest to you, phone Sunday being young people's day,
1060-J: Maurice F. Lovejoy, Masonic several of the boys and girts had a
part in the service.
• Temple, Rockland,
27-S-tI

DADS/

ble Given Precedence In

A resolution giving preference tc
granite and marble in the construe-!
tion of Federal buildings has been
introduced in the House by Repre
SERMONETTE
sentative Moran.
He pointed out that these stones
Blind
are available in nearly half the States
Darkness has fallen at Ytark
and asserted that undue advantage
Beach. Inside a tent two men
had been given the limestone indus are at werk. They are weaving
try. He pointed out that granite and rushes Into chair bottoms. Strange
marble are quarried largely by hand they should work in the dark.
labor, so that their uso would extend What mattered it? They were
the benefits of the Federal construc blind. Life, regardless of hours,
was dark.
tion program to unemployed work
Portland people as they hurry
men.
home to supper are accustomed to
The resolution provided that granite seeing blind men board the cars,
or marble should be given preference, with their arms full of brooms,
even though the cost were greater, starting out in the evening when
except where local conditions make others have finished work for the
it advisable to use other stone.
day. What of it? They can
Moran's action followed the pres neither see nor apprehend light.
entation to Congress of petitions As well the evening as the morn
from the Maine and Rhode Island ing. It is terrible to be blind.
legislatures urging that the harder
Jesus is walking, with his disci
stones be favored.
ples, in the suburbs of Jericho.
A beggar sits beside the road. He
cannot see, but he can hear. He
learns that Jesus is passing by
and cries to him. The crowd
l ies to silence, but he only calls
t le more. “Thou Son of David,
have mercy on me!” He Knew
how awful it was to be blind and
he wanted to see. "He rose and
came to Jesus"
To be sightless is a catastrophe
beyond comprehension, but to be
spiritually blind is abysmal. Men
study the stars, note the swing
of the seasons; receive daily evi
dence of God's loving provisions
Vienna
for his creatures and comprehend
What is Vienna? . . . Home of
him not. Jesus passes down the
Johann Strauss for 45 years .. . "The
Jericho road of their lives and
Blue Danube" Waltz . . . Home of
Franz Schubert for 39 years . . . The they sit and let him go.
Bartimeus did r.ot make that
City he set to music. . . . Gluck.
Schumann, Wagner, Haydn. Beet mistake.
William A. Holman.
hoven. Mozart. Brahms, all loved and

Trip-a-^Datf

Tales-

At the Congregational Church to
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
preach on the subject "The Meaning
of Fascism in the World Order." Sun
day School at noon. The Comrades Of
the Way will meet in the vestry at
6.30 o’clock.
• • • •

At First Church cf Christ, Scien
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster
streets, Sunday services are at 10.30
and the subject of the Lesson-Ser
mon tomorrow will be "Unreality.'
Sunday School is at 11.45. Wednes
day evening testimony meeting is at
7.30. The reading room is located a'.
400 Main street, and is open week
days from 2 until 5 p. m.

• V *a

NEXT WEEK
Change of Policy!

SH
FOUR (4) COMPLETE CHANGES OF SHOWS
Monday — Wednesday — Thursday — Friday

Government Work

lived in Vienna . . . The masters
have gone but the city still rings
. . . There Is “gemutlichkelt" In
Vienna . . . The Ringstrasse and the
Cafe Imperial with Its fairy talc
frescoes . . . The "Magic Flute" fres
coes on the ceiling of the Opera
Ruth
Mayhew
Tent
meets
Monday
Rumor has it that an automobile
House. . . . Trysting city of musicians,
ferry service is to be established be night, with Mrs. Irene Win6low and artists, medical students, roamers
tween Lincolnville Beach and Dark Mrs. Belle Bowley in charge of circle from the Balkans . . . The Spanish
supper. Grand Army Night will be it.
Harbor.
order, with the veterans of Edwin Riding Academy, the only hippo
drome of its kind ... A civic history
Knox County school teams which* ’ LX by Post as honor guests. This will back to the days ol Marcus Aurelius,
are to run up against Crosby High be as an observance of the organiza who died here , . . Framed by the
this spring will be interested to know’ tion of the Grand Army in Illinois on green music of the Wiener Wald . . ,
that the Belfast team has 11 pitchers April 6. 1866. An appropriate pro
Vienna.
gram is being planned.
in the training squad.
....
Odense
Sumner
C.
Perry,
laundryman
Glen A. Lawrence, Abert Jones
Hans
Christian
Andersen's native
and
contract
expert,
added
to
his
and Lyford Ames of the G. A. Law
town ... Folk of fairy walk in and out
rence Co.., have returned from laurels at yesterday's Rotary Club
unseen from the story teller's modest
Boston where they spent three days session when he discussed the for
home ... A town older than the
at the Kelvinator refrigerator school mer subject. He told many inter
memory of men .. . Sanctuary of the
esting
facts
concerning
this,
the
na

at the Stattlcr.
tion's fourth largest industry, and old God Odin . . . Cathedral of Saint
Camute. the tomb of Kings . . . Old
A capacity crowd last night pro answered numerous questions about
houses, cloisters, cobblestone streets
local
laundry
and
other
problems
nounced the high school minstrel
... The moor of the monks ... Coun
show one of the best entertainments A near riot was caused by the an
try people flocking through the nar
nouncement
of
a
very
special
pro

ever given by that institution. A
row streets with vegetables, dairy
complete report, prepared for this gram for next Friday including an
products and flowers . . . Tourists
morning's edition, is unavoidably orator of far flung fame. Percy Kel- i
dreaming of the keepsake flowers they
ler
of
Camden
was
the
only
visit

deferred to Tuesday's issue.
saw in the birthhousc of Andersen .
ing Rotarian.
Lunch with plenty of Smoorcbrod at
If variety is the spice of life the
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets Tues the restaurant in the Garden of the
crew at Central Fire Station takes the
day,
with a card party at 2.30 in the Literary Club . . . Evening at the
salt and pepper. Within a few hours
theatre at Kongens Hove . . . Night
Thursday afternoon It hoisted lad afternoon. Mrs. Belle Lewis, hostess.
coming in from the western sea and
Circle
supper
will
be
followed
by
the
ders onto an Amesbury street house
only the fairy folks arc awake.
for a chimney fire, extinguished a business session, when there will b?
degree
work.
The
birthday
commit

grass fire and rescued a cat which
BORN
tee is putting on an entertainment of MURPHY- -At Tremont. March 28. to Mr.
was marooned in a tree.
and
Mrs
Ernest
Murptiy, Jr., i Meme
novel interest. Mrs. Florence Hav
Latty*, a daughter
Attractions at the Slrcnil Tnratrc ener is chairman and those to take LENFEST At Liberty. March —, to Mr
and Mrs. Roy Lemest. a uau„n.ur.
next week arc Mondav anu Tuesday. part will be members whose birthdays
fall
in
the
months
of
April.
May
and
John Barrymore In "Tcpaxe:” Wed
MARRIED
nesday and Thursday, "Lt’.dlcs They June. The plans are surrounded with HII.LYER-BERNHARDT — At First Uni
tarian Church, Boston. March 31. by
Talk About," with Baibara Stanwyck; great secrecy, but the promise is that
Rev Charles E Park. Henry ’Stanley
Hlllycr ol New York and Miss Louise
Friday and Saturday, "Cohens and every one will have a treat for eye
Bernhardt of Melrose. Mass. and
and
ear
and
be
furnished
with
plenty
Vinalhaven
Kellys in Trouble," with Charles
of hilarity.
Murray and George Sidney.
DIED

Page Three

by the organ and piano. Special
music will be furnished by the choir.
Mr. MacDonald will speak on the sub
ject, “Some words of destiny.” The
happy prayer and praise meeting will
be held on'Tuesday evening at 7.13.
The Rainbow Hour will be broadcast
over WLBZ, on Wednesday evening
from 6.45 to 7.15. The slogan in our
church for April is, "Loyalty.”
• • • •
Services for the week at the Little
field Memorial Church begin Sun
day morning at 10 o'clock with a
prayer service. Preaching service at
10.30, the pastor's topic being, "Get
ting ready for a harvest." The choir
will sing the anthem, "Rejoice and
prais? the Lord," Charles H. Gabriel.
Junior Church will meet at 10..30 led
by Miss Olive Bragg; Sunday school
at 11.45 with everybody welcome,
young people's meeting at 6.15 led by
Miss Vivian Chaples using the topic,
"The ministry of Jesus to a'.l races.”
Evening service at 7.15 will be opened
with a season of song. The pastor's
sermon subject will be, "The great
tribulation period, are we now living
in that time." Miss Olive Bragg and
Dwight Mosher will sing a duet
Prayer meeting on Tuesday evening is
at 7.30. Mrs. Mosher will entertain
the Ladies’ Aid at the church vestry
on Wednesday evening. There will be
a tacking. Bible study cn Friday
evening at Earl Randall's.

Monday and
Tuesday

Wednesday
Only

Thursday
Only

Friday and
Saturday

They turned Sex into a
Racket . . . and Ro
mance into a Ru ir.ess!

THE MYSTERY
OF THE

JOAN
BLONDELL

ZANE GREY'S

“Strictly
Personal”
with
MARJORIE RAMBE.U
EDDIE QUILLAN
DOROTHY JORDAN
Directed by
Ralph Murphy
A Patamount Picture

“Wax
Museum”
All in Gorgeous
Technicolor
with
LIONEL ATWELL
FAY WRAY
FRANK MellUGH
GLENDA FARRELL

CAMDEN

Last evening Joel Keyes Grant Cir
cle. Ladies of the G A.R., celebrated
I its 28th anniversary. There was
} work on quilts in the afternoon; pic, nic supper at 6.30, and the evening
' was spent socially.
Attractions at Comlque Theatre for
' next week: Monday-Tuesday, "Three
On a Match;" Wednesday-Thursday,
"From Hell to Heaven;" Friday, "Me
and My Gal;” Saturday. Tom Mix in
"The Fourth Horseman.”
Philathea Class of the Chestnut
Street Baptist Church met at the
church parlors last evening.
The Friday Reading Club held its
annual banquet at Green Gables Fri
day at 12.30. The afternoon meeting
ST. GEORGE CHURCHES
was held at the home of Mrs. John
Tenant's Harbor and Wiley's Corner Husby, Harden avenue.
Mrs. C. Wilkes Babb entertains the
There will be the usual services in C.C.H. Club next Thursday at her
these churches Sunday. The subject home on Elm street.
for the morning sermon at the Har
Through the kindness of Mrs. Lubor. and afternoon at Wiley's Corner, ella Tuttle, Green Gables will be open
will be "How the Son of God Dealt ' to the public Tuesday evening for a
With a Cast-Off Person." The Lord's , card party, the proceeds of which will
Supper will be observed following the be used for relief work. Tables may
morning service, and Bible school at be reserved by calling Green Oabies
11.45. Teachers are drilling their 2230.
pupils for the Easter concert. Chris
Mrs. Charles T Swan has returned
tian Endeavor is at 6.15, topic, "Can from Quincy, Mass., where she has
and Should Wc Love All Men, Even been spending several months with
Our Enemies?" This is the monthly , relatives.
consecration meeting and the presi
Mr and Mrs. Leslie Porter are mov
dent, Mrs. F W Barton, will be the ing from the Irish rent on Chestnut
leader. Following the evening song , llill to the Camden blcck.
service, the pastor will speak from
Mrs. T. J. French will entertain the
the subject “A Woman Who Was Too Monday Club next week at her home
Curious." There will be the regular on Sea street.
• mid-week services in each chutch. de
The Good Cheer Class ol the First
votional study subject "Love." Take Congregational Church will meet at
Bibles.
the parish house Thursday evening.
• • • •
Rehearsals are going on for the
Ridge and Pon Clyde
two-act musical comedy drama.
At these churches. Rev. Milton R
“Stepping Around," to be presented
Kerr, pastor, the morning and after
in the opera house April 20 and 21.
noon services tomorrow will continue
' The proceeds will be devoted to charthe series from I. Peter—'Christian
i ity. The drama is under direction
Conduct." Evening subject at the
of Stephen Gushce. aided by Mrs
Ridge. "Christ in Human Personality."
Stella Lenfest and Mrs. Phyllis Mun
Sunday school at the usual hours. roe.
Junior Christian Endeavor at Port
The Auxiliary to the Sons of Union
Clyde at 6 o'clock. Midweek service
Veterans held a card party Friday
at the Ridge Wednesday at 7 and at evening at the home of Mrs. Bessie
the Port Thursday at 7. A cordial in
Robinson, High street.
vitation is extended to all.
Regular meeting of Camden Lodge.
• • • •
K of P . will be held Monday evening.
Long Cove
Mrs. Frank Manscfild of Brookline,
At St. George's Church < Eplsccpal».
Mass.. is guest of her mother, Mrs. J.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, pastor, the service C. Curtis.
for tomorrow will be appropriate for
Mrs. Grace Lowe and daughter ol
Passion Sunday. Church school at
Boston are spending a few days at
2 p. m., Vespers and sermon at 7 p. m.
their cottage on Chestnut street.
All are welcome.
Herbert Thomas of Northeast Har
bor
was a recent guest of Mr. and
“I want." said the house-hunter, "a
small place in an Isolated position— Mrs. Rcbcrt W. Jamieson.
The local board of health has re
somewhere at least five miles from
ceived word from the State Depart
any other house."
"I see. sir," said the agent, with an ment of Health that rabies has de
understanding smile, "you want to veloped among dogs in certain parts
of the State and they recommend in
practice the simple life."
"Not at all. I want to practice the oculation of all dogs in the town
This may be done at a cost of about
cornet."—Philadelphia Bulletin.
$1.50 per dog. Dogs should be kept
"Jones expects ICO per cent dis on the owner’s premises and when
ability on his accident-insurance pol on the streets should be fastened to
icy. He says he is completely in a leash. This warning is issued by
the local officers hoping that it may
capacitated by the loss of a thumb."
"What's his vocation?"
guard against the full quarantine
“He’s a professional hitch-hiker.” covered by recent legislation.
—Foreign Service.
We. the sovereign people, are get
First this nation-wide banking ting a taste of what's happened to
crisis—and right after that the spring sovereigns elsewhere.—Arkansas Ga
houseclcaning —Portland Oregonian zette.

The Lord's Supper will oe adminiittred at the 10.30 service at the
Methodist Church tomoirow morning
The anthem will be “Shell wipe a wav
all tears" and a quartet will sing “The
Lord's prayer." Lawrence. Sunday
school will meet at neon and Epworth
League at 6 o'clock. “A worm eaten
king" will be the pastor's subject at
7.15 with a Seth Parker gathering at
815. Tuesday service is at 7.15 fol
lowed by a meeting of the official
beard.
• • • »
At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal*.
Rev. E. O. Kenyon, rector, services for
tomorrow will be appropriate for
Passion Sunday: Holy Communion a:
7.30; church school at 9.30; choral
Eucharist and sermon at 10.30; sta
tions cf the cross and adoration of
the Blessed Sacrament at 4 p. m.
Week day services: Daily celebration
cf the Holy Communion at 730; daily
vespers at 4.30; on Wednesday a Re
treat will be held for girls, 4.30 to 8
p. m.; Friday evening, concluding lec
ture on “What has been happening hi
the Anglican communion in the last
hundred years" at 7.30. Catechism
ROBERTSON -At Conway Center. N. H . school Saturday at 9.30.
• * • •
March 29. Helen O. (Smith), wile of
David Robertson, aged 46 years. Inter
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uniment In Vinalhaven.
RICE—At Portland. March 28. Nancy versalist Church at 10.45. a. m. will
B . widow of Charles Rice, a former
have “Not Without Honor” as the
resident of Camden and Warren.
COATES—At Washington. D. C.. March subject of his sermon. The quartet
31. Albert Coates of Rockport.
will sing "They that sow in tears"
STARRETT At Union. March 31. Isaac
Ellis Starrett. native of Warren, aged 80 from "The Holy City," by Gaul, and
years 9 months. Funeral Monday at
1 30 o'clock from home of his daughter the junior vested choir will give the
Mrs Alfred Hawes. Union. Interment hymn-anthem "Above the clear blue
wr .......... .. rrnzaBK::; ;:;.L:Lznin
In Starrett yard. Warren. .
skies," Hopkins Church school will
CARD OF THANKS
meet at noon, also the Knickerbocker
EFFECTIVE JANUARY 13
We wish to extend our heartfelt
thanks and appreciation to all neigh Class at the office of W. H. Glcver
bors and friends for their many expres Co. and the Women's Class at the
sions of love and sympathy during our
bereavement; also for the cars offered home of Mrs. E. F. Glover. Interme
and the beautiful flowers sent, espe- I
ctally to the friends of Beechwoods, diate Y.P.C.U. at 5 p. m., will have
street. Morse's Corner and Knights of J Annette Northgravc3 as leader. In
Pythias.
Mrs. Abbie Feyler and family, j the course of lectures being given by
Thomaston.
• Mr. Welch that of 6.15 will be on
"The patriarchal period of the
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to thank relatives and friends. ]
“Every Mile a Smile—Most Direct Route to Boston"
also the Littlefield Memorial Church Hebrews." and of 6.45 on “Character
for gifts and cards received from them istics of middle childhood." These
Coaches
Leave Rorkland 7.30 A. M. Daily Exrcpt Sunday
on my ninety-ninth birthday. March 30
lectures are open to the public. The
Mercy Ann Towle.
Arrive Boston 2.15 P. M.
Rockport.
* week’s activities include Chapin Class
Coaches Leave Rockland 5.00 P. M. Arrive Boston 11.30 P. M.
supper Tuesday at 6 o'clock.
CARD OF TIIANKS
Coaches Arrive in Rockland from Boston 4.55 P. M. and 1.00 A. M
Wo wish to express our thanks for the
• • * •
kindnesses and sympathy of friends and
The subject of the sermon at the
neighbors in the loss of our dear one.
and for the lovely flowers; also to Dr First Baptist Church Sunday morn
Campbell for his faithfulness during
Fare to Boston: One way $5.00. Round trip $9.00
our eon’s illness.
ing will be, “'A message for this hour."
Mr .and Mrs. Percy Moore and Family.
Fare to New York: One way $7.00. Round trip I 3.00
There will be special music by the
choir. A growing church school with
classes for all ages will meet at the
1835
1933
Tickets May Be Purchased At
noon hour. The Christian Endeavor
E. A. GLIDDEN & CO.
meeting will be held at 6 o'clock, s
Rockland—Thorndike Hotel, Main St.,
Tel. 620
Waldoboro and Rockland
good place to spend an hour. The
Thomaston—McDonald's Drug Store,
Tel. 3
Highland!
people's evening service will open nt
6tl
Artistic Memorials In Stone
I22SziL 7.15 with prelude and big sing assisted

ROCKLAND TO BOSTON

“Quaker Stages”

“Under The
Tonto Rim”

WALLACE FORD
GUY KIBBEE AND
SCORES OE OTHERS

with

Stuart Erwin

in

FRED KOHLER
RAYMOND HATTON
VERNA HILLIE

“Central
Park”

A Paramount Pie ture

DON’TWHEN
TAKE
CHANCES
IN TOWN PARK AT
MUNRO’S SERVICE STATION
Rear Narragansett Hotel

34 Union Street

WE W ATCH AND PROTECT YOUR CAR
COME IN AND SEE OCR

NEW LOW PRICES ON GOODYEAR TIRES
SHELL GAS
SPECIALIZED LUBRICATION

Do You Know
You Can Save $24 to $45 on a New
Genuine, Heavily Constructed and Guaranteed

Westinghouse

LCT,

Available With Special Deal of Year's Supply of
Rinso (40 pkgs.) With Each Purchase

Regularly priced at

$6950
Special Price Now

$ J/X50

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
EASY TERMS

Same Washer with Automatic Pump,
Regularly priced at $79.50
Special Price Now—
Washer quality and washer
economy! Get them both in
this brand new Westinghouse model that is so
thriftily priced. Everything
you want in a washer! Effi
cient aluminum agitator ...

W

powerful, long-life motor ...
sturdy balloon roll wringer
. . . porcelain enamel tub,
inside and out. All this at a
price lower than was ever
before offered on a Westinghousc Washer.

New Westinghouse
Spinner Dryer
Regularly
Priced at

$1295°
Special Price
Now

$98S«
SMALL DOWN PAYMENT
AYM
EASY TER::ms

Washes and Dries Them To Perfection
ICVUUIl
Same Spinner Washer with
Pump.
Regularly priced at
$139.50. Special Price Now—

1108*

Small Down Payments or Easy Terms
Above Prices For Limited Time Only.
Ask For a Demonstration Today

G. A. LAWRENCE CO.,,NCWESTINGHOUSE DISTRIBUTORS

492 MAIN ST.

ROCKLAND

TEL. 260-W
37-39

“THE OLD HOMESTEAD”
ASSORTED CHOCOLATES
Packed in Pound Boxes—26 Varieties
Take Home a Box for Sunday

25c Pound
CHISHOLM BROS.
CONFECTIONERS

ROCKLAND, ME.
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Every-Other-Day

was one of the workmen) which whas
WALDOBORO
ROCKPORT
VINALHAVEN
NORTH HAVEN
quietly, “your fingerprints ure on
completed was hauled to Rockland
the handle of the knife."
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Glidden went
Miss Enna Vlnal of Vlnalhaven is and launched. She also remembers
There will be work at Marguerite Among the new books in the Library
Carmlcino leaped to his feet.
the
canal
which
was
built
between
j
to
Boston Tuesday.
is
"The
World
We
Live
In,
”
by
Gerta
gues
t
a
t
the
home
of
Mr.
and
Mrs.
"That is a lie I" he shouted. “There Chapter, OES. Monday night. The
Searsmont and Union, and is able to i A telephone has recently been in
rude
Hartman,
which
tells
the
story
|
P
\y
Morong.
ceremonies
will
be
followed
by
a
cov

were not any fingerprints on that
ered dish supper. Mrs. Belle Davis of the earth from primeval chaos
knife!"
An all-day session of the Farm Bu state the exact date of birth and age stalled In the Cinderella Beauty
down to the present with the record reau will be held April 6 at the home of her many relatives. She is up and ' Shoppe.
And now the Gargantuan detec chairman.
tive became positively friendly. ! Mr. and Mrs. Frank Colson re- of man’s wonderful achievements, of Mrs. Mary Spear, Camden road, about the house every day and cares ' William G. Reed left for New York
His words dripped honey.
j Tuesday.
turned from Belfast Monday.
, Another fine book is the “March of subject, Square Meals For Health. for her own room.
"How did yon know tliat, Mike?"
Only one child was born to Mr. and ! George Kuhn, a student at Brown
Mrs. Carroll Gregory entertained at Democracy'' by James Truslow ( £>jnner
be jn charge of Mrs. Edgar
The spectators did not quite un
Mrs. Towle, a daughter Adella, now 1 University, is spending his vacation
Shibles and Mrs. Minetta Paul.
derstand the byplay; hut they knew bridge Wednesday night. Honors Adams.
Mrs. Peterson, with whom she has ! with his mother, Mrs. Bessie S. Kuhn.
After a week's visit with her mother
from Carmicino’s flash of terror j went to Mrs L. C Smith and Mrs
_ __ , Another old-time residence is rapid, , , _ ,
.
John T Oay Was “ Augusta v,sitor
that something vital had occurred. Herbert Patrick. Lunch was served. Mrs. Stella Whitmore, Mrs. Frpd ly disappearing The former Burgess nwde her home for man>' >'ears Other
“You see,” explained Hanvey and the hoetees was presented with a Howard returned to her home In house at the Junction of Limerock descendants., 30 in number, are four (last weekn
and Union streets, now owned by Mrs. I grandchildren, 17 great-grandchilMiss Edna Young entertained he
smoothly, "nohodv but Reagan and gift in honor of her birthday.
Portland Monday morning.
myself knew anything about wheth
Mrs. Ephraim Walls and grandMrs. Albert Wooster of Vinalhaven Edward W Bok, is being razed by dren and nine great-great grand- members of the Kauswelikft Club
er the knife had fingerprints on it. daughter Gertrude Phillips returned who has been visiting her daughter I
Friday afternoon, two tables being in
ra
Carl"'0'n ”w’ork was start- children.
Just ourselves—and the murderer.
Jen I play, Mrs. Harold Clarke was win
The
grandchildren
are
Mrs.
Thursday
from
North
Haven.
Mrs.
Chester
Dyer
returned
home
ed Tuesday and much progress has
But he knew 1 Oh, yes. he knew!
Bij. Octavas Roq Cohere
nie Kaler, Samuel K. Peterson and ner of highest score. Mrs, Isabelle
Mrs. Joseph Ames is a patient at Monday morning.
“You knew. Mike, because you
been made.
Albert S. Peterson of Rockland, and Labe will entertain at the next meet
Alton Lewis gave a fine talk to the
very, very carefully polished all the Knox Hospital. Rockland.
Mrs. D. A. Whitmore, Union street,
fingerprints off that handle! I thick
Mrs Angus Hennigar of Rockland older boys class of the church school
Ambrose A. Peterson of Vinalhaven; ing.
Miss Mona Jones, a student at Oak
we've got you. Mister Carmlcino. is guest of her daughter. Mrs, Lang- Sunday speaking on "Honesty." The reports snowdrops blossoming in her great-grandchildren, Mrs. Gladys
“No. sir. I still have the money.
CHAPTER XIV
garden and crocus and jonquils In
But even that Isn't all I've got try Smith.
It was never paid to either of
Lane, Mrs. Catherine Estabrook, Mrs Grove Seminary, Vassalboro, is
school had an attendance of 79.
bud. It looks like an early spring.
against you. I have one more piece
T was an unusual spectacle—that them."
Irma Upham, Elmer E. Kaler, Walter spending the vacation with her par
Mrs. Clarence Hall and daughter. The Sunday services were well atof evidence. Just one, but it will
There was Just tlie faintest hint
meeting Id the office of the presi
Mrs. Nina Carroll and Mrs. Marion | Kaler. Frank L. Kaler. Hazel E Peter- ents, Mr. and Mrs. John H. Miller.
Nellie
returned
Wednesday
from
tended.
In
the
morning
the
pastor
prove a great deal."
dent of Marland university; a thing of Iron In Jim's voice.
Richards returned Wednesday night j son, Maude E Peterson, Dorothy I.
Mr and Mrs. Joseph Butters of
He plunged a big fist Into his Rockport. Mass., where they were1 preached. At night there was an
“You lied about that, t'arnilclno!"
strangely grim and unacademic.
from Orono where they attended the P(.terson,
P Peterson John C Watertown, Mass., were weekend
guests
of
Mr
and
Mrs.
Albert
Anderillustrated
address
"The
Covered
bulging
coat
pocket
and
took
there

he
accused.
“
And
1
want
to
know
At the door stood John Reagan,
from a diamond ring. He waddled son
Wagon," read by Mrs. Carl Bunker. Farm Bureau Convention. Mrs Car-1 Peterson Albert c Peterson antl guests at George Simmons'.
the muscular and decidedly effi why!”
The Baptist Ladies' Circle held an
across the room and same to a halt
All eyes were bent now upon the
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Hall came There was a fine attendance and the roll was sent as a delegate from Knox I Clarence A peterson, aU 0, Rock.
cient policeman.
before Ivy Welch.
Wednesday from Pennsylvania
whole service was impressive. Gerald | County to represent the home man-1 land Herbert P peterson, Ambrose all-day session in the vestry ThursNext to Reagan was Teddy Far figure of Mike Carmlcino. It was
“Ever seen that ring before, Miss
rell. president of the student coun obvious to even the most Inexperi
agement department.
' A peterson, Jr., and Frank H Peter- day. Dinner was served at noon, folFriday night there will be a dance Beverage was in charge.
Welch?”
enced that he was desperately
cil. president «f Psi Tau Theta.
Mr. and Mrs. Maynard Thomas will son, all of Vinalhaven; Mrs. Mar- lowed by a quilting bee
at
Memorial
hall,
with
music
by
The
community
is
glad
to
learn
The girl's voice was trembling,
Reside him. Incongruously enough, seeking to escape from a net which
Misses Anne and Sara Ashworth
that Mrs. Oscar Waterman is now at motor to Portland Sunday to meet j garet K Harris of Boston.
but she answered without hesita Smith's Merry Midnighters.
was Mike Carmlcino. Janitor at the he felt was heipg tightened about
who have been spending several weeks
The
announcement
of
Miss
Louise
home
and
making
good
recovery
from
their
son
Richard,
returning
home
The
great-great-grandchildren
are
tion.
him.
fraternity house. By his side was
"Yes, sir. I put It on Mr. Thay Bernhardt's engagement to H, Stan- her serious operation at Knox Hos- from Trinity College for the Easter George O. Lane, Gilbert F. Lane. Les in St. Johnsbury. Vt., have returned
Jtnhe Farnnm, and beside Rube was
“I told you lie about Meester
er’s finger myself several days be ley Hillyer of New York was recently Pital.
I recess.
j lie E Estabrook, David W. Estabrook home. They were accompanied by
I'lill Gleason. Next to Phil was Thayer," he suggested suavely, “before he^-before he died. It Is my made over the radio by her parents. Misses Shirley Grant and Edna Withe trim little figure of Ivy Welch.
Miss Caroline Graffam and Miss of Rockland, and Donald M. Harris their aunt. Miss Margaret Ashworth.
ring."
The first and second Cegrees were
Ivy, considerably older than she had
Mr and Mrs William Bernhardt of terman are home from Nasson Insti- Thalice Spear arrived home Wednes- and Ray T. Harris of Boston. Mrs.
"Mr. Thayer never returned it to
been the week previously, looked
conferred
upon candidates at MeenMelrose. Mass. Many friends in this lute, Springvale, for the spring recess. • day from Oaspanlla Island, Fla ,j Towle is proud of the fact that she
you?"
unusually serious.
ahga Orange Monday evening.
town
are
lntere.-ted
in
the
succeaslui
Gerald
Beverage
is
home
from
Uniwhere
they
have
been
employed
durheads
four
groups
of
five
generations.
"No, sir. He promised never to
Larry Welch occupied the seat
Paul Piper, a sophomore of Waldo
a fact of which few can boast.
young opera singer, who has spent vtrsity of Maine for the spring recess ing the winter,
take It off his finger."
next to his sister. Occasionally his
boro
High School, has been elected
“
Good!
”
Jim
smiled
genially.
several summers at the Bernhardt
David Wooster and Mrs. Wooster
Rev. and Mrs. G. F. Currier, Miss
• . . .
eyes met the pair on the other side
captain of the basketball team for
“You see. folks, that little ring Is bungalow “Weliklt" at Shore Acres, are at North Haven, having taken Mabel Pottle. Mrs. Nellie Magune,
—those of Tony I'evton.
Prominent Citizen Is Feted
mighty Important It was not on
Jiin Hnnvey was standing beside
Their marriage took place Friday rooms over the postofflee.
Mrs. William Whitney and Mrs LesLast Wednesday evening more than next year.
Thayer's finger when the police got
Waldoboro troop of Boy Scouts wdll
the president’s desk. He did not t
noon
in
the
chapel
of
the
First
UniThe
Unity
Guild
held
an
all-day
lie
C
Deane
were
among
those
from
150
reiatiVes and friends gathered at
there. It was. In fact, stolen by
nppear particularly happy, and his
hold
its next meeting Munday eve
whoever killed Pat Thayer. And tarian Church. Berkeley street, Bos- session Tuesday. There was a good j town who attended the recital in the Community hall in Simonton to cele- ning at 7 o'clock In the vestry of the
first words were couched in an apol
ton.
They
will
be
at
home
after
attendance
and
a
good
time.
First
Baptist
Church.
Rockland,
,
that ring, folks, was found by me
ogetic tone.
Now is the time to think about a Thursday night, given by Alexander brate the 501,1 birthday anniversary Methodist Church. Boys Interested
personally where Mister Mike Car April 15 at The Bambino. Renkerhage
•’Folks." lie said gently, “I'll
mlcino
had
very
carefully
hidden
road.
Tokeneke
Park.
Darien.
Conn.
garden.
Everyone who can do so Kaminsky, imperial Russian violinist.
Roland F. Crockett. Tht usual are welcome at these meetings and
make.things about as brief as I can,
are asked to attend with their friends.
It!
”
and I'll start with the most Im
Mrs. James Hall, recent guest of her should plan a garden this spring of
Mr
Lloyd Rhodes and in- weeklY social at the hall was turned
Mrs. Kenneth Weston was hostess
Carmlcino was quivering. Some
portant. Max Vernon didn’t have
thing like a howl of animal terror brother, Almond Miller, returned Fri- such staple products as beans, peas, : fant daughter Betty Ann are at home int0 a 8«neral celebration for the to the Brunettes on Monday evening,
no more to do with killing Pat Thay
Newcastle. ccm, potatoes lettuce, radishes, {lom Matinicus to spend the school event- The guests came from Rockescaped from his ifps. He leaped day to her home in
there being two tables in play. The
er than I did. and—"
Mrs. Ola Ames entertained the squash, pumpkins, cabbage. And dur- 1vacation with his parents Vr and 'and, Rockport, Camden and Simonto
his
feet
and
broke
forth
Into
a
He was Interrupted by a shout of
guests were Miss Angela Perry, Miss
Needkcraft
Club
Wednesday
night.
(
ing
the
summer
each
one
should
"can
Mrs.
C.
E.
Rhodes,
Sr
ton.
Music
was
furnished
by
an
ortorrent
of
words.
His
eyes
rolled,
glee from Rube Farnutn as that
Miss Enna Vinalreturned Friday' as much as they can" for who knows ■
Joseph Ames of Appleton called chestra of 'oval young people, with Betty Weston, Miss Helen Bond, Mrs.
his body twitched—
lanky Individual leaped across the
Ida Stahl. Mrs. Neva Redmond, Mrs.
“
Yes.
I
kill
Tkayer.
1
kill
him,
from a visit with Miss Louise Morong what another winter may bring forth? ' Thursday on Mrs. Mercy A l'owie Mlss Ruth Mlller at the piano, Aubfloor and pumped Vernon's hand. He
Alice Glidden and Mrs. Louise Miller.
Meester
Hanvey
—
but
I
swear
It
was closely followed by Gleason and
in Rockport.
Also for the sake of eggs and chicken antj Mrs. F. A. Peterson
rey Wentworth drums, Lawrence
Sandwiches, fancy cakes and coffee
was only after he attack' me."
Teddy Farrell, but Jim waved the
• • • •
meat everyone who can do so should
Church Night will be observed Snow Jumper. Steward Rhodes saxofeiJT*
were served.
"That's all right. Mike.” Hanothers bark and continued his re
Mrs. Helen G. Robertson
plan to keep a few hens. Some have next Thursday evening at the phone' and chum
trombone
vey's voice was gentle. “I'm glad
cital. His sleepy, half-closed eyes
Mrs. Helen G. Robertson, wife of been able to get through this past Baptist Church with a picnic supper
Among the Natives present were
you admit It was you. And If you
missed no detail; the startled ex ‘I Told You Lie About Meester
SOUTH WALDOBORO
David Robertson, formerly of Vinal- winter because of the amount of gar- at 6.30. followed by a business meet-! Mrs. Roland F. Crockett; the three
can
prove
that
It
really
was
selfpressions on the faces of Tony Pey
Thayer,” He Suggested Suavely.
defense. maybe you'll have a haven. died March 29 at her home in den stuff put up during the summer 1 lng. All members of the parish are brothers of Mr. Crockett and their
Rev and Mrs
R
have
ton and Larry Welch—the Inquir
cause he was good friend of mine.
chance." He turned to the others Conway Center. N H The remains months, along with raspberries, blue- invited.
wives, Mr and Mrs. Elmer B. Crock- two
frotn Woolwich who
ing looks flashed toward them hy
Meester Thayer he always pay me
and bowed with elephantine grace. were brought here Thursday to the berries, apples and peaches. A 4-H ' Harbor Light Chapter will hold IB rtt 01 Rockland- Mr and Mrs. David
engaged
lumbertng in this sec
the others as he bluntly exonerated
as soon he gets the money when
“I reckon that's all . . . and I'm home of her sister. Mrs Robert Arey Club under the auspices of the regular meeting Tuesday evening.
Max Vernon.
E Crockett and son David of Cam- Uon
much obliged to every one.”
•’And now for Miss Peyton. I sup the fellers they have parties. This
where services were held Friday a; Grange would be a fine thing for
The Johnson Society meeu Wed- *n' Mr
Mrs w,u,am M CrockQne &f
preltlest <^,.<.^0,,
They crowded about him and
pose you’ve all heard that she was time he has not got the money
2 oclock. Rev. P. J. Clifford, pastor young people.
nesday evening at the Methodist ves- ett- daughter Helen and son George
can
ftt the home of
when
be
Is
killed
and
so
1
think
it
shook his hand. Reagan slipped a
Pat Thayer's wife—that Is. that
of Union Church officiated. There
try for work and business session.
of Mr Crocketts 11 children, all f Aifred uav^ the handiwork of his
pair of handcuffs over Carmicino’s
they went through a sort of cere Is not nice that 1 should tell about
were beautiful floral tributes. Inter
TREMONT
Repairs are being made about the were Prescnt except Keith who is a housekeeper Miss Emma Simmons.
wrists.
mony last year. She didn’t want to how he owed me the money when
he
Is
dead.
I
was
only
protect'
my
ment was in Cummings cemetery.
Alone
with
Hanvey
John
Rea

O P Jackson property, Lou Morrill student at Gorham Normal School. | Mrs Caroline Winchenbach entered
say anything about that, but I ex
Besides her husband. Mrs Ra^rtRev and Mrs Perry L. Smith and doing the work
gan turned to stare.
plained It would be best because friend, you see, Meester Hanvey.”
the olhers being Mrs. Margaret Carr the Massachusetts General Hospital
'Til be everlastingly d—d." he son leaves two daughters Myrtle ano two daughters went to their former
“Good for yon, Mike. Mighty fine
you-all were talking anyway, and
A covered dish supper will precede of SP™<* Head' Herb«t « Mrs Rus- Monday.
said slowly. “There wasn't hardly Mildred and a son Howard Robertson home in Pennsylvania last week,
of you." Hanvey thought for a
you'd never have understood why
Mrs. Minnie McPhail and son Roy
a minute. Jim. that I didn't think of Conway. She Is also survived by ®h€re Mrs. Smith and the children the Monday night meeting of the Try- sel1 staP!es' Mrs Frank Nash. Ernest,
moment and then; “But isn't It
she went to Thayer's room on May
tohelp Club at the Baptist vestry.
Harvey. Vere. Priscilla and Phyllis. cf New York are In town, called here
you were just plain blundering
day. What she went for, folks, was true that Thayer announced he
sisters, Mrs Robert Arey and Mrs wiu vislt relatives for a month. Mr.
Mrs. Margaret Thomas and Mrs. all of Rockport, and Langdon E. of by the death of Mrs. Jennie Scofield.
dumb.”
wasn’t going to pay you at all and
to let him know that his hold over
“Shuh 1 John—1 ain't so smart." Henry Raymond of this town. Mrs Smith will return before next Sunday. George Foster of Rockland were call Rockland
would turn you over to the police
her was broken; that Is. that from
An aluminum demonstration was
A shower was given Monday eve- ers Wednesday on Mrs. F. A. Peter
Other guests included Russell Sta given Monday afternoon at the home
for bootlegging If you dared
“Like thunder you ain't Man, Inez Robertson of Freeport, and a
then on the campus would have to
I’m grateful. Only for you I'd have half sister Mrs. Lottie Brown of Con- nin8 for Miss Dorothy Brady at the son.
ples, Mrs. Langdon Crockett. Frank of Mrs. Leland Winchenbach. where
squawk? Isn't It true that you and
know that she was legally his wife.
sent Max Vernon up for that thing, way; and brothers,. Fred Smith of home of Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Reed.
“What happened tip there Is no he were partners In tlie criminal
Word was received Friday night by Nash. Jr., Mr and Mrs. Maynard In- 18 women gathered and partook of a
occupation of obtaining and selling
and even if I am a cop, I ain't keen Freeport. Lewis Smith of West Fal- There were more than 50 people parbody's business. Not even mine. But
Mr.
and Mis. Herbert C. Coates of 1 graham and daughter Arlene, Miss bcuntiful meal, prepared by the
liquor and that when he threatened
about convicting an InnoceDt per mouth and William Smith of^ar, ticipating and Miss Brady received
I’ll tell you this much”—and he
Rockport
of the sudden death of their : Dorothy Tolman, Capt. and Mrs. Huse agents of a well known company.
to
turn
you
over
to
the
police
you
son."
grinned Infectiously—“Tony Pey
Harbor.
She
also
leaves
five
grandman
>'
Presents.
It
was
a
very
happy
sen
Albert
P Coates which occurred Richards. Mr. and Mrs. Roland Rich
very rightly considered that he was
"I figured that, John. . . . Well.
• • • •
ton didn't kill Pat Thayer—and
children.
t
■ occasion.
double-crossing you?”
I'm hot and tired. Let's beat IL”
at the George Washington Hospital, ards. Mr. and Mrs. Lou Morrill.
that's a fact"
Jennie
E. Scofield
Mrs. Robertson was the daughter
Charles Harding and Leslie Rich Washington, D C. Funeral arrange- Maurice Miller. Mr. and Mrs. Lou Up
“That is entirely not true, Mees
Reagan continued to display his
There was a gasp. Larry Welch
Once
again
this
little community
ter
Hanvey."
of
the
late
Dr.
F.
A.
and
Francena
were
i"
Bar
Harbor
Tuesday
evening
ham.
Rev.
and
Mrs.
F.
F
Fowle.
Mr.
astonishment Then bis eye fell
was sitting forward tensely, his
menu will be announced later.
was saddened on hearing of the death
"Maybe you're right about that
attend the Odd Fellows convention
upon a scintillating something • Ewell) Smith, and was bom in Vinaleyes focused on Jim's placid face.
The Scribblers' Club was enter and Mrs. Frank Priest, Ruth Priest.
Mike. But how about the knife
which Jim was holding between haven 46 years ago. Those who acMr. and Mrs. Ernest Murphy Jr , tained March 28 by Mrs. Harriette Charles Dow. Mrs Hlldred Rider and I of Jennie E., widow of Dr. Granville
The others stared at him In doubt
with which Thayer was killed?”
thumb and forefinger.
and fear. Was it possible ... 7
Scofield, which occurred March 18.
companied the body from Conway are receiving congratulations on the Levensaler at her home in Rockland. son Byron, all of Rockport
Carmicino’s smile wag dissipated
“Gosh. Jim," said Reagan, “you were David Robertson. Mrs. Inez birth of a daughter March 28. Mrs.
Impulsively Ivy reached for her
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Henderson. Mrs. Scofield had never enjoyed good
An
unusually
large
number
were
for
n
moment,
and
when
It
reap

forgot to give Ivy Welch her ring."
brother's hand. It was celd as ice.
Robertson, Fred Smith, Mrs. Lottie Murphy was formerly Miss Mertie present. CietequaFn and old style
Mrs Lau™™* Richards, Mr I Health since coming here from New
“No-o ... I didn't forget This
And as though from a great dis peared, seemed rather forced.
Brown and Howard Robertson Others , Latty.
ballad
forms
of
poetry
were
discussed
and
Mrs
'
Herbert Berry, Mr. and Mrs. York ten years ago. and as time went
“
What
about
it?
”
Carmlcino
asked
ain't
her
ring.
”
tance she heard Ilanvey's words.
from out of town to attend the servMrs. Lida Smith occupied the pulpit Officers were elected for the ensuing Harold P Lankton W€re Present Ir,°m on a steady decline was noticed. She
softly.
“What?”
“And now we'll discuss Larry
“Just this,” said Hanvey In a
"Naw I had to run a bluff. Rea ices were Gertrude Ewell of Portland, at the Tremont church last Sunday year, Blanche Ellsworth leader Of Camden: from Slmonton' Mr and bore her invalidism with great fortiWelch's part la this little affair. On
gan. You see. the kid is a good Mildred Gillie of Bath, and Mrs. Leah morning in the absence of Rev. Perry the meeting, to be succeeded by Har- Mrs Ouy
and
Mr and !tUde a"d P"1*™*'
hopeful for
May first, Larry Welch learned two calmly conversational tone. "Thay
er double-crossed you. He didn't
scout She wanted the guilty man Hopkins of Camden.
Important things. The first was that
L. Smith. Music was furnished by the riette Levensaler. with Jessie Cars- Mrs' 060,1 Annis and family Mr--and l,he t,me w1len her eon<htlon would
have the money then but he told
caught and was willing to help me.
Pat Thayer was the husband of the
-----------------j girls' vested choir.
well vice president and Orissa Mer- Mrs John BuzzeU and family, Mr. and
unproved.
She went to the city with me and
girl he was crazy about. The sec you flatly that he Intended to keep
Mrs. Scofield was deeply interested
EAST
BOOTHBAY
Mrs. Kittredge entertained the ritt secretary, elected for two years. Mrs. Ralph Buzzell, Mr. and Mrs.
It.
and
yon
could
go
whistle
—
or
helped me select an Imitation which
ond was that the man his sister was
The Monday Club met with Mrs ladies' aid at an all-day session with A candle-light supper was an attrac- cl‘fford Morton, Mr. and Mrs Fred in the community and iU welfare,
else. You were sore as a goat and
looked pretty much like the one she
going with was a married man. And
Wallace
Goudy this week, Mrs Nor- picnic dinner. There were 15 present, tive feature of the evening. The next Buzze11’ Mrs ®»rah Buzzell, Mr and giving liberally and helping in any
you
said
he
couldn't
Ret
away
with
had
given
Thayer
—
and
which
had
as soon as he found out those two
any such stuff.” Hanvey was now
I The Tremont Woman's Club was meeting will be held April 24 at the Mrs. Harold Buzzell, Mr. and Mrs way that was in her power. She was
disappeared. Of course, the bluff man Fuller receiving high prize.
things he went to see that man.
making statements rather than ask
happened to work, and It yanked
The Junior Bridge Club was enter- ' entertained at the home of Mrs. W. home of Ethel Knight Fisher in Cam Lawrence Miller, Albert Witherspoon, a home loving woman, and an ideal
“Just what might have happened
lng questions. “Yon saw him go to
a confession out of Carmlcino. I tained by Mrs. Mahlon Adams Wed- H. Kittredge Friday evening of last den.
between Welch and Thayer nobody
Mrs. Stella Simonton and daughter mother to her only son, who Is the
his room on May first and you de
always was lucky. John.”
will ever know. Because when Larry
only near relative. Three years ago
nesday
evening,
Mrs.
Robert
Barlow
j
week.
It
was
guest
night,
every
Sarah.
•
•
•
•
cided to have it out with him. But
“Lucky? You're-a wonder!"
Welch got to that room, folks—Pat
her husband died and from this sorholding highest honors.
member being privileged to invite one.
Refreshments
were
served,
and
early
you
knew
you
were
dealing
with
a
A
Notable
.Anniversary
The mammoth detective sighed
Thayer was already dead!”
The
Junior
Guild
met
with
Miss
and
the
program
was
enjoyed
by
Lacklng
only
one
year
of
having
'
in
the
evening
an
enjoyable
program
I
row. she never fully recovered,
larger
man
than
yourself
and
one
deeply and started for the door.
There was a nerve-racking bush;
who
evidently
wouldn't
scare
worth
about
40
guests.
Mrs.
Edward
Robin

Helen
Vannah
Monday
evening,
six
reached
the
century
mark
Mrs
I
w
as
presented.
Harold
P.
Lankton
During her Illness she was tenderly
“
We've
got
Just
one
more
Job.
then a buzz of conjecture. It wasn't
soup. So yon remembered the col
son and Mrs Maurice Thurston as- Mercy Ann Towle quietly celebrated
John." he said, "and then I'll hop 1 members being present.
‘'How
ls the
’ cartd Jor bY the son and his wife,
Max Vernon; It wasn’t Tony Peylection of weapons In Max Vernon’s
the rattler for cooler weather.”
The W.B.A. met with Mrs Simeon sisted Mrs. Kittredge in entertaining. her birthday Thursday at the home complied by the orchestra. Seven- j who administered to aU her needs,
tou; It wasn't Larry Welch . . .
room and borrowed the likeliest
“What's the Job. Jim?"
but Pat Thayer was dead!”
Van Horn Thursday evening.
of her daughter, Mrs. Adella Peter- ’ year-old Priscilla Crockett gave an ex- making the last hours of sickness
one—which happened to be that
And Hanvey grinned like a
They were too astonished to do
son. Friends and relatives called I hibition of fancy tap and other danc- easier to bear. Funeral services were
WASHINGTON
Congratulations are extended to
Sicilian
dagger.
schoolboy.
more than stare.
Miss Frances Crooker has resumed during the day and Mrs Towle was I
Laurence Snow gave a trumpet held at the home Tuesday afternoon
“You saw Miss Peyton go to
“We'll have to search through Mr. and Mrs. Winthrop Farmer who
her
position
at
Olendon
school
after
were
recently
married.
Mrs.
Fanner
the recipient of many letters and s010- ',Let Me Cal1 You Sweetheart;” of last week. ReV. T. H. Fernald, the
“It's a cinch Thayer didn't kill Thayer's room and waited until she
Mike Carmicino’s things until we
himself. And if neither Vernon nor had left the house. Then you went
really And Ivy's ring," he said. was Miss Zillah Powell, superintend epending the vacation with her cards, some coming from distant Steward Rhodes, a saxophone solo, retired local pastor spoke comforting
mother Mrs. Nellie U. Crooker.
Miss Peyton killed him and he was In. You had a quarrel and Anally
“Let’s go!"
ent of St. Andrews’ Hospital.
points, also several nice gifts, includ “That Sentimental Gentleman From words, followed by prayer. Interment
dead when Larry Welch got there— a fight. You killed Thayer because
[THE END.l
Mrs. Lizzie Seavey and daughter
ing a prettily decorated birthday Georgia;” Chum Crockett, a trombone was in the family lot In the Brookside
THAT OLU HIGHLAND LINE
then somebody killed him between he threatened to squeal and also,
cemetery.
Katharine have returned from Boston
cake
from her great-granddaughter, solo, "My Wild Irish Rose.”
times.”
perhaps, because he attacked you.
where they spent a week.
Steward Rhodes and Chum Crock
(Written for The Courier-Gazette)
Mrs.
Lyn
ton
Lane.
SENNEBEC
Hnnvey surveyed the group in his You had sense enough not to make
APPLETON
Albert Barlow is spending a week’s As I sit smoking tonight, by the bright
Mrs. Towle was born at Appleton, ett sang and enacted “Ole Barnacle
quiet, friendly manner. His som your discovery of the body until
firelight.
Bill,
the
Sailor."
Four
Crockett
vacation
with
his
parents
Mr.
and
These
words
came
to
me
with
a
sad
re

Mrs.
Merle
Ames
and
son
Allison
the
youngest
of
eight
children,
five
some
one
else
entered
the
room.
nolent eyes lighted on the face of
Rev. E R. Hughes of Kennebunk
frain.
Mike CarmlciDO, the Janitor, and Larry Welch found the body. As visited Mr. and Mrs. Andrew Bean Mrs. Harvey Barlow.
daughters and three sons born to brothers, Herbert, Langdon, Ernest1
It's about the Highland car line.
and Chum, sang a selection, accom will be stationed here as pastor of
Miss Edith Dodge is visiting her Not about depression and hard times.
even though he did not call the soon as he left you let out a howl. over last weekend.
Doyle
and
Lydia
(Waterman)
Ames.
Please clip it out. and read it o'er again.
the Pentecostal Union, Inc., and ex
man’s name, every person in the It was real slick of you, Mike, be
In 1856 she was married to John M panied by the orchestra. An enjoy
The farmers are getting their wood
Dodge m H0®1011- That dear old Highland line
pects to begin his duties on April 9.
cause
no
one
ever
thought
that
the
Has vanished for all time;
room knew to whom he was speak
able
evening
was
spent
by
all.
Mr.
Mrs.
Carroll
Campbell
has
returned
Towle, a carpenter, and for a number
, sawed. James Griffin was in AppleFond memories of It Is all I've got.
He will move his family Into the
ing.
Crockett,
owner
of
Crockett
’
s
Garage
see Frank Sherer sitting there.
of years they resided in that town,
man who found the body was the ton two days last week sawing wood. to Hebron after spending two weeks IRinging
“Tou and Mr. Thayer were pret
In the fare.
Ames house temporarily while plans
and
a
member
of
the
Rockport
school
with
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Win
Campbell.
murderer.
The most courteous and faithful of the afterward moving to Rockland where
Wilma Hills was in Union last week
ty good friends, weren’t you?"
are
underway to build parsonage
lot.
Mrs. Robert Barlow and son Robert
she remained until 18 years ago. Mr. board, is popular both with old and
“Later on,” continued Hanvey Thursday.
Carmicino’s eyes flashed.
rooms in connection with the church.
young,
and
congratulations
and
best
have
returned
home
after
spending
SAD
REFRAIN
smoothly,
“
when
the
whole
fra

Towle
died
Jan.
1,
1903.
‘Yes, sir, Meester Hanvey.’’
Benny Hemenway is working for Dr.
that dear old Highland line.
Mr. Hughes ccmes highly recom
ternity house was buzzing with
two weeks with her parents Mr. and On
'You told me that you did boot
In 1880 Mrs Towle united with the wishes were extended by a host ol
We had many a good time.
mended by several pastors who are
comment about the murder, you Hall at his cottage on Sennebec Pond Mrs. E. W. Osgood in Bath,
Kidding with the neighbors to and fro. Littlefield Memorial Church where friends.
legging Jobs together: that tie
It will never seem the same,
• • • •
heard tlie name of Max Vernon
Edward Ames and Charles Griffin
well known in this State.
would get tlie orders and you would
Schools open Monday after three So I sing this sad retrain.
she still retains her membership, in
frequently mentioned. You also were in town with cream Monday.
supply the liquor. The last time
The Highlands seems like forty years ago.
Church Notes
weeks' recess.
her younger days her beautiful hand
knew that he had disappeared. You
Now is the time to say farewell to
jou worked together that way.
There was a large attendance at
By that old Highland car line
There
will
be
a
meeting
of
Crescent
Baptist
Church,
Rev. George F.
work
was
widely
admired
and
many
thought of the knife. Mr. Reagan,
Mike, was a few days before the
! depression with a lot of good buys.—
Stood that dear old home of mine.
church
Sunday
and
the
sermon
given
Chapter, O.E S. Tuesday evening.
,
My thoughts often wander to that spot. rugs, bits of hand-made laces, and Currier, minister: Sunday services
yonder, had already searched that
killing. You told Mr. Reagan and
my neighbors, kind and dear.
Ellsworth Wallace of Monhegan To
room thoroughly. And alter his by John Gould was much enjoyed.
--------------Mexican drawn work articles made will be, church school at 10; morning
myself that Mr. Thayer had paid
To a home once full of cheer.
search you planted the knife In Ver The young people are getting ready was at Frank Rice's boat shop having Now all has changed and sadness ls my by her are still treasured by her worship at 11, with sermon by pastor, j Ladies’ Circle; Thursday evening,
you for tlie liquor furnished on that
lot.
non's clothes closet, knowing that for their Easter concert.
last party. Is that true?”
repairs made on his engine two days Sometimes I often wonder
friends. It was only after her eye “Reasoning Up To God;” vocal duet, i “Church Night” observance.
it would be a mighty strong piece
If
we
had not made a blunder,
“Yes, sir.”
Vivian Hills called on Benny Hem this week.
sight
began to fail in recent years Mrs. Currier and Charles Marston; 1 Methodist Church, Rev. Forrest F.
By not patronizing It. when'ere we could.
of evidence against him. So you
Jim turned to Teddy Farrell,
The schooner yacht Shearwater is Despite warnings every day
enway Monday.
that she was obliged to give up this B.Y.P.U. at 6. The evening service Fowle, minister. Morning service at
see.
I've
got
you
kind
ef
hog-tied,
president of the fraternity.
We could not see It that way.
at 7 will be conducted by the young 10 30; church school at 11.45; EpGladys Bean was a visitor at Sen- at Rice Eros, boat Shop having a new Now It's but a memory, and gone for work.
.Mike."
“You were in charge of the fi
good.
deck
house
built.
Her mind is unusually active and people, subject “Can and Should We i worth League at 6; evening service at
j nebec Farm Sunday.
Carmicino’s face was stony.
nances of that particular party,
Recent visitors in Bath were Mrs. On that dear old Highland line
“You can't prove none of that,
alert for one of her years, and she Is Love All Men Even Our Enemies?" 7, continuing the series of sermons oil
weren’t you, Mr. Farrell?”
Recent visitors of Hilda Morang
We had many a good time.
Meester Hanvey."
“Yes, sir.”
were Mrs. Will Blanchard and daugh Ernest Farnham, Mrs. George Giles, Kidding with the neighbors to and fro. able to tell many Interesting events music by orchestra. Trytohelp Club the Prodigal Son; all day session of
Jim smiled triumphantly.
will never seem the same
"Have you ever paid either Pat
unknown to the present generation. Monday evening at vestry; World Ladies’ Aid Wednesday; prayer servter Mrs. Wallace Griffin and grand - Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Farnham and It
So I sing this sad refrain.
“Oh, yes, 1 can."
Thayer or Mike Carmlcino the two
daughter Gwendolyn and Mrs. Helen The Highlands seems as forty years ago. She recalls distinctly the building of a Wide Guild Tuesday at 7 p. m. at par ice Thursday, followed by the monthJ
daughter
Gladys
Griffin,
also
her
"iiowr
hundred dollars that the liquor was
Herbert H. Morton.
Bennett.
boat in Appleton (on which her father sonage; Wednesday, allday scsriQu|Lpf.,Mly, QflyiaJ board meeting.
Portland.
' Because," . ^unojincejJ . Hanvey • cousin Gladys Hemenway,
supposed to cost?”
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The Family Budget

This outline divides the family budget expenditures and savings into twelve general heads.

With the great variation of home and living

conditions, no attempt has been made to establish either amounts or percentages for these various divisions. Each of these twelve divisions
however, is a necessary part of the well-balanced expenditure of the family income.

A ca reful check-up of living expenses with this out

line should enable any family to develop a family budget to fit their needs.
Keeping a budget will repay all the time and attention given to it.

You will find it not only interesting but profitable.

When kept over a

period of months it provides an excellent basis for future planning.

1.

2.

FOOD—Food should consist of a balanced diet suit
ed to the needs of the various members of the fam
ily and to the seasons of year. It will include: Meat
and fish, dairy products, groceries, vegetables,
bread, fruit, business man’s lunches, etc.

SHELTER—A home should be roomy, light, airy,
sanitary, comfortable and attractive; with running
water, toilet and bath, lighting and heating, and
refrigeration. The home should be at least I 3 feet
from neighboring houses. The yard should have
walks, a grass plot, shrubs and flowers; and a garage
for the family car. The home whether owned or
rented bears such expenses as: Home Building pay
ments, Rent, Taxes, etc.

6.

should save. Saving represents security against the

needs of the future. Under this head are such items

Plan Your Own
FAMILY BUDGET
In the spaces below are suggested the
monthly items of expense for a family.
Plan your next month’s expenditures in
advance. Then check result.

4.

OPERATING—Under this heading should come
such expenditures as: Fuel, ice, laundry, telephone,
water, cleaning. It should also include service equip
ment and supplies, decorating, paper hanging,
plumbing, repair and sundry other expenditures for
maintenance and upkeep.
CLOTHING—Wearing apparel for all members of
the family should be suitable in style and comfort for
the four seasons of the year. Clothes and shoes
should be systematically purchased for work, dress
and sport.

FURNISHINGS—The home furnishings should be
acquired for a four-fold purpose—comfort, service,
health and attractiveness. Under this heading come
all house furnishings items such as rugs, carpets,
furniture, curtains, drapes, beds, stoves, cooking
utensils, etc.

building and loan, etc.

7.

3. Onerstina F.xnense

equipment, amusements, vacations, travel, music,

radio, musical instruments, children’s toys, etc.

8.

EDUCATION AND ADVANCEMENT—Includ
ing schooling for children; newspapers, magazines
and books, lectures, special vocational training such

as business college, night school, correspondence

......... .... $............

courses, musical training, etc.

I

........................ .... $............

4. Clothing

5. Furnishings .................... .... $............

9.

8. Education

...................... .... $............

dental services, hospital care, drug sundries, etc.

10.

12. Church and Benevolence

11.

1

PERSONAL EXPENSES—Incidental items

of

personal expense, such as jewelry, gifts, cosmetics,

$............

............................. .... $

INSURANCE—Such as life, sickness, accident,
fire, burglary and automobile insurance, etc.

9. Health ............................. .... $............

10. Insurance ....................... .... $............

HEALTH—Including such items as must be ex
pended for such services as medical attendance,

6. Savings and Investments ....$............
.$............
7. Recreation

Total

RECREATION—Such as lodge and club dues,

moving pictures, theatres, sports and sporting

......................... .... $............

11. Personal Expenses ......... .... $............
5.

as bank savings and accounts, securities, real estate,

................ ....$............

1* Food
2. Shelter

3.

SAVINGS AND INVESTMENT—Every family

barber, tobacco, candy, confectionery,, flowers, etc.

12.

CHURCH AND BENEVOLENCES—Including
church subscriptions and collections, charity, such

as Red Cross, etc.

Now, as never before, conies the necessity for careful, well considered planning of the family
budget. Wise expenditures and elimination of petty extravagances

must be the order of the day.
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Mrs. Frank Kugler of Portland; a,
Notices of Appointment
Probate Notices
brother and a half sister.
STATE OF MAINE
I. Charles L. Veazle. Register of Pro
Advertisements in this column not to j
Dana Smith, Sr., who has been at ’ bate for the County of Knox, in the
A farm house valued at $500, be
To all persons Interested In either of exceed
The Baptist circle supper served
three lines inserted once for 25 1 .
State of Maine, hereby certify that In the estates hereinafter named:
cents, three times for 50 cents. Addi- <!*•*
the
Marine
Hospital
in
Portland
sevlonging
to
Charles
Niemi,
burned
by the men Wednesday night called
At a Probate Court held at Rockland. tlonal lines five cents each for one time, i
the following estates the persons wcW
Thursday afternoon on Stahls Hill,! eral weeks, came home Wednesday appointed Administrators. Executors. In and for the County of Knox, on the 10 cents for three times, Six words !
out a large number. A fine program'
Guardians and Conservators and on the 21st day of March In the year of our make a line.
West Warren. Mr. Niemi entering for an indefinite stay,
Lord one thousand nine hundred and
dates hereinafter named:
was given under the direction of the
thirty-three and by adjournment from
the kitchen found it in flames, apFuneral services for Vesper Moore,
EDWIN S. CRAWFORD, late of War- day
committee, Mrs. Amos Mills. Mrs.
to day from the 21st day of said
deceased, March 7. 1933 Niven C March
the following matters having
parently caused by a defective chim- eight months' old son of Mr. and Mrs. ^«'w{ord
of Warren was appointed been presented
Edward Ncwcombe and Mrs. Myrtle
for the action thereupon
ney. Neighbors were notified and Percy Moore, who died Sunday after Admr., and qualified by filing bond on hereinafter indicated
It ls hereby Or
Strong, with these numbers: “South- '
same date.
dered
:
came to fight the fire with pails of noon, were held at 2 o'clock Wednes_ __ _ thereof
______ be
m given to all
.
•
LESTER I DOLHAM. late of Warren.
ern Memories," the characters being
That notice
water drawn from a nearby well, but day afternoon at the home, Rev. H I. deceased, March 7, 1933. Myrtle B. Feyler. persons interested? bv'causing"a"copy of POCKET BOOK lost between The
Southern
Mammy,
Mrs.
Leila
aIi nffletatino Peer nt the -hiln'z °S W5st B°“>"Vllle. Mass.. was appoint- this order to be published three weeks Brunswick and Newbert's Restaurant.
of no avail. The building was soon H
HOlt Officiating. rour 01 tne cnnas ,.d Admx.. and qualified by filing bond successively In The Courier-Gazette, a Reward Return to FIRST NATIONAL
Smalley; Uncle Joe. Douglas Mills;
sara( date
Alfred M Strout of . newspaper published at Rockland In said STORE or THE BRUNSWICK.______ 37-39
a ruin. It was useless to call the fire uncles acted as bearers, Lindley and
Aunt Clo, Cleora Condon; Honey
appointed Agent In Maine. | county that they may appear at a ProHAIRED fox terrier lost answers
department because of the muddy con- Edgar Wiley of Warren. Alfred Mac- Thomaston
8 C. R I RED Chicks, high producing
ANDREW M TOLMAN. late of Cam- bate Court Io be held at said Rockland.
”IRE HAIRED fox terrier lose answers
suckle, Dolly Felt; Eliza, Belle
Reward NMtfy strain, State tested and accredited for
dition of the roads. The barn and Farland Of Rockland and Preston den. deceased. March 7. 1933. Carrie E on the 18th day of April A D 1933. at“ld ™ aln Pattach^
ullorum
disease. Write M. M. KINAmes
Tolman
of
Camden,
was
appointnine
oclock
In
the
forenoon,
and
be
“
,
T
~
V
mattjon
T7-7Q
Coates; Smoke, Richard' Paquin;
I' hnnrri
if thov
I
EY, Thomaston, Me.. St. George road,
outbuildings were saved, being 250 Parlin of North Whitefield, IlltCl’” ed RExx.. wlthnut
without hand
bond.
heard thprnnn
thereon If
they uon
see cause.
or
phone
Tenant's Harbor 5C-14.
37-42
Slivers, Frederick Elwell; Nicodemus.
ALBERT A BORNEMAN. of Thomaston.
HENRY B CABOT, late of _________
Brookline.( NOTICE—Is hereby given of the loss of
feet from the house and with the ment was at the Sterling cemetery.
,.™ Benner w.
_____________
Exemplified copy of savings book numbered 11534 and the ~1000~CHICK CAPACITY coal brooder,
June ...
14. ___
1932, Viola
of WaldoMass.,_ ________
deceased.
Lewis Tabbutt; Rastus, Cecil Day.
wind blowing away from them, but
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Gilley of Au- boro, was appointed Gdn , and qualified Will and Probate thereof, together with i owner of said book asks for a duplicate complete with pipe for sale. O. B.
Birch St.
37-39
Reading, "Kit's Caller.” Mrs. Edith
thp stubborn
fire* which was set ' mists were guests a few davs this
nll"« 1x311(1 Jul>f 19 1932 “ petition for Probate of Foreign Will In accordance with the provision of the' RACKLIFFE. 19_Blrch
3t
the
stubborn
grius
nre
hlcn
as
gusta
were gue
a
>S
IRVIN E SPEAR late of Cushing de- askln8 that the copy of said will may be , Statelaw. SECURITY trust CO.. By
WHEN you are planning to sell your
Kilborn. "Sleepy Headed Dolls,"
was not under control until 3 o'clock, week of Mr. and Mrs. Wilder Moore,
ceased March 21 1933 Herbert I Spear Allowed, filed and recorded In the Probate ! ELMER C. DAVIS. Treas. Rockland. Mr
chickens and fowl, call PETER ED. .
.
.
„
..
_
.
_ ,.
,
of Warren was aDDolnted Exr without 'Court of Knox County, and that letters
J9-S-4., WARDS. Tel. 806-J. Rockland.
28-tf
sung by M)ra Maxine Mf.Uer, the
and burned over four or five acres
Mrs. Preston Parlin of North White- bond
/I
1
appointed texr, without Testamentary
Testamentary be
Anne M
M
----------- —
„„„„
.
------- ———
be issued
issued to
to Anne
BARRED ROCK baby chlx and hatch
Little Mothers being Maxine Chap
Cabot, of Brookline. Mass., without I H
ing eggs, prices to suit the times. AL
Very little furniture was saved and field and Mrs. Alfred MacFarland of
JAMES E ULMER, late of Cushing. bond.
"
BION WOTTON, Friendship. Me.
20*52
man, Virginia Foster, Marie Jordan,
March 21. 1933. Rose L. Rob
there was no insurance, it is under Rockland who have been with their deceased,
CHARLES
M
GRAVES
late
of
South
.
inson of Warren, was appointed Exx..
tAtfpground sea shells are best
NATURAL
Bertha Condon.
Reading, “The
Thomaston, deceased. Will and Petition ’
stood. Mrs. Niemi is said to be in sister Mrs Percy Moore for a few without bond
for
poultry.
By
ton,
$8
delivered.
Write
for Probate thereof. asking that the J ♦
Highwayman," Marjorie Mills: piano
AIFRED RAWLEY Long Cove. Me.
days, returned Thursday to their reflora a. duncklee. late of Rock same may be proved and allowed and
Massachusetts.
land.
deceased,
March
21.
1933.
Maude
w^«w~wz<kM
w « S C R I. BABY chlx from tested
that Letters Testamentary Issue to
solo, "To Spring," Betty Brown;
E. Blodgett, of Rockland, was appointed Blanche E. Graves of South Thomaston, edroBe?t of ’references T Mt
The social welfare committee met spective homes.
111 P" ‘’Pndred: In lots of three
duet, “In My Heart There Rings a
hundred
or more $10 per hundred. R.
she being the Executrix named in said Grace 8t.. City.______________
Mrs. Laura Daniels of South Union
*‘Lh°u* bond
Tuesday at the Montgomery rooms
*tf
W. DAVIS & SONS________________36*41
.
.
,
.
.
EDWARD S SPEAR, late of Warren, de Will, without bond.
Melody," Bertha Condon, Marie
GIRL
wanted
to
do
general
housework.
with five members present, Mrs. How- ltas been guest a few days this week ceased. March 21. 1933. Ada Spear of
R I Red chicks from state tested, ac
JULIAN YOUNG, late of Cushing, de
37-tf i credited.
Jordan. The old church choir,
trapnested stock. $12 per ion.
ard A. Welch acting as hostess at I of Miss Mabel Crawford at North > *“den was appointed Exx.. without ceased. Will and Petition for Probate WINDSOR HOTEL.
13-tf
SINGLE PHASE ELECTRIC MOTOR, W. L MERRIAM. Union. Me.
thereof,
flsklne
that
the
same
may
be
reader, Mrs. Marie Singer; organist.
dinner. Others present were Miss Warren.
FRED A GLEASON late of Union, de- proved and allowed and that Letters two or three horse power, wanted Im
S. C. R. I. Red chicks three years state
mediately.
Phone
Rockland
532.
H.
ceased
March
21.
1933.
William
C.
OleaTestamentary
Issue
to
Leslie
O
Young
Mrs. Amy Tripp, choir, Mrs. Charles
accredited, price according to number.
Tena McCallum. Mrs. Laura Seavey,
M LITTLE.
39-41 Chickens are now the farmer's best bet.
son. of Union, was appointed Exr. with- of Cushing he being the Executor W__&W
_____________
___________ ___ ______
Washburn. Mrs. Maxine Miller, Mrs. tities than for some years past.
out bond.
| named In said Will, without bond
Mrs. Reta Cobum and Mrs. Grace
I WII I. do work of any kind, lawn Eggs for hatching Write for prices. E.
TENANT'S
HARBOR
and reason- C. TEAGUE. Warren, Me. Tel. 13-42
THEODORE J. BRADFORD, late of I LEONARD R
CAMPBELL, late of house. anything
__
_ —promptly
.
Leona Starrett, Mrs. Leila Smalley,
Charles Hanson of Bath, a deep Wyil». Three screens for the church
26-tf
St
------- -“HOWAR
WARD. ■“209" Main
‘
—
Thomaston, deceased. March 21. 1933. Rockland, deceased
Will and Petition ably. FRED
Edward Burgess. Mrs. Alton Foster, water mver
forCTloon were covered. Special dinner guests
35-40
This March weather has eased up Julia Annie Bradford of Thomaston, was for Probate thereof, asking that the same Phone 144 City
BABY CHIX. Wyllle's Strain S. C Reds.
appointed
Exx..
without
bond
mav
be
proved
and
allowed
and
that
HOUSEWORK wanted by day or week One quality—the Best. 812 per hundred.
Edward Newcoir.be, Alfred Strout.
a little. The thermometer has been
to search the river for the body of were Dorothy and Charlotte Lane.
-a
>
KINGSBURY P FISH, late of Hope. Letters
w Testamentary
a
- Issue to Abbie C will care for children. Reasonable prices Discount on 500 or over. F H. WYLLIE
registering around 46 degrees for sev- deceased March 21. 1933. Fred E Burkett Campbell, of Rockland she belnz the MRS GRACE M COLSON. 81 Cedar St & SON. Thomaston. Me R. 1. Phone
Raymond McLeod has leased the iit[;e joyce powers drowned last
22-tf
of Urflon. was appointed Admr. and Executrix named In said Will, without
39*41 Warren
------ 10-8.
Among those who attended luneral eral days, and no snow on the ground qualified by filing bond on same date. | h°nd.
middle store in the R. O. and F. D. Monday. The Coast Guard boat and
AGENTS wanted to sell our hosiery.
“«d
customers
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Slingsby, Mr.
ARTHUR W. STURTEVANT, late of
STEPHEN COLSON, late of Vtnal- Best qualities. Complete line. Oet our lhr?'Jgho.'!.t .Knox ?nd ’■lncoln Counties
Elliot block for a pool room.
men assisted in the work. Large services for the late James H. Feyler
LeBARON desiring their eggs hatched I wish to ananri Mrs Frnest Rawlev and Mr and Rockland, deceased. March 21. 1933. WII- !lav"n deceased
Will and Petition for special selling proposition
Dr. Ethel Crie and Miss Marian crowds lined the banks of the at Thomaston Wednesday were Mr ana Airs, wnest Kawiey ana MT. ana llam G Rlchards of Rocmant! Was ap. , Probate thereof, asking that the same HOSIERY CO. Everett. Mass.
34*39 nounce 1 am ready to take them on
.------------- ------------ every
ery Saturday throughout the season.
Admr.. and qualified by filing1
<* proved and allowed and that
Starrett left Friday morning for a Georges watching the diver as he and Mrs. M. S. Hahn. Leland Pea Mrs. Harry Paterson were supper pointed
MEN—Wanted to take care of an es Notify me a week In advance as to the
oond on same date.
I t etters Testamentary Issue to Frank M
tablished
business
tn
the
sale
of
Mcnumber
of eggs to be hatched. Whv
syv-ella V burnftt late of Rock- £&ntor° nam'S in said winbelna the
short visit in Philadelphia.
searched the river bottom. The swift body, Joseph Hafcn. Miss Susie Hahn, guests of Mrs. Elmer Allen recently
without Connon Producta In Knox County. Oood pay 12e or more for chicks when you
land, deceased March 21. 1933. Russell Exerutor
ttamed
In
said
Will
living
right
now
with
increasing
profits
can
get
them for 5 cents. Write for
Robert Mayo and family who have current under the bridge obliged him Curtis C. Starrett. A. P. Gray and The "Kid" furnished the turkey.
bond.
G. Reynolds of Rockland, was appolntyou become acquainted with cus- particulars Baby chirks 12c. HAWES
Frank Robinson is doing carpenter ed Admr. without bond
FRANK K GARDNER late of Rock- as
been visiting his parents on Beech- [0 suspend operations there, but Joseph Stickney.
tomers and business. We finance re- HATCHERY. A. C. Hawes, Union. Tel.
21-39
Lerov
flora E
e M.
marden. late of North U-obat^the-eof ^k!n»ntdh.»etthi.on for snonslble oersons Experience not nec- 8-24.
FLORA
Earl Spear returned to Waldoboro work for Miss Fannie Long.
woods street, have left town, Mr search was continued below the bridge
.
Hav«»n
dpcposoH
Uamh 9i
icn c’wzoa rruuil,p ine.TOi, a King inax xne
“
essary Apply
. . . by letter to McCONNON
is carpentering for Frank Haven, deceased. March 21. 1933. Fred
Mayo for University of Maine and antj about the barkentine moored Monday after spending the past week Meservey
A
COMPANY. Dept. SA-2243, Winona lt***«*****«.****||
a_a
Admr mirhAnt
~’
’’’’------ ! i-'C’-wrs Ksumenury issue to rrana tv
39* it
Admr ■ without bond.
[ Gardner. Jr. of Rockland, he being the Minnesota.
Mrs. Mayo and son for Southwes. there. The diver was to continue his with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clif Pellett.
Jownh
Simmons
is
makimr
itosatr
H
WOODCOCK,
late
of
Cush- Executor named In said Will, without
ford M Spear at East Warren.
Joseph Simmons is maxing jigsaw lng. deceased. March 21, 1933, Mina
A. t bond
Harbor.
work there this Saturday morning.
of Cushing, was appointed
The old cheese factory on Me puzzles as a Sideline to his regular Woodcock
Albert T. Gould of Boston is having
Rev j w gy-out will be the
ELLIS A HURD, late of Friendship,
Admx . without bond
deceased Will and Petition for Probate
SEVEN ROOM house to let, electricity
his yacht painted and put in order preaeher at the Federated Church chanic street has been tom down. business.
HENRY H. WINSLOW, late of Rock- thereof, asking that the same mav be
and flush toilet. 814. At 24 CRESCENT
Elmer Kallio has traded his truck land, deceased. March 21, 1933. Alexan- proved and allowed and that Letters
for summer use.
Sunday morning at 11 o'clock. The Tuesday the greater part of the de
ST.
Tel. 384-W
38*40
dcrenna Winslow of Rockland, was ap- Testamentary Issue to Gladys Fletcher
FARM for sale. 65 acres land
Barn
Fred Pratt of Tenants Hartor choir will render "Just As I Am." by bris about the lot was burned, the with Rcckland parties.
pointed Admx. c.t.a., without bond.
I of Friendship she being the Executrix
HALF house to let at 17 Warren St .
and camp 8500
V. F STUDLEY. 283 seven rooms conveniently arranged and
ERNEST H NICHOLS, late of Thom- named In said Will, without bond,
A certain person purchased a new
visited his sister Mrs. James Carney. Meredith. Church school at 9.45 a Warren fire department being close
Main St. Tel. 1080
30*tl pleasant: also two garages. Inquire 12
aston. deceased. March 21. 1933. Gilford
MARTHA D SPEAR late of Thomas- ______________________________
fangled
frying
pan
and
was
trying
it
by
in
case
it
should
set
grass
around
PRESSED
HAY
—
Will deliver In truck WARREN ST.___
38-tf
B Butler of South Thomaston, was ap- ton deceased
Will and Petition for
Thursday.
m. Evening service at 7 o’clock, at
pointed
Admr
.
and
qualified
by
filing
Proba
’
thereof,
asking
that
the
same
load
lots
For
prices
write
J
F. BRY- WELL furnished apt of 3 rooms with
out one dry. Her little four-year-old
Mrs. Rhetta Watts of Belmont which the pastor will take for his the building on fire.
bond on same date.
may be proved and allowed and that ANT. Thorndike. Maine. Phone 4-9.
toilet, shed and piazza
12 KNOX ST
Mass., is with her mother, Mrs. Abbie subject
inevitable Cross."
Mrs Flora Peabody was called to said. “Mama, this is the first time I
38*49 I Tel 156-W
39.,t
LUCY P SPEAR, late of Rockland, de- 1 «tters Testamentary Issue to Clara F
ceased.
March
21.
1933
Charles
T
ol
Rockland,
she
being
the
ExecuSIX room house and barn for sale, lot - ATTRACTIVE six room rent, all mod- f
Wall, who is ill.
____________
Bath Monday by the illness of her ever saw you cook in a dustpan."
Smailey of Rockland, was appointed trl,< named *h ’®ld Will, without bond
of land. 8900. V. F. STUDLEY. 283 Main ern. recently renovated central locaMyrlck Poland of the Chelsea. Mass
SOME "HllIBOR" ITEMS
brother Edwin Copeland, who was
Admr. and qualified by filing bond
EDWIN W GOULD, late of Rockland. 8t. Tel. 1080.______________________ 39-tf tlon. 17 Grove St. R W BICKFORD
March
28.
1933.
deceased.
Will
and
Petition
for
Probate
fire department is guest of his aunt.
LEXINGTON Touring car. 1929. for Tel «11-M._______________
38-tf
taken ill Sunday night with a heart
CUSHING
CHARLES H LOVEJOY, late of Thom- thereof asking that the same may
run 7000 miles, good condition. Come
FURNISHED apartment to let all new
June 12. 1883. James Barter ran attack.
Mrs. Lucy Clark Myrick was among
______
aston. deceased. March 28. 1933. Gilford
Proved and allowed and that Letters sale,
and
try
It.
GEORGE
L.
CATE,
next
to
No
children
MINNIE
G
MILES
31
Mrs Iz-i-t R TTlmer Ls visitinff her B Butler ot S01*111 Thomaston, was ap- Testamentary lasue to Rockland Na- State Police Hdqrs.. Thomaston.___ 38*40 Ocean St Tel 618-W
37*39
Thomastons' lively boys 39 years ago. over a cow by the Custom House and
Unusually good attendance marked
MTS. LCV1 B Ulmer IS visiting ner pointed Exr
and qualified by filing1 tlonal Bank It being the Executor
TRUCK WAGON, mowing machine
THREE room furnished apartment to
; named In aid Will, without bond.
Today he is a full chested, broad broke his carriage and was thrown the Tuesday meeting of the Sons of sister Mrs. Susie Davis in Rockporf bond on same date.
WILLARD E HAHN, late of Warren.
MAYNARD W LEACH, late of Union and horse rake for sale. B E. WHITTEN let. 84 week V F. STUDLEY 283 Main
shouldered man. tipping the scales out- Cow unhurt.
for a few days.
Thomaston
Tel
150-11.
__________
38-40
St.
Tel, 1080______________
M-tf
Union Veteran's Auxiliary.
deceased. March 28. 1933, Maurice S deceased Will and Petition for Probate
• • • •
at 2CS pounds.
June 15. Quite a lot of my potaF. L Killerajl assisted by M. J. Ma- Hahn, of Warrell was appointed Admr thereof, asking that the same may be “PATCHWORK — Percale and print FOUR ROOM apartment to let. also
c.t a and qualified by filing bond on Proved and allowed and that Letters clippings, splendid variety
Popular three room furnished apartment, both
Waltcr Hastings and family and *ces rotted in the ground and had tc
same------date,
Mr. and Mrs Clarence Peabody ex loney is at East Friendship sawing -----Testamentary Issue to Ular B Leach of bundle, postpaid 81; also two lb. bundle heated and
newly finished. MRS.
Union
she
being
the
Executrix
named
60c
LAWSON
TEXTILE
CO.
9
Aster FROST Tel 318-W______
28-tf
Mrs. Waiter Ste.ckpo’.e spent the day be planted over again. The powder pected to occupy their r.ew home Fri wood which Mr. Killeran had cut
MARY F. TURNER, late of Appleton, In said Will, without bond.
St
.
Providence.
B.
I.
_____________
38*4°
OFFICIS
to
let
at 69 Park St., heated
deceased.
March
21.
1933
Charles
B
Thursday with Mr. and Mrs. Bernard bugs are eating up all the small stuff day, recently purchased of Mr. and there the past winter.
WIITIAM I. LAWRY. late of Warren
Miller of Appleton was appointed Admr .
LARGE black horse for sale. CHARLES
l‘ght?d , 13 50 week
V. F STUDRcbinson.
'I am unable to classify the aforesaid Mrs. William Russell. Mr. and Mrs
37-39
283
St. Tel. 1080
26-tf
Mrs. Nellie Benner has returned to
» •nd (lua!“*cd by films bond March ' d"^ax:d „ will and Petition for Probate A WEYMOUTH. City Farm
thereof, arklnz that the same mav be
28. 1933
FURNISHED
apartment to let. two
LUMP sort coal. $7.50; screened. $9 50.
Baptist Church services Sunday- powder bugi.
proved and allowed and that Letters
Attest
Peabody have been living in the hcr heme in North Cushing afte* a
rooms
and
private
bath.
192
LIMEROCK
_ Edward
—
Testamentary lasue to
C. Pavson. harfl COftl* 913.50; coke. $10 50. J. B
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. RegiMcr
24-tf
will be: Bible school at 9 45 a. m.;
June 24. Capt. George W. Gilchrist William Overlock place.
few weeks' stay at the home of Mr
the Executor1 PAUI/SEN. Tel. Thomaston 84-2 . 30-tf ST. Tel. 600 or 211-M
Rockland. he being
‘
39*8-45 of
APARTMENT' of five rooms and bath
named
In
said
Will,
without
bond
AUTO REPAIR parts new. Including
morning worship at 11. topic “Is of New York WSLS buried this afterThomas Walker. Jr., guest the past and Mrs F. A. Crute.
34 Pleasant St. Inquire
CLARA E PENDIPTON late of Vinal 150 ft. brake linings. Will take 25' off
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND
Christ Passe?" Communion will fol- noon at the First Church. He died winter of his sister Miss M. Grace
19-tf
Alvaro Olson is busy with his wood
haven. deceased Will and Petition for wholesale price to clean out lot. W. J ANNE V, FLINT. Tel 1013-M.
STEAMBOAT CO.
GREELEY Liberty.
37*39
Probat®
thereof,
asklnz
that
the
same
APARTMENT
to
let In Blcknen Block.
low this service. Y.P S of CE. at 6: in New York. His widow and son-in- Walker, returned to Manchester. N. sawing machine, cutting up the wood
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
may be proved and allowed and that
DRY WOOD under cover, fitted. 810; MRS B B SMITH. Lincoln St. Tel 264
A SM* Smnln*t"n e M VonnTuven TgJ
Tei'tamentary Issue to*Cor. *E Junks. 88
at 7 p. m. people's service. Perilous law. Mayor Grace of New York, and H . Thursday.
piles through the neighborhood.
O. H. CRIE. Thomaston ___________________________________26-tf
Tel.
122-2.
35-tf
the
Paths."
granddaughter Miss Grace, accomHEATEDapartments, all modern, four
3OOS2 was in this vicinity Sotur- ^?d“X? 9
due
4rrlve “ Rock' FxWtrJ? ni£d
!
m",.d
’
wil!*
wtthout
Mrs. Oertrude Starrett went Friday
A moose
— — ---- ..111, without
land about 9.X>
at CAMDEN 6c ROCKFOR SALE —' MORE FOR LESS ' Spe- rooms. Apjfiy
—
The local Red Cross headquarters panied his remains,
1 to North Warren to be employed in day prowling around the postofflee
Return—Leaves Rockland at 1
r. tu bond.
rial Values for one week. Domino Fine gand WATER CO Tel. 634
26-tf
Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3 30 Ston
HANNAH E WHITMORE late of Cam Granulated Sugar $4 35 per hundrei
■
have changed location from the
June 25. Tne potatoes and sq'iash i the home of Miss Ermina Williams within arms length of the building, ington
at 4 40. due to arrl\e at Swan't den deceased
Will and Petition for pounds 25 lbs >1.10. 10 lbs 45c. Granu
Elliot block to the Georges National have made their appearance in my for a few days.
Probate thereof, asking that the same lated Meal $100 per bag 10 lbs. 25c
then starting off to the woods. Moose Island about 6.Oh P. M.
B H STINSON.
may be proved and allowed and that Rolled Oats 8 lbs 25c.. per bag $1.75 Pure
Bank rooms. The transfer was made garden.
At the next stated meeting of Ivy have become quite tame and an)
Letters Testamentary Issue to George Lard 20 lbs. $1 19. Graham Flour two ♦
W. Hcselton. of Gardiner, he being the bags for 25c. Chick Starter 10 lbs. 35c.
with the help of the Girl Scouts, inJune 30. A very sad thing hap Chapter. O.E.S.. April 7, all officers showing up in many places in this
ASSESSORS' NOTICE
Executor named In said Will, with bond 2.5 lbs 65c. 100 lbs with Yeast and Oil
TOWN OF OWL'S HEAD
terested friends, and recipients of pened here today. John Ahlquis' and members are requested to be vicinity.
MORE FOR LESS ' 20'; Dairy
ESTATE ELIZA J. GRAY, late of $225
LADIES Reliable hair goods at Rock*
•T-k«
_ _______ _
Thf subscribers. Assessors of Taxes, of
Egg Mash with OU $1 48
deceased. Petition for Ad Feed $1 18
Red Cross relief. About 200 bags of hanged himself on an oak tree limb present, the former because of a reland Hair Store. 24 Elm St. Mali ordert
The town a. Its annual meeting vot- the Town of Owl's Head, hereby give Rockland
Chick
Starter
$1.75—Stover's Pride 20'
ministration. asking that G Sheldon
solicited.
H. C RHODES. Tel. 519-J.
flour, canned goods and second hand on Barter's Point.
: hearsal. The refreshment committee ed to maintain a clam law. to prohibit noVce,5° the Inhabitants of said Town Gray of Rockland or some other suitable Dairy Feed all pure $1.38—all dairymen
___________________ 26-tf
other persons having Taxable Prop- person be appointed Admr. without feeding thia feed have gained one to
clothing were moved. Since the local
July 2. W. H. Crocker was at home lrxludcs Mrs. Avis Norwood, Miss non-residents from digging clams for and
erty within said Town, to make and bond
two cans of milk per dav. Ask any user.
NOTICE—TKls is to notify all that from
.i
In to said Assessors true and perno
Oats $1 00. 41
Cotton Seed this date I shall pay no bills other than
branch was organized in April. 191*. a few hears tonight. He is in the Tug Hilda Aspey. and Miss Evelyn Sawyer. commercial
purposes.
Th_s law iis bring
fect llsts
of thelr
and all the|r
do
DOTHA
»
B HILLYER late of Hartford Ground
Exemplified copy of Meal $1.28—Quaker Poultry Litter 4Oc— those contracted for by myself GARnot one penny of Red Cross mer.ey Nat Wales of Boston, now in the Har----- and Petition for
Mrs. Herbert Waltz was overnight new effective and all persons who are estates real and personal, in writing in- Will
Probate of Fnrnicm Ba’*ed Shavings 40c—50*^ Beef Scraps NET H THORNTON. Juda. Wisconsin.
. , .
,
eluding Money on Hand or at Interest.
has been used for running expenses, bcr. (That was my "Big Brother guest Wednesday of her daughter. Violating
Same mayexpect to bepun- and debts due more than owing and all be allowed, filed and recorded in the P’oim 49e Pastrv 43c We Guarantee
epalrlng.
property held In trust as Guardian.
not even for a postage stamp; ever}' Bill.” who continued in the towboat Mrs. Clarence Benner at Waldoboro izhed to the full extent of the law.
"MORE FOR LESS'2 Always. Buy your , father'Ynd’ antiques.
tlques. Call and deliver.
Executor. Administrator
Trustee or Probate Court of Knox County and that gasollne here at .00 STOVER'S CASH
S A MACOMBER, 23 Amesbury St..
tetter.
Testamentary
mav
be
Issued
to
penny that has been expended has bu iness in Boston until Ids death Ir
otherwise
(except
as
Is
by
law
exempt
Richard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Clar
Don't forget the services at the Old
GRAIN STORES, DISTRIBUTORS for Rockland Me
from taxation) which they were pos the Hartford National Bank tc Trust Co . STOVER FEED MFO CO
On track
been for relief. There have always 1910.1
ence Benner of Waldoboro, is guest Baptist Church Sunday aftemcon at sessor of on the first day of April. 1933, of Hartford. Conn., without bond.
Al.AODlJS t-OAir*
a, a.. .......
86 Park 8t.. Rockland. Just below
ESTATE-JAMES H HUNTER, late of
been willing workers, who have unJuly 3. Eugene Whitehouse came this week of his aunt Mrs Edwin the usual hour, with Rzv Mr. Tim and to be prepared to Make Oath to the
Te| 1200
38-40 Prompt service. CRIE HARDWARE CO
truth of the same
_____
_______
Tenant's Harbor, deceased Petition for
..unr mart LESS' special Chicken
loaded and transferred 1300 bags o: near drowning today. He fell over Gammon.
And they are particularly requested to Administration asking that Arthur H
berlake and Evangelist Fox and wife.
WHEN IN BOS'lOcc—xou can ouy
...
.
notify the Assessors of the names of all Hunter of Tenant's Harbor, or some values for thia month; Week Old Started copies
flour from the freight car in Rock- board out of his grandfather's boat
The Courier-Gazette, with the
The ice is breaking up in South
At a special town meeting Monday persons of whom they have bought or; other suitable person be appointed Chicks. Rocks. Reds. Leghorns, and An- home of
news at the Old South News
conas.
10c
each.
Two
weeks
old
12c
each
land to the Red Cro^s rooms in in the harbor. S. G. Hart got him Pond
Agency.
Washington
St., next Old South
night it was voted to raise the sum of
ORCUrr , t, Qf Day Old Chicks 85.00 per hundred up
also at M Andelman's. 284
Thomaston, and responded to many (Bo Gene was saved to the world to
rV^5l°e,rsre071'a\,f8prcp
Roclcland dfrc*'rd
^tmY'fir aS^ Small or large lots. Orders for 100 or Church;
The Dorcas Circle of King's Daugh $600 fcr State aid road. $500 for the lla*ndanf°r
Tremont St____________
lists and making transfers of all_ prop ministration asking that Georze B Orother calls for help, thereby enabling become a practicing physician.) It ters meet Monday evening with Mrs. pica ant Point road, and $100 fO* ertv
bought or’soia
sold tlie
undersigned cu
^tV^of
nn£,<nMl B /»" Paroel post prepaid on receipt of Cash or
tne unaeroignea
tt. of URock?and
nockiAnrin*nr
nr h,unmo
Friend:
aiD bridee
w111 ** ln sessl°n at thP TowI> Hall. abi. D,rson be*
JUh’ p ° order w« d*'e several thousand
the local branch to function more was rot newspaper news for a boy to I Evelyn Robinson,
rTiena .np
oriage. It
it wax
was akn
ai-0 voted
votea froni
, 30 3'c:tx,>,
4 o'clock in the p?,ebpa^°n Bc aPP°‘ntcd Admr.. with- forimmediatedeitverydallyatourware- IN FIGHTING AGAINST
efficiently. The co-operation of these fall overboard at the Ha: bor, it would
Mr and Mrs. Oliver B. Libby enter- that all who are given employment on afternoon
—house office. No line of business ha.
FLU-GRIP
,
,
B
3
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ESTATE ALBERT A BORNEMAN. of
............................
the depression like the poul
workers ls sincerely appreciated by have been news had he drowned !
tair.ed Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wood- the roads should refund their wages Special Notice to F.xeeaton, Ariminlstra- Thomaston Petition for License to sell withstood
try business. Our "Just Right" Chick
Keep
the
bowels open and take
tors> Tn"i’e" nr Guardians
certain Real Estate, situated In Rock- Starter containing Oxide Iron. Yeas!
the management.
July 4. Rainy. A. B. C. came home cock of Thomaston and Mrs. Ada to
IO the
me town
town trwmrds
icwaras taxes
taxes, which
nnictl will
Will Tbe Statute
provides that you mupt land, and fully described In said Pe- and Cod Liver OU will grow them to
Miss Marian Ornc, a student nurse at 5 a. m. soaking wet. (I was work- | Spear of Warren at a supper party hflp to eliminate the hiring Of funds bring In to the Board of Assessor! a trie tltton pre-ented by Viola Benner of Wal- broiler size ln less than eight weeks and
BROWN’S RELIEF
.
and perfect list of all taxable property doboro. Gdn
Into heavy layers ai four and a half
in a Portland hospital who has been ir? at C’ark Island and kept »he store Thursday in honor of the birthday to conduct the town .S business.
Here- In your possession to date of April t.
ESTATE SOPHIS T WELT late of Rock
on arising and retiring
months. You can beat the depression
visiting her parents at Pleasant Point open all night so I could have a holi- j anniversary of Mrs. Spear. The eve- tofore ecveral hundred dollars Have | IStiit*1 DroeiXs'1 and' aX wcnnai ex’’ land' ?e£.ra''<'d Petition for Conflrcna- with poultry, on the farm or In the back
Norway Medicine Ctk 1-tf
pro' d£- *nA
.?P-rSO.laL
?? °f Trustee a-klng that Gladys M lot in the city. See these Chicks today
day the Fourth. Will Henderson and ning's entertainment featured Jig been expanded annually for interest amination of property by the Assessors Niles, of Bangor, be confirmed as Trus ln our Electric Brooders. These Star
.A .
.
. .
,
will not be considered as a waiver of tee of the Estate given In Trust for the line Electric Brooders are priced at 89 65
ASSES.SORS’ NOTICE
I drove to West Camden to a horse saw puzzles,
to obtain funds from nearby bank? neglect of any person ln bringing ln true use and benefit of Rose Welt Davis and each and can bc kept in the parlor as
The Assessors of the Town of Thomand perfect list as required by law.
• • • •
nston hereby give notice to all persons trot.)
far as cleanliness ls concerned. We carry
or individuals.
Any person who neglects to comply Ernest C DavLs. both of RockHnd pre a full line of Poultry, Dairy, and Barn
liable to taxation ln said Town, that
The
Fourth
of
July
celebration
cf
■
Mrs
Florence
Gardiner,
accomwith this notice will be doomed to a tax sented by Gladys M Niles of Bangor
they will be ln session at their Office ln
ESTATE EMILY SARGENT LEWIS, Equipment If you want healthy, hardv.
according to the laws of the State and
Wntts Block in said Town on the 6th. 1883 was at Martinsville, on the ' panied by Mrs. Laura Starrett, Mrs
strong Chicks on the "MORE FOR LESS
FRIENDSHIP
be barred of the right to make applica late of Haverford, Pennsylvania, de Plan. Higher Quality for Less Money.
the purpose Aofn'rccetivnig’°n'st5P ofMpoUs Ptege. The St. George Band was Jessie Walker and Mrs. Eveiyn RobAnd other rectal diseases
tion either to the Assessors or County ceased. Petition to Determine InhcrltCommissioners for any abatement of bsawnxra.
It was stated in error in a previous taxes, unless such person offers such Lewis. Leicester Sargent Lewis and
and estates taxable in said town.
there. Whether “Elmer, the crack inson, attended the public bridge
Treated Without Pain
AU such persons are hereby notified
I
8 i a
.
FEED MFO. CO. On track 86 Park St..
with his application and satisfies (he Gtrar-t Trust Company of Philadelphia. P-vkland.
to make and bring to • did Assessors true snare drummer" was present or not. party at Masonic hall at Thomaston Beue that the evangelistic szrv.ces list
Just below Armour's. Tel
Assessors that he was unable to offer It Pa.. Exrs.
or Loss o-f Time
1200.
38-40
their States "real Ind^nESia'l. nm by the
do?s not £tate. Probably he Wednesday evening, given by the cir- conducted by Rev. and Mrs. John R at the time appointed
ESTATE NELSON B COBB, late of
H. S MONTGOMERY
Rockland, deceased Petition to Deter
law exempt from taxation which they was o'er young for that. If he was cle of Grace Chapter. O E S. Mrs Star- Fox at theAdvent Church ended last
Chairman
mine Inheritance Tax. presented by
were possessed of. or which they held __
...
............. ..
_______________
-rs„
w„...
J D KNOWLTON
Earle McIntosh and Albert S. Peterson,
guardian executor
administrator, present he prcbably carried the bass rett and Mrs. Walker were among the Sunday night. The services have
GEORGE W. HASKELL
both of Rockland. Exrs.
trustee or otherwise, on the first day of'
Rr,,,
prize winners.
been continued through this week.
Assessors of Owl's Head
TEL. 1076
The Idea behind this column Is to
April. 1933 and he prepared to make QrumESTATE ANNIE R MOORE, late of
oath to the truth of the same
Rockport, deceased
Petition to Deter make possible the exchange of goods oi
A rehearsal of the Easter pageant! Capt. Josiah Poland underwent a
39
UNION
ST.
ROCKLAND
mine Inheritance Tax. presented by Wil services between people who wish to (
When estates of persons deceased have
ACCIDENT AND HEALTH
127S‘.r
trade some possession of theirs for other
"Voice of the Hour," sponsored by the major surgical operation at State NATIONAL
STRAND THEATRE
liam
E
Perry,
of
Brookline
Mass
.
Exr
been divided during the past year, or
INSURANCE COMPANY OF PH ILA
goods or articles. Simply address the
have changed hands from any cause, the
ESTATE
ARZELLA
E.
CREAMER,
late
Baptist Church, will be held at the Street Hospital, Portland, Monday,
A
smart,
sophisticated
comedy
Classified
Editor
of
The
Courier-Gazette
1
ASSETS DEC. 31. 1932
executor, administrator or other per
of Friendship, deceased. First and Final
....
$44,521 00 account presented for allowance by The charge ls 25 cents for one Insertion i
sons interested, are hereby warned to wnose central character is decidedly church Saturday evening at 7. The
The Aspinet, Capt. Almon M. Wal- Rea! Estate
of threo IlneR. 50 cent* for three lnser- '
Mortgage Loans ..................... 139.300 00 George
give notice of such change, and ln deA.w-h
W Cook of Falmouth. Admr.
tlons. Larger ad prices on application
pageant
t«
in
the
capable
hands
of
lace,
returned
from
Portland
Tuesday.
stocks
and
Bonds
.................
fault of such notice win be heli under sjmpath.tic and delightfully dumb
123.118 50
ESTATE CLARA E. YOUNG, late of Phone 770.
15 437 is
the law to pay the tax a-essed although is the description given John Barry- Mrs Louie Drewett and will be pre - i after taking a trip of lobsters to Cash ln Office and Bank
Rockland,
deceased
First
and
Final
Interest
and
Rents
...............
3 219 85
such estate has been wholly distributed
17.338 13 Account presented for allowance by Rland paid over.
more s newest pmture “Topaze,' com- sented the evening of April 9, Palm Trefethem's. Clayton Simmons made Ail other Assets ...................
ANYONE wanting to buy. sell or ex
ward K. Gould, of Rockland. Exr.
change live stock please write or phonr !
Any person who neglects to cftmply in™ vtnnriav and Ttirzriav
Su-iday.
the trip with him.
Gross Assets ....................... $383,621 80
with this notice will be Doomed to a
s Monaay anu lue^iay.
E3TATE NELSON B. COBB, late of LUDWIG MOTOR SALES. Tel. 135, New- (
First and Final castle. Me
21-tf
tax according to the laws of the state
Barrymore appears in the title role,
Sunday morning at the Baptist
Archie Thompson visited Mr. and Deduct Items not admitted .... 40.687 37 Rockland deceased
Account presented for allowance by Earle
and be barred of the right to make an- _ , .
. —
Boards for a partition. I'd like som(
Admitted
............................ $342,934 43 McIntosh
Since 1840 this firm has falthfn'iz
plication to the Assessors or County Fro:. Auguste Topaze is a quaint and Church the pastor will speak on. Mrs. F. D. Armstrong in Waban,
and Albert S. Peterson, both boards to build a partition Will trartt
LIABILITIES DEC. 31. 1932
of Rockland. Exrs.
served the lamilies of Knox County
Commissioners for any abatement of lovable character who sincerely be- "Stop. Look and Listen." At the Bible j Mass., on his way to his home here
for an awning or truck cover. Wrlti
his taxes, unless he offers such list with
Net Unpaid Losses ................. . $36,853 44
ESTATE MERTIE ’
SIMPSON, of ROCKLAND AWNING CO. 15 Willow
LADY ATTENDANT
Unearned Premiums ..............
his application and satisfies them that ' Jieves and teaches that ill-gotten school hour a rehearsal of the pageant from Portsmouth. Va.
28.732 04 Rockland. First Acco -.1 presented for St.. City.
14*16 I
All other Liabilities ............
15.166 69 allowance by Elisha t
he was unable to offer It at the time
Pike
of
Rock

Day
Telephone 450—781-1
I
will
exchange
a
Rudd
Instantaneous
gains never bring happiness Through “Voice of the Hour" will be held. The I The schools are closed until Cash Capital ........................ 150 000 00 land. Gdn.
hereby appointed.
Gas Hot Water Heater, size 4. stvle F
Surplus over all Liabilities ..
112.182 26
GEORGE O FRISBEE
a series of promotions by sharpers Baptist Church will unite with the! April 10.
good as new. for a quantity of wood oi
Witness.
MELZER
T
'JP.AWFORD.
Es

BURPEE’S
J HERBERT EVERETT
Judge of Prohati ( ourt for Knox coal, for trucking service or cash
he becomes unwillingly rich and fa Congregational Church for 4 o'clock
Charles Grant ls visiting his par- Total Liabilities and Surplus $342 934 43 quire,
CHESTER G. OVERLOCK
Heater good as new Apply Nell S. Perry
ROCKLAND, ME.
County. Rockland. Mai
36-S-42
1
Assessors.
THE COURIER-OAZETTE Office, C:'-7.
Attest:
March 29. 1933.
38-39 mous and, to his amazement, happy. vesper services Rev. Howard A. Wtlch ents in Brewer,
_________________________________ 14*16 1
______ CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
PEERLESS CASUALTY COMPANY
It’s reverse English—or French—for to be the speaker.. Christian EndeavCapt. Charles A. Dodge, Crosby
Oliver Typewriter, fair condition. Will j
Keene, New Hampshire
n rt llltl KG MUTUAL FIRE “insur
exchange
right. P. O BOX 441, City.
Strout Insurance Agency the act-iQn takes place in Paris. It or will be omitted. At 7 o’clock, a re- ( Prior, Sidney Carter and Archie
ance
COMPANY
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1932
___________________________________14*16 j
781 Main Street, Fitchburg. Mass.
Loans .....................
$1,400 00
J. Walter Strout
Alfred M. Strout takes Topaze a while to accept the hearsal for the cantata “Morn of Vic- i Thompson motored to Boston Wed- Mortgage
ASSETS
DEC.
31.
1932
WE WILL trade, at bargain price, a
Stocks and Bonds (Market
000 00 new Addressogreph complete, standard
new code, for everybody's doing it, tory” will be held under direction of nesday. They will get a boat ready
-$130
------------Value) ..................................
446.336 14 Real Estate,
Insurance ln all Its branches
1 000 00
(Ml Fl Addressograph No 32382 for M plates.
Mortgage Loans
1.000
Cash
in
Office
and
Bank
......
35.367
10
! to sail to Nova Scotia for the lobster Agents' Balances ...................
546.086 72
72 foot power selector to work with dupll546.086
Probate Bonds
Notary Publk but when he does he outwits the chief Chester Wyllie.
8 970 48 Stocks and Bonds
Parcel Delivery
18 265 86 cator. flat envelope plate No 2 less reguIn Office and Bank
2 428 45 Cash
conspirator against him and steals
Of interest to Warren people was season for the firm of Dench and Interest and Rents ...............
Agents
Balances
“
----------- • ■
-- . - - .
I
64
878
99
Vinal Building. Phone 158
All other Assets .....................
12.787 01 Interest and Rents
7.629 05
his mistress. "Topaze" is said to be the news of the death Tuesday at | Hardy, fish commission dealers of
110 MAIN ST. THOMASTON. ME.
11.290 84
Gross Assets .........
$507 289 18 All other Assets ...
Family Washings
thoroughly amusing and it certainly Portland of Mrs. Nancy B. Rice, widow Boston.
Deduct items not admitted .. .
5.334 76
$779,151 46 holder, cover and 20 extra dies and j
Called
For and Delivered
promises an interesting and delight- ■ of Charles Rice, who was employed
Deduct
items
not
admitted
61.619 02 punches; 30 model B drawers; 10.000!
Admitted
............................ $501,954 42
Arcturus Tubes ful comedy characterization for Bar as loom fixer in the Georges River
Radio Repairing
style M blank plates, stub sec ; 7.CCC I
UNION
LIABILITIES DEC 31. 1932
$717,532 44 style M plates, bottom sects; 7.000 style
Net Unpaid Losses ............... $79,360 57
LIABILITIES DEC.
rymore. who claims he is at his hap Mill several years, approximately 25
1932
M blank plates, top sects.; 5.000 frames,
LEROY R. WHITTEN
Premiums .............
40.985 77
$43,097 51 style M. shifting; one lister; one SBC
Word has come of the sudden 1 Unearned
piest
when
making
people
laugh.
years
ago.
Funeral
services
were
held
|
Ail other Liabilities ..............
10.584 91
413,072 84 olive green cabinet; one base. Thia »n«.
Graduate of National Radio Institute
' Cash Capital ............................ 200.000 00 All other Liabilities ....
14.374 90 chine Is brand new and can be bought
Myrna Loy, minus exotic makeup and at Portland Thursday and interment
Washington, D. C
Tel. 106-R
Surplus over all Liabilities . .. 171.023 17 Surplus over all Liabilities .... 246.987 19 at one-half the actual price; and can be
was
at
Evergreen
cemetery.
Mrs.
TEL. 150-11 weird costumes, plays opposite Tlarf.een at this office anv time
Address
THOMASTON, ME.
| Total Liabilities and Surplus $501 954 42
$717,532 44 N. R. Perry, COURIER-GAZETTE, RockRice is survived by an only daughter was formerly in Union.
38’40 , rymore.—adv.
33-S-39
33-S-39 land, Me

THOMASTON

and friends in Thomaston, returnee
to Portland Friday.
Grace Chapter Circle, O.E.S., gave
a nine table card party in the Masonic banquet hall Wednesday evening. Prizes were awarded for skill
in playing as follows: Bridge. Mrs.
Henry Montgomery Majnard Spear,
Mrs William Robinson of Warren,
Mrs. Lam* Starrett of Warren; in
SCO. Mrs. Edgar Ames; pitch. Capt.
Hollie Harrington; contract. Charles
E. Decker of Cushing. The committee
in charge was Mrs. Marion Grafton,
Mrs. Avis Brasicr and Miss Thelma
Linscott.
The Y.PS. of C E. had supper and
a social evening Friday in the Bap
tist vestry. The committee put one
over on the members by having them
meet at the postofflee, from which
they were taken on a ride about town
by Lawrence Carroll, being finally
brought to the vestry where an upto-date supper awaited the party, 21
in number. The evening was spent
in games.
Black & Gay Canning Co.. Inc., are
employing a large number of work
ers putting up clams. The local clam
have
yiel(jlng iarger qUan

WARREN

In Everybody’s Column • EGGS AND CHICKS j

LOST AND FOUND ;

vy

R

ooiikp

WANTED

:

;

FOR SALE

*

to let

;

MISCELLANEOUS

\.......................

-.i

PILES

DR. JAMES KENT

Barter Column

nwMisnwHi

Light Trucking

Walter Dorgan

24*31

Every-Other-Day

OClETY.
in addition to personal notes regard
ing departures and arrivals, this depart
ment especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc.
Notes sent by mall or telephone will be
gladly received.
TELEPHONE ................................. 770 or 7M
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Kennedy Crane Jr. Oram Lawry,
Jr. William Bounds and Robert Dunton are home from Bowdoin College B
for the spring recess

Mrs. Milton Weymouth of North
Baldwin has been the guest of her
sister Mrs. Fred T. Veazie, for a few
Mrs. Mary Creamer of Waldoboro days.
was the guest of her sister, Mrs.
Helen Lawrence, Wednesday.
Lady Knox Chapter D.A.R. meets

Monday afternoon at the home cf
Chester Jones of Waldoboro was a Mrs. Ella Buffum, Grove street.
The SJ.M. Club met Wednesday J vi£ltor
clty’
Bertram Packard of Augusta., State
commissioner of education, wiU be
evening with Miss Irma Thompson.
, Bertrand McClure of Criehaven was
guest speaker, having as his subject
Three new members were admitted—
! the guest last week of his grandpar ‘"Education—National, State and Lo
Marion Fernald. Edith Gray and Vir
ents, Mr. and Mrs. A. S. Rankin, Ce
cal.” Mrs. Katherine St. Clair will
ginia Gray. Little Bobby Kennedy
dar street.
be program chairman.
and Barbara Whitmore were the
club's guests.
The Miriam Rebekah Sewing Circle
There will be circle supper at the
meets Tuesday afternoon at Odd Fel
Congregational vestry Wednesday
Mrs. Frances Norton will bc hostess
lows hall.
with Mrs. A. J. Murray as ohairman.
at the annual meeting of the Pro
gressive Literary Club Tuesday aft
Mrs. Everett Munsey and Mrs. L.
The HUI and Dale Club met Thurs
ernoon. The reading cf Act 4 of E. McRae motored to Augusta Wed
Henry IV. will complete part 2. Miss nesday, attending a luncheon at the day afternoon with Mrs. Maynard
Lois Keene null be leader.
Augusta House given by Mrs. A. C. Marston, Masonic street.

' McLoon They later went to a tea at
Walter Rich of Isle au Haut is guest Blaine Mansion> witll Mrs. Louis
of Mr. and Mrs. Fred Snowman.
Brann, wife of the governor, 85
hostess Mrs. Munsey and Mrs. Mc
Mrs. WiUiam P. Walsh has returned
Rae also attended the legislative
from Laconia. N. H . where she visited session in the morning.
Mrs. A. J. LaFrance during the criti
cal illness of their sister. Miss Eliza
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. McKinley of
beth M. LeProhon, who is now im Union gave a dinner' party Thursday
proving.
night, in honor of Mr. and Mrs. H H
Stickney of Belmont, Mass. Other
Mrs. Frances Perry entertained the guests were Mr. and Mrs. M. F. LoveJolly Six Club Thursday afternoon.
Joy and Dr. and Mrs. William Elling_____
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Thurston and
Mrs. John Chilles and daughter
son, Carl Thurston, motored to Au
Ruth have returned to Vinalhaven
gusta yesterday.
after visiting relatives in the city.
_____
Mrs. Ruth Ellingwood in her capacity
of director of the 9th District of the , Mrs. Mary Burkett was hostess to
Maine Federation of Women's Clubs ,lhe Charity Club at luncheon Thurswas speaker at a luncheon given by day at the home of Mrs. Lester Sher
man, Beech street. Special guests
the Damariscotta Women's Club.
wcie Miss Carrie Barnard of Medford
The meeting of the Junior Harmony ’ Hillside. Mats, and Mrs. Ar.nc Haskell
Club Tuesday evening was devoted i of Belfast.
entirely to preparation for the annual |
------There will bc a public card part'epen meeting which takes place in
Tutsday afternoon at Oad Fellows
the near future. In tlie absence of
hall with Mrs. Belle Lewis in charge
the president, Margaret Robbins pre
Play will begin at 2.30.
sided. with Marian Harvie substitut
ing as secretary for Norma Seavey.
Mrs lois D Howard who has been

Members of the Tango Club were
guests of Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike at chicken supper and cards
Thursday. Prizewinners were Orrin
Smith, Mrs. L. F. Chase. A. R. Bacheldtr and Mrs. Harry French. Mrs.
| Charles A. Morton was a special
guest.

rjiini!llllliiWMWHIIilN!iB

THE REALM OF MUSIC

r-j

.

--------„ i.

,

. .

Mrs. Edward F. Rochester of Arlington, Vt.. is the guest of Mr and Mrs
Ensign Otis.
Mrs. Leland Drinkwater entertained
at brtdje Thursday evenir3 at her
heme on Rankin street, with honors
going to Miss Hazel Marshall, Mrs
I Levi Flint, Mrs. Herbert Curtis and
1 Mrs. E. P. Jones. There were three
tables. Late lunch was served.

TELEPHONE 835

2

Garments

Gladys Si, Clair Morgan

for

$1.50

CLEANSED AND PRESSED
LADIES’ OR MEN’S

The announcement has gone forth
that the old Jefferson Theatre in
Portland is to be torn down to make
way for a filling station. It brings
a sense of sadness, as we think back
on the galaxy of stars and produc
tions which have appeared there.
Maude Adams, E. H. Sothern, Julia
,, ,
„. „
— .
Marlowe, Sir Henry Irving, Mrs
Leslie Carter, William Faversham,
Sara Bernhardt, JuUa Sanderson,
Fay Templeton, Georgia Cain and
other famous stars have graced the
boards of that theatre and woven
the associations that hallow a place
My particular sentiment toward
Jefferson Theatre ls in recalling the
j Production of The Taming of the
Shrew starring Sothern and Marlowe' *lven there several >'ears
' -» must have bw“n durlnS the final
Shakespearean tour of Sothern and
Marlowe. The theatre was packed
to the doors and those hundreds of
persons fairly hung on the golden
word3 falling from the tongues of
those two great actors. It was a vivid
demonstration of the magic of the
spoken word. For sheer music there
' could be none lovelier than Mar! lowe's voice when giving the long
charge of Katherine's near the close
of the play:

Almon B. Cooper who recently un
' derwfnt a surgical operation at Knox
I Hospital is gaining satisfactorily, sitting up for the first time yesterday,
He expects to return home next week
-------' Mt- and Mrs. Ernest C. Davis had
, “ dinner guests Thursday night Mr
’ and Mrs. M. E. Wottan, Mr. and Mrs.
c. I. Burrows and Mr. and Mrs. F. Fie. fle! Unknlt that threatening un
kind brow.
w. Fuller.
And dart not scornful glances from those
,,

lllilllllllHIllllillllli!

of the day, for the applause which
greeted her playing of the allegro
moderate from Tschaikowsky's violin
concerto was an ovation of heroic
proportions. She played with dis
arming expertness and lack of af
fectation. In appearance, she might
have stepped from the pages of Alice
ln Wonderland, in her trim little slip.
pers, ruffles and long flowing hair.
"Of course there were medals and
ribbons, pinned in place by Mrs.
Vincent Astor and Mrs. Kenneth
O'Brien, and importantly engraved
certificates for the 229 guests—seme
of them married now, and one of
them a full fledged newspaper re
porter, and one so small that she
had to be put under the piano for
safe keeping during the long parade
of candidates for this nqw honor.
Every one was happy and there were
three good old fashioned huzzahs
for Schelling. It was an imposing
sight, these hundreds of, young peo
ple, who were once very little peo
ple. who have learned to love and to
know music through the ingenuous
imaginary journeys they have made
under Uncle Schelling's guidance*
• • • •
Through the thoughtfulness of Dion
E. Wcollev cf Mt. Vernon. N. Y., I
have the review from the New York
Herald Tribune of Josef Hofmann's
recent New York recital, the first in
that city for two years. A capacity
audience applauded the
noted
pianist. His program, like those of
many ether executants cf high
standard among contemporary musi
cians, was conservative and mainly
| devr'.ed to familiar music.
He
played d'Albert's Transcription cf
Bach's Prelude and Fugue in D
major; Brahms' variations and fugue
! on a theme by Handel; there was a
Chopin group—Impromptu in A fiet.
Nccturne in F minor. Mazurka in C
major, and the Sonata in B flat
I Ulincr, and a gmup cf moderns,

re...
i To wound thy lord, thy king, thy gov|
ernor:
I 11 blots thy beauty «* frosts do bite the
meads.
1 Confounds thy fame at whirlwinds shake
fair buds.
And ln no sense ls meet or amiable.
A woman moved ls like a fountain
troubled.
Muddy. Ill-seeming, thick, bereft of
beauty:
And while It ls so. none so dry or thirsty
Will deign to sip or touch one drop of It.
Thy husband ls thy lord, thy life, thy
keeper.
Thy head, thy sovereign; one that cares
for thee
And for thy maintenance commits his
body
To painful labor both by sea and land.
To watch the night In storms, the day
ln cold.
Whilst thou best warm at home, secure
“Rur., Little Chillun,” by Hall
and safe;
And craves no other tribute at thy John n, is a play with music now
hands
But love, fair looks, and true obedience; running at the Lyric Theatre in
Too little payment for so great a debt
Nt *• York, and eminently worth ex
Such duty as the subject owes the
prince.
periencing. The chief attraction oi
Even such a woman oweth to her hus
the entertainment is the singing of
band;
And when she ls froward. peevish, ' the Hall Johnson Choir, in its varisullen, sour.
And not obedient to his honest will
! ous spirituals.
What ls she but a foul contending
• • • •
rebel
And graceless traitor to her loving lord?
The largest and most perfect organ
I am ashamed that women are so simple
To offer war where they should kneel for in the world, according to a report,
peace.
is rapidly approaching completion in
Or seek for rule, supremacy and sway.
When they are bound to serve, love and the Hall of Oregory XIII. in the
obey.

SUITS - COATS - DRESSES
ANY TWO GARMENTS

Also
Noddies (with any
order) cleaned and
pressed, 10c

FREE
CALL
AND
DELIVERY
SERVICE

Hats (with any order)
cleaned and blocked
65c

Phone 835

Truly the lowest price ever offered in Roskland or elsewhere for such an excel
lent cleansing and pressing service. Call for our truck now.

PERRY’S LAUNDRY
578 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
THE IVORY SOAP LAUNDRY

Low Price on Carpets and Rugs. If Work Is Not O. K. Get Your Money Back
TELEPHONE 835

STUDENT BAY PROGRAM

Program Arranged By Mrs. Bicknell
P.'csented
Before
Appreciative
Audience

Plano duo—Polonaise

TOPAZ

Crie Hardware Co.

Party

The annual Student Day program
of the Rubinstein Club was present
ed yesterday afternoon at the Uni
versalist vestry before a large gath
ering of admiring relatives, friends
and teachers, whose appreciative ap
plause paid tribute to the excellent
work done by the youthful perform
ers. The program, arranged by Mrs.
Lorita Bicknell as chairman, was:

Fashions

Slclsseucr

Edith Dondls. Muriel McPhcc
with Mrs. Clinton Teelc, Vinalhaven,
(Miss Margaret G. Stahl, teacher!
Mrs Hazel Spear has taken room- lor several months, has returned.
Piano-Etude ..................
Wollenhaupt
Mrs. Edward Gonia was hostess to
at the home of Mrs. Annie Lothrcp.
Grant Davis
(Mrs
Rita
Robinson
I
Grace street.
Frank M. Beverage who has been the Comer Club at cards yesterday.
Plano—Valse Brlllante ln D flat
Lieurance
i in Wcodfords. Gloucester and Brain
Marlon Ludwick
Ralph H. Wight of Belmont. Ma s„
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irving were tree, Macs., for the winter, is now
(Mrs. Sadie Leach I
Guitar -Out of the Blue
dinner guests Saturday of Mr. and visiting his daughter, Mrs. Robert t spending the weekend with Mr. and
Richard Karl
Mrs. Henry Alien at Tenant's Harbor. Adams. Sargrntville. Mr. and Mrs Mrs. Fred W. Wight.
(George King of Portland, who has
classes at Maine Music Store)
Adams have been recent Rockland
Plano-Spring Frolic
Rob Roy Perry
Miss Thelma Blacklngton has as
Mrs. Willard FaJes entertained the and Thomaston visitors.
Margaret Rogers
house
guest
Miss
Cynthia
Wasgatt
(Miss Mabel Holbrook)
"Prosperity Club,” Wednesday eve
Plano—Little Boy Blue
Stevens
during the spring recess of University
Bobby Fogarty
ning at her heme on Warren street.
Richard Stoddard ha; been enter of Maine.
(Mrs. Leola Noyes)
with two tables of bridge. Honors taining a group of friends at a house
Trumpet- Don Quixote
Walter Smith
Marlon Harvie
were taken by Mrs^ Guy Douglas and fifty at the St. Clair cottage, Ash
(Mrs Emma Harvie)
Mrs John G. Sr.ow entertained at
Plano—The Wind In the Grass Is Danc
Mrs. Charles Lewis
Point, for a few days, his guests be tewing Tuesday evening.
ing ................. Moreton Graves Abbott
Billy East
ing Frederick Hall. Alvary Oay, Rob
(Miss Mabel F: Lamb)
The Scribblers' Club met with Mrs. ert Danton, Paul Merriam, Crosby
Mrs. M. S Dick, Mrs. Fred Achorn.
Pontifical Institute of Sacred Music Piano—Jlng-a-Rlng ....................... Porter
Harriette Levensaler Tuesday. Cicte- Ludwick and Oram Lawry Jr.
Virginia Glidden
But even if the old theatre is torn in Vatican City. The organ is to be
Mrs. Henry Jordan, Mrs. Thomas
(Miss Edna Gregory)
quain and old style ballads were dis
Keating, Mrs. Thomas McKinney and down, nothing can take away mem inaugurated this month with a great Violin duo—Londonderry Air Old Irish
Phyllts Belasco, Hazel Harrison
cussed and contributed by the memMr. and Mrs. R M. McKinley and ___
J won honors at the ories such as I have of Sothern and
Mrs.____
Evie____
Perry
concert, at which all the carchnals
(Miss Bertha I Luce)
bers. after which luncheon was served two daifghters have returned to their card party given Wednesday evening Marlowe.
Plano—Children's Carnival Polka ...........
and diplomatic corps of the Ponti
8trebborg
Officers were elected. Blanche Ells- heme in Union after spending sev under the auspices of Auxiliary cf
Billy Trainer
fical Court will be present. The
werth, leader of the meeting, is suc eral weeks in St. Petersburg, Fla.
(Mrs Maybellc Strong)
Dr. Karl Geiringer, custodian of Pope will listen ip the concert over
Sons of Union Veterans at the Main
Plano—Valse Caprice ............ Cyril Scott
ceeded by Harriette Levensaler for a
Nathalie Jones
street shop of I. Leslie Cross. The the archives of the Gesellschaft der the radio. The new organ, which j
(Mrs. Ruth E. Sanborn)
Chapin Class will have supper hostesses were Mrs. May Cross, Mrs. Musikfreunde. has rediscovered the
period of two years. Mrs. Jessica
works
electrically,
has
five
manuals
Mr:. Leola Noyes accompanied for
Carswell is vice president and Mrs Tuesday at the Universalist vestry, Sarah Thomas and Mrs. Gussie Chas?. manuscripts of six Polonaises by
and 112 registers.
the trumpet solo and Miss Alcada Hall
Orissa Merritt, secretary and treas with Mrs. C. Alton Palmer as chair
Robert Schumann. The set of pieces
for the violin duo.
urer. Next meeting will be with Mrs. man.
Mr. and Mrs. H. M. deRochemont was composed in 1828 and dedicated
The appointment of Anthony Bcr
Ethel Fisher, Camden April 24.
returned yesterday from a short to the composer’s three brothers nard. English conductor, as musical j Mrs. Helen Wentworth, president.
Mr. and Mrs H. H. Stickney who
Blanche Ellsworth, leader.
business trip to Portsmouth. N. H.
They are strongly influenced by director of the Shakespeare Memorial | announced that the c!uo is to present
have been guests of Dr. and Mrs.
Schubert and Weber and are full ol Theatre foreshadows the cstablish- a muslcale and tea Apr 1 23. The
Mrs. O:car Duncan was hostess to William Ellingwood, Talbct avenue,
Mr. and Mrs. M. B. Perry are at
,
,
,
affair will have a Russian atmosphere,
of a musical center in Stratthe Tuesday Bridge Club. Honors for the week have returned to Bel their Megunticook Lake cottage for tender, romantic feeling, as might mrnt
,fT-n-nn. Avon
.
,in pnnrnnt ion u'ith
. , thi and the program wiH embrace some cf
be expected from the 18-year-old ! o.-d-on-Avon. in connection with the
were won by Miss Emma Wellington, mont, Mass. During their visit they a week's stay.
Schumann. The work is to be pub- 1 cult of England's great dramatist. j the outstanding talent of the elub.
were
shown
many
social
attentions.
Mrs. Albert Blaisdcll and Mrs. Robert
Mrs Wentworth also announced that
Miss Annie Ctawit who has been lished and' as lhe Picees are ROt Ultimately the governors of the Me
Snow,
Mrs. Hazel Atwood is lexral chairman
Opportunity Class meets Wednes confined to the house by grippe the | dUDcult' thcy shouId prove a rcal' morial Theatre plan to give seasons fcr National Music Week and asked
addition
to
the
amateur's
library.
Miss Mary Bye is visiting her sister, day evening in the Baptist corner past fortrtight., is able to be cut
of ope: a in addition to the regular that co-operation be given her ift
Many years ago Schumann's daugh Shakccpcare searon.
April
23 planning observances for that period
Mrs. Winifred Robinson, in Portland building. Members are asked to take again.
ter Marie, gave the manuscripts to Shakespeare's birthday,
-------j sewing accessories end patchwork
Anthony , '(b?ginn[rg
7)
Mrs. Jennie Harvey and Mrs. E. ! pieces.
The final “pyramid tea" in the , the Gesellschaft, bpt their exis'.cr.c Bernard will conduct the Halle Or______
Thompson were recent guests of Mi’s
* _____
series given bv Methodist ladies took ( had been forgotten.
chestra of Manchester in a symphony
GLENCOVE
George Britto, Camden street.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold B. Burgess place Wednesday evening. The host'
program.
-------i had as dinner guests Wedne&lay esses were Mrs. Blanche Witham,
Mrs. Lela Creighton of South Union
One of the features of the Farm
Miss Phyllis Delano was a recent night Mr. and Mrs. Harold Allen of Miss Minnie Smith, Mrs. Gershcm
Music cannot be forced, but must was guest of Mrs. Helen Hall Wednes
and Home Week program at Univer
guest of Irma Thompson, while home Camden. T.hey were joined later by 1 Rollins, Mrs. Ralph U. Clark, Mrs.
sity of Maine this past week has been simply and gradually become a part day.
for the weekend.
Dr. and Mrs. James Kent and Mr. Oe()rge w. Gay, Mrs. Harold Phil- the Oror.o Harmonica Band, com of the pupil's life, is the opinion of
Mr. and Mrs. Gifford Calderwcod
and Mrs. L. E. McRae for bridge, in breok, Mrs. J. A. Stevens and Misses prising 240 pupils, which received Fritz Kreisler. world famous violin and children Mary and Arthur were
Mrs Lawrence Webber who is hav
which honors were won by Mrs. Mc Ruth and Madler.e Rogers. Enter natior.-widc recognition ar.d atten ist. Artists are simple people. The guests of Mrs. Susie Auspland in
ing a short vacation, is visiting her Rae, Mr. McRae and Mrs. Allen.
tainment features were a skit by tion through sound pictures in true artist is really happiest when
mcther-in-law at Stonington.
Ruth Marston and Stanley Gay in November. Starting in 1931 with hp is alone, away frem the clamor ol .
Mrs. Walter Britto was hostess to
MON.-TUES.
costume, and chorus singing of old less than 125 members the band has the crowds which follow in the wake j
Tlie S.J.M. Club gave a play at
Cheerful Circle Wednesday evening
of a famous person, Kreisler de
songs.
Irma Thompson's home a few days
now
increased
to
240.
Bobby
Brautat her home on Camden street.
ago as a surprise to their mo'Lers
lecht, son of Professor and Mrs. clare*.
"I am never to happy as when I
APPLETON
RIDGE
Thore who took part in the program
Charles Brautlecht of the Univer
Mrs. Earle MacWilltams of Chestnut
of stories and songs were Irma street was hostess to the T Club last
sity of Maine is the leader. Bobby is am unknown,” Kreisler said. "True j
Stanley Eaton was a recent supper
artists are simple people. The doc- ,
Thompson, Baibara Kennedy,, Bar evening.
nine years old.
guest of Norman Perry.
trine of individualism and separate
bara Whitmore, Anna Taylor. Lillian
• • • »
Ralph Ulmer
and Auxiliary
Peabody with h!* w003
standards for artists is a false teach
Pendleton, Helen Whitmore, Louise
Those
of
us
who
are
particularly
Harden and Dorothy Harden There have been invited to altend supper in* machinf rccently filted thc wood- interested in music for children have ing. I do not know where it origi
°f Hayden Fl,Uer and Elmcr
were four scenes ending with the Mid a “snipper party" in Camden
come to idolize Ernest Schelling for nated. It does harm. I love to go
club's closing song, and as the chil Monday night at 6.30, guests of Free- ' EPra«uethe wonderful work he is doing for where smiles are prompted by good
(-L- Auxiliary.
Mrs. Blanche Brown is ill.
dren marched out they were present man Herrick
. , young people. So the review of his will and r.ot bv my name. Children
_____
I The traveling over the town roads
ed with Easter eggs The mothers
and animals act toward an artist as
is hard at present owing to their concert of March 18 will bc read and they honestly feel. Adults destroy an
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Harold
B.
Burgess.
put on a special entertainment for
enjoyed by many:
the children, singing songs until tlie Mr. and Mi’s. Harold Coombs and Dr. muddy condition.
artist with unreasoning adoration or
“Ernest Schelling saw to it that
Miss
Eulalia
Fish
was
overnight
and
Mrs.
E.
W.
Peaslee
attended
the
refreshments were served. The fancy
expectations.”
the last day of the tenth year cf con- 1
cookies, sandwiches and candy were Masonic assembly in Camden Thurs guest of Miss Chrystal Stanley Tues
certs for children over which he has
day.
Governess—"Meihusaleh was nine
all provided from the club treasury day evening.
Mrs. Faustina Brown Meservey who presided, was made an ultra-gala oc hundred years old."
and the children had a very enjoy
There is local interest in thc an has been very ill is somewhat im casion, and invited 229 members of
Bobby—"What became of all his
able time buying the treat ard ar
what he calls the 'alumni' to bc ' birthday and Christmas presents?”
ranging the party as a surprise to nouncement of the marriage of Louise proved, which is welcome news to her
his guests (these were medal and —Boston Transcript.
their mothers. Those in the audience E. Bernhardt of Melrose. Mass., and many friends.
Mrs. Alice Robbins is at M. M. ribbon winners of the past ten sea- J
were Mr. and Mrs. James Taylor, Mrs. H. Stanley Hillyer of New York, which
with
MYRNA LOY
B. E. Pendleton, Mrs. Thayer, Mrs. took place Monday. Miss Bernhardt, Brown's assisting with the work and sons), and to add to the day played
David
O.
Seleucfc.
a portion of Chopin’s piano concerto
Jennie Harvey, Mrs. B. Thompson, the possessor cf a notable mezzo-con care of the sick ones.
rxecutive producer.
in
F
minor,
and
his
own
war
march
RKO-R
ADIO
tralto
voice,
was
a
member
of
the
Two
basketball
games
were
played
Marion Fernald, Phyllis Delano, Ken
Keys made to order. Keya made
Picmrs
Carroll, George Huntley. Margaret Chicago Civic Opera Company in its at Riverside hall Tuesday evening be from the Moroccon Suite, both re-, to fit locks when original keys are
Now
Playing
quest
numbers,
along
with
the
Bach
final
season
and
has
been
making
suc

tween
A.HB,
and
the
town
team,
each
lost. House, Office or Car. Code
Huntley and younger brother. George
“20,000 Years
cessful concert and radio appearances winning a game.
Brandenburg concerto and overture , books provide keys (or all locks
Huntley held the lucky ticket.
in Sing Sing”
Scissors and
the past season. She is a student
The class parts for A.H.S. seniors to Die Meistersinger. But even this i without bother.
with
Knives Sharpened.
Spencer Tracy
Steamboat tickets to any part of with H. Wellington Smith who sum have been assigned according to rank was not all. Guila Bustabo, whose [ Prompt Service, Reasonable Prices
the world. Tours arranged to West mers in this vicinity and also coached as follows: Lawrence Whitney, vale first appearance was made before a
Indies or Bermuda. Maurice F. part of a recent summer with Frank dictory; Olive Gushee salutatory; ad critical audience of children of,
Lovejoy, Insurance. Phone 1060-J, Bibb at Camden. The bride’s parents dress to undergraduates, Linnibel her own age, and older, at these con- j <08 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
are frequent summer visitors in Vinal Grant; prophecy and gifts, Lawrence certs, was also a soloist of the morn- j
Masonic Temple, Rockland. ,
Telephone 7»1
haven.
Moody; class will, Johnson Pitman. ing, and was probably the real hero
N-tf
143 then 145-S-tf

KEYS! KEYS! KEYS!

111

-111,

call for gay
, that's the pol
icy adopted by smart folk who
like to go places and do things.
For example, there is no evening
wrap so young and carefree as
the three-quarter o r swagger
length wrap with the casual scarf
... all the chic younger set is tak
ing up this fashion in a big way.
(Sketched, McCall 7160). It tops
off Sunday night or semi-formal
gowns beautifully, too . . . such a
gown, for instance, as the model
with the amusing slit sleeves so
well matched by the daring slit
down the center back, (sketched
McCall 7213). This is an interest
ing model for the development of
color contrast Ideas . . . thc sleeve
linings and neckline bow can be
vivid with a conservative frock,
or rather reserved with a bright
frock. (By courtesy of The McCall
Company).

1

j
’
'

Rockport Friday. With Mi’s. Harry
lane the Calderwoods were in Sears
port Sunday calling on Mr. Lane, who
was there in his barge.
Mrs. Hudson Barrows was guest o'
Mrs. Ralph Tibbetts in Rockland
Wednesday. Mrs. Tibbetts was a long
lime resident of this place.
Mi: 3 Emily Hall is having repairs
made to the foundation of her home
place. Martin Hama'.ainen is helping
E. B Hall with the work.
Mis. Nina Gregory recently had a
Frigidalre installed.
Carl Freeman and Capt. Tcm
Farley are building another boat
Tom already has one waiting to tak ■
its maiden dip in the calm waters of
GIcncove for giving summer pleasure
to fishing and excursion parties.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Maxey were
guests of Miss Mabel Crawford in
Warren recently.
Penobscot View Grange celebrated
the 31st anniversary of its organiza
tion Thursday night, with Pleasant
Valley Grange members as guests.
Penobscot View was organized March
24, 1902 by State Master Obadiah
Gardner, with 27 charter members.

SOUTH LIBERTY
I Mr. and Mrs. Frank Cheney cf
I Chelsea visited he mother Mrs
1 Lottie Light Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Leighcr, Howard
j Leigher and Shirley Whitaker visited
Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Leigher ir.
Northport recently.
Mrs. Loll? Powell was home over
) last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Forest Jewett and Mr.
! and Mrs. E. A. Leigher called on Mrs
I James Overlock and Mrs. Leslie Sav, age recently.
Mis Elbridge Linscott of Rockland
is visiting her daughter Mrs. Ross
Cunningham.
( Congratulations are extended to Mr.

and Mrs. Rev Lcr.fc.' t on the birth of
a daughter. Mrs. Lenfest is being
oared for by Mrs. Effie Hannon of
Palermo.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Cunningham
and :on Linwood of Jefferson called
c.r Mr. and Mrs, Forest Jewett Sun
day afternoon.

MON.-TUES.
The iMitde Stery
of the
Lonely Hearts Clubs
Revealing the Secret Long
ings of Millions of Men
and Women!

turned Sex
•ntoa Racket...
and Romance
•ntoa Business!

KAMBEAU
rinoDnl£ ftWWAN-OOROTHY JORDAN
"ALfH Mu”i“

“ LJmtmount 9iauV

TODAY
TIM McCOY
in
"END OF THE TRAIL”

PAR

Every-Other-Day
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A DOWNWARD TREND

SAPS A-RUNNING
And Now’s the Time That

Maple Sugar Trees Play

At The High School
(By the Pupils)

County

Agent Wentworth

Sends Out Latest State

BOZE STANDS CORRECTED

A TRIBUTE TO TEACHER

It Was Capt Dizer Who Commanded As Paid By Secretary Crabtree of the
the IU Fated Sch. Earl H. Potter
National Educational Association

There will be no moratorium on
education. A moratorium on educa------1 The "vernal urge" is everywhere
What our lightkeepers and coast guardsmen are doing to protect
tion would mean a moratorium on
The downward trend of the poultry
coastwise shipping by day and by night. The day's news from
Sap's a runnin'i
apparent this week. We fling out
civilization.
This is one of the reasons
many lonely outposts along Maine’s waterfront.
That means concentrated activity ; our banners of welcome to the new situation was continued in February
why teachers will continue the
schools, pay or no pay. The nation,
throughout the "sugar bush” of ^ason through the verses suggested according to the statement prepared
northeastern United States and Jn°^y "cTZdT
I * *N Athert0"' extenston «ononl!s'J
as U becomes aware of ^e «viMS
bor. The tug Pejepscot also passed.
St. Croix River
on marketing and just issued by & Co is of e<jual interest to the na- several seafaring men here. Capt. and sacrifices of teachers and of the
Mr. Small wishes to thank Editor
Because of the absence of Rev j neighboring Canadian Provinces, says mond ftnd
Thomas
County Agent Wentworth.
| tlve and the summer visitor. Since Ed. Dizer was master of the Potter great significance of their courage and
Fuller for his thoughtfulness in John A. Stevens on a week's visit to ! a bulletin from the Washington, D. spring ts coming, spring is coming
Mild winter weather for the third i Lief Ericson and' his Norsemen first at that time. Capt. O. H. P. Rogers farslght'dnCi®’ *U1 ^ow the apprenow
Is
here.
sending a card from the sunny South Boston, the morning service at the Ii c headquarters of the National Geo- 1I Proas
Th,‘ robln
Progs are str
strumming, the flicker’s drum vear in succession resulted aga'n in visited the Maine coast 1000 years had a vessel built In Camden, named elation that
has shown to its solThe picture on the card is in perfect local church (Methodist) Sunday■ graphic Society. Sap buckets are
ming.
year
succession resulted aga.n m
Joseph
dlers wh0
thelr hves for
Spring Is surely coming, my dear!
contrast to our scenery here as the was conducted by Harold Powers and , brought out. and sleds with tanks
a large mid-winter production o< eggs
When the vesse, was launched u their country.
ground is white with snow and sleet. the keeper. Mr. Powers took the i mounted on them glide into the sugar i spring is coming, spring u coming!
In the crisis of the seventies, I was
, ,
,
°
° ! See all the signs so clear;
Production Feb. 1, for the United j
he Joll
of
pirates I was towed' to this harbor and a
Old man winter picked the month of opening and closing, while the! maple forests.
The brooks are humming, tramps are States as a whole, was about 10-, U
Indian
has
p)ace
lhe
prayer
meeting
was
held
on
board
ama
“d “a
at the sacrlflc<»
"bummtng."
March for snow, cold, and wind for keeper read a prepared sermon on
"Making maple syrup and maple [ Spring
Is surely coming, my dear1
farm
greater than the heavy February 1 I piQneer and the pioneer to
~the
...........
.' ' one evening before she sailed. Rev. I b* the Pioneer teacher °f that da*
there have been but three or four "Immortality;" also stressed the sugar is purely an American lti- ,
•• •• •• ••
.,layings
.
__ . two
. ______
H
1
of...
the _
last
years._ _The and industrial life of today. Much Fred Vinal was minister here then, ' Since then, I have observed that
moderate days.
point
that
all
creeds
urge
an
early
'
dustry,
”
continues
the
bulte.in.
___ .
i
j R. H. S. graduates are still bring-1 rate of laying so much above the sca- little realized romance lies in the and a large crowd was present. This whether in time of famine or in time
’sugar
Mr. and Mrs. Small were shocked star, as Christians and necessitate
Indians Made Maple sugar
!ng honQr to
sonal average is not likely to be mainof plenty, the teacher has lived not
by the sudden death of Mr. Smalls "digging in." especially mentioning
"When the colonists pushed back
WalWr Oay has teen elected
j tainfd ,.Ncarby.. m?elpts in Boston chronicle. The fabulous city of vessel sailed for a Southern port to for self, but for the children and the
brother's wife, Mrs. Eugene Small at the Universalists and Unitarians in into New England as spring opened ‘ studf.nt
#t Bales college.. have been in ample supply and in- Norumbega rich with gold and gems load hard pine for Boston or some community. I have noticed that the
which lured navigators of the latter northern port in company with some
her home in Quincy. Mass.. March 11. this respect. Coming from the for- , up old Indian trails, they saw Indians I The
Student” says of him creasing
selfish man or woman seldom remains
She was formerly Miss Charlotte mer he naturally has a very friendly gashing trees with their tomahawks
u one of
wlnter'
consumption which was reduced by 16th century to set their course over- other vessels, Earl H. Potter and long in the profession.
Pettigrew of Machiasport and was but feeling for them.
and sap flowing into hollow logs and sportsmen in college and was a the high winter prices, is still low. fce- seas to the Penobscot, proved a others. Emerson Ludwig was with
When the terrible days of the
22 years of age. She leaves besides Light keepers who remember bark containers. Soon maple sugar quarterbaclc on
football team ■ lng about 24
less than a year myth, yet the first gold discovered In i Capt. Rogers on this trip. I think, World War came upon us, who led in
the United States, Mr. Verrill says, Schooners Hilton, Potter and some
her husband, an infant son. three Harvey Pierce, who as one of the I became the sugar of the early settlers
Louise Dolliver has just completed ag-.>
, .
, .
., . ,
,, food conservation? Who led In the
was found in Maine, and stone walk others were lost on this trip ant.
pf ube
who
m
brothers, one sister and her parents fleW ^ployed £ent out for the even as far south as Virginia and her
teaW al QwhaJn
Heports lrom
in
the
vicinity
of
Paris
Hill,
site
of
never
heard
from.
This
Is
just
what
„,„
h
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Pettigrew.
making
repairs. used wilh his good Kentucky.
j Normal
erl€S indlcate a reduction of 33 percollecting food, clothing, and funds.
Maine's famous gem mines, may be was told to me this week by seme for the Red Cross? Who kept the
Mrs. Elmer Pettigrew of Larrabee cheer and courteous, kin<Uy
"At first the white men followed Mived 32 „A„
and
..B„ Knt from )aM year
n(Jlnber
has been a patient at the Chipman ways u, be so welcome among us, the Indians' methods of producing
m her wcrk.
salable chicks hatched in January and seen, built entirely of rose quartz, older seafaring men, although I re schools going, whether funds were
Memorial Hospital.
i win iearn with regret that he died maple syrup and sugar But It was
Oreenlaw who u studying a reduction of 13 percent in deliveries amethyst and beryl. The shores of member of people talking about available or not? And what of the
Arthur Cook who was operated on lhe night of the 28th. His last work '< not long before they learned that the ] at Massachusetts Institute of Tech- j ordered for February or later. Part the Kennebec, Fryeburg, Pemaquid ! these vessels being lost on this trip, teachers of today? They are serv
Castine. Mt. Desert. Wiscasset, and The Joseph Hilton never made a ing In a worse crisis than ever before.
recently for appendicitis is slowly im- for the lighthouse service was per- J Indians' deep gash in the trees often
Proving.
formed at the Squirrel Point station I injured them. Tapping methods were | nology has marks which place him of the reduction is explained by the other places enter into the volume, round trip.
E. E. Allen,
Their responsibility is greater. En
J
, in the highest 15 per cent of his high January hatchings In 1932 but
which
Is
most
readable
and
interestTenant's
Harbor.
The Canadian buoy boat reset buoy-. while the writer was serving there unproved, but the evaporaung process c]ass
vironment is more destructive in its
(arm batcbmgs and the inability cf
ing from the standpoint of either the
In the St. Croix March 23.
And recalling him, one might wish I ha3 changed little except that more
effect on children. The teacher-load
Mary Haskell, a pupil at the Maine farmers to finance the purchase of
student or the more casual lover ol Whittier, by Albert Mordell. This is almost doubled. In spite ot ail
Reports are that the business sec that men of his type might be with • modern equipment Is often used,
School of Commerce in Auburn commercially hatched chicks are of
is the first full-length biography of this, the teacher is again leading in
the Pine Tree State.
tion of St. Stephen which was recent us. and in sound health, forever.
Tap With Aogur
taught one of her classes recently 1 importance.
• • • •
Whittier to appear for nearly 30 welfare activities. There may be a
ly destroyed by fire, is to be rebuilt
Members of the Senior 4-H Club
"Today the tappers first brush the J when the regular teacher was ahTh« decrease in receipts of dressed
Extensive preparations are being years.
Immediately.
delay in pay—a month or six months
met at the station in weekly meeting ! bark with a stiff broom to remove sent. Miss Haskell, who is a first poultry from January' this year was
Lucrece by Thornton Wilder, from —or the pay may be cut off for the
made by the faculty committee in
The spring cleaning has begun and
evening of the
dirt and loose particles, and then tap year student, was chosen in prefer- 1 £.300.000 pounds; slightly more than
charge of the second Institute of the French of Andre Obey; one of year, yet the work of the school goes
we have succeeded In getting a little
....
the trees in a healthy spot some dis- ence to two and three year students twice the decrease for the same period
the most poignantly tragic stories on!
painting done In spite of the bad
last year. Receipts usually decrease Modem Literature which opens at
Tenant’s Harbor
tance from the scar of a previous tap- j in the same class.
Bowdoin College April 4. The In in all literature or history, Mr. Wild
weather.
Who is it that removes gloom from
during
the
first
three
or
four
months
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Wat's and ping The Indians lost much of the |
• •
er's translation sets forth a book of the lives of children who come from
A wedding of interest took place in son Lawrence returned to the Harbor sap because of the large bleeding
cf the year, the principal source oi stitute already this year has brought
"March has come. Spring Is here.
to the college two famous men—Wil outstanding interest for all who en homes filled with sorrow and suffer
Red Beach March 18 when Miss
The birds and we are humming.
supply being storage stocks.
March 18.
gach. Modem tappers carry an augur
Spring la here; so let's cheer up
liam
Butler Yeats, internationally re joy good literature and who appre ing because of the depression? Who
Lillian Chisholm, daughter of Mrs.
And keep right on a-strummlng
Normally the March 1 holdings of
Keeper Dudley and daughter Mrs which makes a hole only threeAnna Chisholm, became the bride of
nowned Irish poet and playwright, ciate the fine art of the author oi is It that inspires children with cour
•
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•
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June Watts were in Rockland Satur- , eighths to. a half inch in diameter
Harry Shaln of Woodland . Rev. day on business.
A meeting of the Junior Type- year, but this year there was a net who came in November. He was "The Bridge of San Luis Rey," os age and ambition? Who teaches them
into which u inserted a spout leading
Thomas Cornish officiating. Best
writing
Club was held Wednesday at into storage movement of 90.000 cases followed two months later by John well as for lovers of modern drama, to look forward to better days? Who
Capt. Dudley is having his car re- jo a bucketwhether or not they saw Katherine is it that is saving civilization in these
wishes for a long and happy wedded painted at H A. Harris' zjrage.
"More than 12.000.000 maple trees which gold pins were awarded Doro- during February. The heaviest stor- Masefield, poet laureate of England,
Cornell in her much-discussed1 pro dark hours?
who
spoke
before
an
audience
of
life are extended to them.
Keeper Dudley received word last ( are tapped annually. Nearly one-half thy Harvie and Frank Maloney, by ing was at New York City and on the
duction.
All honor, therefore, to the teacher
Friends and relatives of Mrs. Marne week that his station is to be disconmore than 1.300 persons.
the
club
president.
Esther
Nickerwest
coast.
of the trees are in Vermont backyards
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1933! Your courage and your deApril
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with
Dunbar of Long Beach, Calif., will be tmUed sometime in the spring or sum- and forests; nearly one-third in New- son. Jigsaw puzzles, all picturing ths
Feed markets advanced from the
glad to learn of her safety after the mer.
Thfdore Dreiser, the author of a long ard H. Robbins—a garden book of a [ votion stand out as the safeguard of
keyboard
of
a
typewriter,
and
fashmiddle
of
February
to
March
15
and
York State. Ohio, ranking third, taps
terrible earthquake In her city. Sbe
list of powerful novels, among which new sort. Besides being delightfully our democracy and as the hope of
1.300.000 trees; while Pennsylvania ioned by Jane Wilson, were dis- prepared poultry feeds moved up
escaped with only an injured left arm
“An American Tragedy.' written in written and deliciously humorous.. the nation.
tributed
to
each
member.
Sam
Pipi,
sli
g
htly
The
advance
in
feed
costs,
Nash Island
taps nearly a million. Michigan. New
Sec of National Education Ass’n.
and the right hand scratched. While
Keeper Purington is very busy now Hampshire, Wisconsin, Maine and cello received a well-deserved prize and the rather sharp decrease in the 1925, is still one of the talked-about the twenty odd chapters on such
subjects as roses, tulips, iris, fads and !
-----------------the plaster was knocked down from as he has 14 lambs to care for.
books.
More
recently
he
has
written
Massachieetts are lesser contribu- i for <»n>Pl«Ung his puzzle first. Then farm price of eggs from January to
fancies among the flowers, bulbs.
A Kansas club organized to discus'
the walls of several rooms and the
The telephone man was here March tors to the United States' maple sap refreshments and the radio, < and February, caused the feed-cost-egg "Dreiser Looks at Russia," "A Gal
dishes broken to splinters Mrs. Dun 21 to make repairs on our line and it
after that the question, "When is price ratio to become less favorable lery of Women’ and “Dawn and etc., contain an abundance of prac- 1 current events is all balled up bebarrel.
tlcal advice and suggestion by an, cause three members can’t play
bar writes that their house was not is o.k. now.
Tragic America.’
than in January, or a year ago.
"In 1930. an average year, maple <
next meeting?
expert
gardener.
' bridge.—San Francisco Chronicle.
damaged to a great extent. They
Following Mr. Dreiser is T. S.
The farm price of eggs in February,
Raymond, our son, cut his wrist trees supplied the sugar and syrup
were cooking their meals in the back I w’hile cutting wood, but it is healing
Miss Frances Spear, a student in for the United States as a whole, was Eliot, poet, critic and editor, who has
industry with more than 3,600,309
yard as they had no electricity, gas or njcely
Belfast High, was a visitor in classes at the lowest level in the 23 years for been called "The high priest of the
gallons of syrup and nearly 2500.000
water.
here
Tuesday.
We are always glad to see Keeper pounds of sugar.
which these farm price data are avail best of the younger English poets
able. The pre-war farm price of eggs and essayists." Mr. Elliot is a Har
Osgood's news, as he was our neigh
"Buddy Sap" from Budding Trees
Doubling Point Rango
The sun shines bright, my heart Is
bor in South Portland and Mr. Purin Maine for February was 29 cents, vard graduate, now a British citizen.
light.
Keeper Nye has been silent for some ington's boyhood friend. Would lik?
"When one buys a gallon of maple
How gay we all can sing
Others to appear are Elmer Rice,
OFFERS
; this year 16 cents.
All the day and half the night.
time for the want of news, which is to hear from him often.
' syrup or a pound of maple sugar at
! Chicken prices are following the who left law for playwrighting; Nor
For this Is Spring!
very scarce around here.
The gulls have certainly struck it.
or market. It represents a large
man Foerster, professor of English
usual seasonal upward trend.
We wish to thank Editor Fuller and it has the appearance of spring quantity of sap. A barrel (32 gallons i
and director of the School of Let
The freshmen Civics Club was
many times for the card received I We are having fine weather now.
' produces only about one gallon of called to order March 27 by the i
ters at the University of Iowa, a critic
SEARSMONT
A Home Company and Local Investment
from Miami, and wish him a pleasant
and scholar of high distinction; Mrs.
The keeper is still at work on the
ajmP °r about seven and a half chairman, Dorothy Robinson. The
vacation. This card brings back woodpile, and it is a nice one He
Legal For Maine Savings Banks
pounds of sugar.
order of the day was a debate on the '
Lawrence Robbins, son of Mr. and Dorothy Canfield Fisher, widely
memories of the many times Keeper needs it too. as the cook can burn a
Tax Free to Holders in Maine
"A tree may produce from five to question, Resolved: That Most Com- I ^rs Janies Robbins of Searsmont. known short story writer, novelist
Nye used to be down in that section lot.
40 gallons of sap during a season. One mercial Advertising is detrimental ' bas the distinction of being the only and scholar; Marc Connelly, whose
Free From Normal Federal Income Tax
during the winter months as master
public. Clayton Witham was 8tudent at Hebron Academy receiv- "Green Pastures" won the Pulitzer
Town meeting at South Addison tree can be depended upon to give 110
Par Value $100. Dividends payable quarterly,
of vessels, and how he dreaded to was very exciting. The men got so from one to seven pounds of sugar or captain of the negative side and Carl |lng hlgb honors for the last ranking Prize for 1930; Carl Van Doren, pro
February,
May, August and November 1st. Callable
head north again and meet the cold warmed up that the sheriff was called from one pint to one gallon of syrup Spear was captain of the affirma- j Period, according to the announce fessor and lecturer at New York Uni
as
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whole
or in part at $ 105 a share.
blizzards with wind-jammers. How in to help keep order.
ment
of
Principal
R.
L.
Hunt.
He
The average is, however, about three tive. Everett Frohock of the senior
versity, and author of distinguished
This stock, issued under the approval of the
ever he always managed to pull
« • • •
I pounds of sugar or three pints of class as judge awarded the decision received A in each subject; his aver biographies.
through, but sometimes badly crip
Portland Head
age rank being 92.2.
Public Utilities Commission is offered to investors
i syntp.
The Institute is to be held in Me
to the negative side
pled.
Mr. and Mrs. Elden of Portland
“Thousands of gallons of syup and
• • • •
at a price of $98.00 per share and accrued interest,
morial hall. The lectures are open
Tug Pejepscot passed In March 24 were callers Sunday at the home of pounds of sugar are produced in New
SUNSET
to the public. More detailed lnfor- |
"The Sun and its Family of
yielding a little more than 6% per annum.
lrom winter quarters. Tug Seguin Mr. and Mrs. Thayer Sterling.
England kitchens, 'out there are many Planets," was the subject of the pro
mation may be secured by com
Subscriptions for this stock will be received at
Dudley
Sellers
recently
spent
a
few
passed in with coal barges the 26th.
Thomas Flanagan, electrician, is larger boiling plants throughout the gram presented by the freshmen
municating
with Prof. Wilmot
the office of the company, 5 Lindsey street, Rock
Miss Vivian Nye has returned home working at the station on a short job maple sugar region whicn produce science classes at the senior high days in Portland.
Mitchell, who heads the faculty com
land, Maine.
Mrs. Annie Eaton spent a few days
Irom Boston for a few weeks' visit
Mrs. Thayer Sterling called on her on a large commercial scale. Because- assembly Tuesday morning. The
mittee in charge of the Institute.
with her parents Keeper and Mrs aunt Mrs. Doughty In Portland Tues of rapid deterioration, sap is trans Sun, represented by a nine fact disc with her son P J. Eaton this week.
’
Camden-Rockland Water Co.
• • • •
Harry Gellerson, daughter Ardls
Nye, having graduated from the New day.
109-8-tf
ported as quickly as possible to boil was shown in comparison with the
In Peking an Americar, traveler,
England Deaconess Hospital. On her
Albert Martin and Willard Hilt ing stations where it is placed in eight cardboard “planets" varying in and Harland Dunham called on Al buying picture post cards of the
fred Dunham this week.
way home she visited a few days in were up against it last Saturday in a , evaporating kettles.
size- from that of a dime to a foot
Great Wall of China to send to
Portland with her sister Mrs. Fred new role (to them), sawing wood for
“The best sap is produced early in ball. Much merriment was provoked
friends at home, protested at their
Pinkham, who with her son Roger F O. Hilt.
the season It is wate- white, clear by a discussion involving two fresh guitar solo, Eleanor Johnson, and a high price. ''But,’’ said the Chi
accompanied Vivian home to make a
Philip Newbert of Thomaston while and sweet but as the season advances men boys who had supposedly just recitation, "Little Boy Blue," by nese shopkeeper, “they are imported.
For several weeks we have been telling you why this is a good
June Cook.
visit at the station.
in Portland on business recently it becomes cloudy and yellowish returned from a trip to the moon.
place for your savings. Here ore other reasons.
They come from America." Sure
•
•
•
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Keeper and Mrs. Nye have been called on the Hilts.
'Buddy sap' is the name applied to
SIXTH
Miss L. M. Makinen, the teacher enough on the back was "Made in
Our system of monthly payments makes you punctual and
very busy for the past month wash
Mrs. F. O. Hilt, Willard Hilt and the late runs of sap especially that
The willow Is dressed In silver.
The traveler was Amy
thrifty. You soon get used to the monthly call and your interest
at Ingrahhm Hill, was a visitor in USA."
The alder tags are gold.
ing ceilings and whitening same, Albert Martin motored to Redstone running about the time a tree's 6uds
Hemingway Jones, and her story of
The brook Is making music.
in the matter inrreas?s with the growing of your savings.
several
of
the
junior
high
classes
painting and papering. Have com N. H., last Sunday and were guests burst. It is usually green or yellowish
Like a troubadour of old
her trip around the world—An Amia
SEVENTH
Wednesday.
pleted the inside work in the dwelling of Mr. and Mrs. S G. Robinson. It and has a peculiar odor. When that
The lady slippers are springing up.
The business is co-operative. There are no bonds or preferred
ble Adventure—is a charming nar
• • • •
The
violets
blue
and
yellow;
for this season.
was a spring day in Portland and odor is noted, tapping ceases.
stock. At the end of eaeh six months, after paying necessary run
Spring is a bright new
rative. an informal account of things
And asking me to share his cup,
• • • •
ning expenses, and providing for a Guaranty Fund, the balance Is
winter in New Hampshire. The
" ‘Sugarln'-off is the common ex
Eight cylinder roadster;
Jack-ln-the-Pulptt. bright fellow.
enjoyed
in
Japan,
China,
Manchuria,
credited as dividends to the shareholders.
Winter, an old battered Ford
Narraguagus
ground was white with snow up that pression used for making maple
Stripped, in the gutter.
The pond that once was freezing
Siam, India, Syria, etc. (Appleton).
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Mrs. Charles Tracy and children way.
sugar. A certain amount of evapora
Dividends are generous and are compounded semi-annually.
There the water birds are mating
There will be a social at the High
returned on Wednesday of last week
F W. Morong, machinist, completed tion produces syrup; more evapora
And bull frogs try to sing
We have been in business forty-five years and they have never been
In the Famous Books for Young '
School Friday April 7.
to Jonesport for the children to at work here and Mr and Mrs. Morong tion yields sugar. When the evapora
less than 5 per rent.
Americans series is now to be ob
tend school. The children miss their went to Rockland by train Friday of tion has reached a degree satisfac
Mr. Blaisdell announced Tuesday
tained "The Oregon Trail" by Fran
pet dog Teddy.
last week.
tory to the sugar-making expert the morning that juniors and seniors
cis Parkman. Jr. It is an epic story
Mrs. James Eaton of Calais visited
The Good Timers’ Club met last contents of the kettle are poured into who had a daily average of 85 or
18 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND, ME.
of the great trek across the plains '
Mrs. Charles Tracy one day last week Wednesday with Mrs. Fred Wade ot molds In which it crystallizes. Large over in their studies might be ex
39Stf
through the mountains “on to;
Capt. Tracy was ashore at Wyman Walcott street, Rosemont. Mrs. Wade cakes of sugar are usually formed ir. cused from taking the quarterly ex
Oregon." (A. L. Burt Co.)
March 25.
is not a member but has been a guest wooden molds; smaller cakes in tins." aminations next week provided their )
• • • *
Mr. and Mrs. Arnold Stinson a number of times. She entertained
record was otherwise commendable.
From the spring publications of
(Kathleen Anderson) of Cape Por the club in a charming manner. The Damariscotta River on a trip for Teachers report, as a result, the most
Houghton. Mifflin Co. ore noted:
poise are being congratulated on the next meeting will be with Mrs. Adora clams for the factory.
conscientious work of the year done
The Stalking Horse by Rafael
birth of a son, Arnold Jr. on Hilt.
Mrs Elwell walked to New Haibor this week.
Sabatini, laid in England of the 17th
• • • •
March 1.
Mrs. W. C. Dow was guest Thursday and back last Sunday and called on
century, with William of Orange on
• • • •
of Mrs. Thayer Sterling.
her son.
Spring Is here again, no doubt,
the throne, the monarch who used
We all proclaim It loudly
• • • •
Burnt Coat Harbor
Florence Geyer, Evelyn Osier and
Dame Nature wakes once more to life
all men and trusted none.
Pemaquid Point
And flaunts her new gown proudly.
We are haring pretty good weather
Addie Poland from the Point are
The Hazards of Belinda, by Sophia
March has been rather a cold, blus working in the factory.
at the station now. It is beginning
BOSTON, MASS.
The woodpecker drums a sharp tattoo
BEACON STREET
Cleugh,
the author of such previous
The crow Is all as busy.
to look like spring, with the grars tery month but we can't complain
Mrs. Nathaniel Hanna of New Har
With brooks and kites and bats and
successes as “Matilda, Governess of
balls
starting to come up in warm places. about the winter. Our mail driver bor died last Sunday following a short
the English," "Enchanting Clemen
No lad Is Idle, Is he?
The lobster smack Willard Dag has made his daily trip all winter, illness.
• • • •
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Jmt a few minutes’ walk to the theatre, financial,
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and shopping center,.
stand across from the light.
"Under Northern Stars” and "The
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this station is to be discontinued Welch, Elizabeth Till, Betty McAlary,
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ling more passable.
for wad byfrienda ond myadlf. No
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Burnham & Morrill's clam factory sometime in the spring or summer.
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This will be the second light to dis
During the week the tug Foremost at Pemaquid Beach is open now, em
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Bose writes Ithat Capt. O. H. P.
Rogers was in Schooner Earl H.
A new book by A. Hyatt Verrill,
Romantic and Historic Maine,” Potter when that vessel was lost. I
Jusl ,rom the press Of Dodd. Mead have been asked to correct this by
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